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" INEXPENSIVE

PITMAN'S
for PRACTICAL BOOKS
Radio Mains Supply Equipment

It

Squire. A survey of the principles
By E.
of design and operation of the mains supply

equipment. Practical radio engineers will find
this -book invaluable in dealing with faults in
the supply equipment. Illustrated. 12fó net.

Electronics
By F. G. Spreadbury, A.M,Inst.B.E.

The most

up -to -date, comprehensive and reliable guide
yet published to theory and applications alike.
With numerous diagrams, 700 pages. 551- net.

Radio Receiver Servicing and
Maintenance
1. G. Lewis.
Here is reliable, up -to-date
assistance for the radio dealer and service
engineer.
A handy fault- finding summary
forms a useful feature of the book. Fourth
Edition. 8/6 net.

By E.

PITMAN, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

TELEVISION It

For the Home Constructor.
The above now famous booklet can he supplied by us, price
Led. Uses War Surplus equipment. The following major items
required are available.
I88 /APN4 LORAN INDICATOR UNIT. Complete with
CIR Tube SCPI in original mounting 14 valves. 6SN7 8 6H
3 613 L7, 1 61,17, 100 kc/e crystal, and a multitude of condensers,
resistors. etc. etc., 33/198 (carriage and packing. 7.8).
('IR TUBE. VCR97, Each tube brand new, suspended in manufacturer's original packing case, guaranteed.
complete with
Mated data sheet. Only 35'- (Reg. carriage and
packing,
7I6).
TUBE ENLARGING LENS. For VCR97 or SCP1. Double
picture
distortion. Easy fixing. Really
your
Parea, without
y 119/6 (plus Le postage and
aokiag),
RECEIVER. Complete with 8 valves. VR65. 1 5U4G.
1 VU120, condensers. resistors, eto. etc., 20 / -' (carriage and
ppeaeking, 51 -).
TYPE 95 R.F. UNIT. Complete. ready for us/ in 81355 receiver.
iI(carriage and packing, It).
.T. TRANSFORMERS. These transformers have been
specially wound for us for use with this circuit. For VCR97,
input 210-260 -830 v. ; output 8.100
4 v.. 1.1
8 -0-2 v. Only
For SCFI input 210-270 -250 v.; output 3,200 v.. 6.3 v.. 0,6 e., 2 -0 -2 v,,
Only 59-a. Both of these above transformers are of first -class
manufacture. fully itiipret-nated and guaranteed by us.
P.M. SPEAKERS t%lTI1 TRANSFORMERS. R and A.
8tin., only IS'-. gin. R and A. only el.' -. Notrepeatableat these

v

a

prices, Brand new.
INDICATOR TYPE 157. Complete with VCR97 tube, 16 valves.
SDI/. 2E1334. 2 EA50, potentiometers. 75 kc's crystal. Muir head dial, etc.. etc., at £2219, 6 (plus
carriage and packing).
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 250 -0 -250.
5/- 80 ma, 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v.
6 a.. for vision receiver unit, only 286.
For time hase unit,
350-0-350, 80 ma, 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 3 a.. 2816. Both chassis mounting.
EN -GOVT. VALVES. The following brand new and guaranteed
ex -Govt. valves are all available. All prices inclusive of
Purchase Tax. VU111, 5T4, 584. 651. all at 10 594. 5Y3.
6K7. 6X8, 6J7, 128R7. 125,17. MKT. 651.7, 6SC7, 6C6. 6V6, 7C7,
7H7, 7Y9, 75,7, 7b6, 7C5. 1299A. IRS, 9D2, 8112. 15112. 6AC7, all at
7'6. 6L6. 12.'6. 9003. INS, 6.15, all at
ISS, IT4, 4DI, all at 5.'-.
354. I54, at 9' -.
If unable to call, please send stamp for our new issue price list.
This is probably the most comprehensive component list in
the trade.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

It

HENRY'S, 5, Harrow Road, W.2.
PAD.:

1008.9.

FOR THE

RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER
OWNER
AND
The man Who enrols for an LC.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in practical, every -day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!
Write to the 1-C.S. Advisory Dept.. stating your requirements. It places you andsr no obligation

INTÉRNAT'IONAL

CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS

Dept. 94, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London W.C.2
Please send me your free booklet describing I.C.S. instruction
in the subject marked X.
Complete Ratak. l5nxIaeeriag
Elementary Electronics
Radio Service Eastesers
Elementary Radar
Radio Service anti sates
Advanced Short -wave
Elementary Radio
Radio
If you with to pass a Radio examination. indicate it below
Briti'h Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
City and Guild., Telecommunication.,
R.A.F. WMetess Operator and Mechanic
Examination students are coached, until successful
Name
(USE BLOCIK LETTERS)

Address

Ago

ICS

MutTICOeE

SOLDERS
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VALUES !

VALLANCE'S UNBEATABLE

THE " BRTTAN " DIAL AND DRIVE ASSEMBLY
An excellent All -wave Dial of the Airplane type. Covers 16 -50
metres. 200-500 metres, 900 -2,000 metres. CALIBRATED IN WAVE
LENGTHS AND STATION NAMES. Glass Dial with calibrations
in Green, Yellow and White with white pointer. Size 81in. x 5110.
Supported on rubber cushions by black back plate with brackets
for mounting on chassis. Complete with liin. drive drum to fit
tin. condenser spindle, and cord drive lead- with lin, bush, and
:in. spindle loin. long. Price 181E, including post and packing.
A.M.C. DIAL AND DRIVE ASSEMBLY
A fine three- waveband Dial Assembly for superhet work. Scale
finished in brown and cream and calibrated in frequency wavelengths and station names. S.W., 16 -50 metres. M.W., 200 -550
metres. L.W., 800-2,000 metres. Size of opening required, 101in. x
410. Completely assembled ready for use, 22/9 post free.
J.B. "SQUARE PLANE" DIAL AND DRIVE
A square celluloid dial for TRF receivers, calibrated for Medium
and Long Waves in wavelengths and station names in black.
Mechanical specification similar to the full Vision Dial. Supplied
complete with Glass and escutcheon. Size of opening required.
41in. x 31in. Price 12/9 post free.
J.B. ROUND PLANE DIAL " AND DRIVE
Exactly similar to the " Square Plane " Dial, but the Scale, Glass
and escutcheon are round. Price 12/9 post free.
DIAL ACCESSORIES
EPICYC'LIC DRIVES.-5.1 Ratio, complete with Pointer. 2/8
post free.
CORD DRIVE HEADS, with tin. spindle and lin. bush, 2'- each,
post free.
DRIVE DRUMS, 211n, to fit tin, spindle, 2/8 post free.
POINTERS.-Brónze -push on -centre pivot, lilt. Silver, centre
pivot. 41d. Black end pivot, 10d. each. Small brass centre pivot,
3d. each. Post and packing 6d. extra (minimum).
DRIVE CORD. --Superior quality, Bd. yard.
DRIVE SPRINGS, ld. each.
MT /M1 COMPACT MAINS TRANSFORMER
This small drop through transformer is ideal for V.F.O.s. Test
instruments, midget receivers and a host of other applications
where size is the limiting factor.
Primary, -- 200/250 v. A.C. (Screened).
Secondaries. -6.3 volt at 1.5 amps.
4 or 5 vo It at 2 amps, tapped.
260-0-280 volt 60 m.a.
tmenstoas. -310. x lin. x Sin. high. Price 23/-. post and packing
SPEEDY POSTAL SERVICE, C.V.O. or C.O.D.
When sending C.W.O. please include sufficient extra for post and
packing.
VALLANCE & DAVISON, LTD., Department P.W.
'Phone 29426/9
144, Briggate, Leeds, 1.
Staff call signs : G2ñ1IV. G3ABD,' G3CML.
-

M AT T Special Uffois

All NEWA ND GU,4 R,4 N TEED

T'RLVOX P.M. SPEAKERS, Bin. W /Trans.. 18/6: Bin. less
Trans.. 14'6 : 5in. L /Trans.. 12,6 Trans. to match. 3/3 each.
LINE CORD, 2-way. 1/8 Per yd.. 3 -way, 2/- per yd., 80 ohms
per ft.
TUNING CONDENSERS, Midg., .0005 W;Trims and. Sr motion
drive, 11f- each.
TUNING CONDENSERS, Ultra Midg., .0005, 2 -gang, 10 /6 each.
VOL. CONTROLS CENTRALAB.-All values w's, 4'9 each
L's, 36 each.
CONDENSERS, CANNED TYPES, 8 mfd. 450 v.. 3,- each :
16 mfd. 350 v., 2/9 each ; .25 mfd. 2.5 v.. 1!9 each ; 16 mfd.
(T.C.C.), 7/9 each ; 32 mfd. 275 v.. 3/9 each 16 +8, etc.. etc.
MULTI RATIO TRANS., 12 ratio, 7/6 each.,.
MAINS TRANS., 6 v. and 4 v.. 26/6 each (Shrouded,.
VIBRATORS, Mallory. 4 -pin. 6 v.. 4/11 each.
HEADPHONES, ex- Govt., W /Jack Plug, 3'11 per pair.
WEARITE " P " COILS, all types, 3'- each.
RESISTANCES, " ERIE," Types, I w.. 4d. each 1 w., 8d.
each.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS, all values. 12 /- per gross.
assorted.
PICK-UPS, B.T.H. Magnetic type, 40/- each. " DE LUXE "
Rothermal Crystal, 65/- each, including purchase tax.
COLLARO, A.C. Gram. Motors. W'plck -up complete,
£5 13s. 4d. each.
COLLARD, A.C. /D.C. Gram. Motors. w /turn-table, only
£9 3s. 6d. each.
PLESSEY A.C. Gram. Motors, auto changers complete,
£18 7s. 8d. each.
All Orders under Cl postage extra.
Let us have all your Radio requirements.
Largest Stock of B.V.A. and American Valves in Surrey.
:

;

;

MATT
29 Castle St.
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KINGSTON 8353
Kingston -on- Thames. Surrey.

W®

TELEVISION
RECEIVER

WE INVITE YOU to call any day
during television transmitting
time, to see this excellent little
receiver working. You can make
this from Government surplus
radar equipment.
Send 7/6
without delay for the -easy -tofollow instructional data. All
components are available ex stock
again. Total cost approx. £18.
ORDER WITHOUT DELAY

TRANSMITTER
worth 6/6 ?Is a

You can have an ex- R.A.F. transmitter type 22,
brand new, for this silly figure.
There is only one snag : these have been made
inoperative (Government Orders) by the removal of
the valves. But what a load of useful parts are left.
You will have hours of amusement making all sorts

of radio, electrical and mechanical gadgets. It

would take the whole page to adequately describe
every part of this transmitter, so we will Just briefly
mention that there are valve holders- switchescoil formers-silver -plated wheels- springs-knobsrods contact arms relay
lamp holder condensers- resistors.
Send only 6/6, plus 1/9 carriage, for this amazing
bargain.

-

- -

-

W. D. SALES

7,

Electron
House,

Windmill Hill, Ruislip Manor, Mdx,

42 -46,

TELEVISION CONSTRUCTION FROM EX GOVT.
GEAR is becoming all the rage. We can supply full constructional details for

a TV Receiver using Radar Units costing
The data is 716, but if the units are purchased is
supplied gratis, or the cost will be allowed if the purchase is
made within 14 days. A combined H.T. and E.H.T. Mains
Transformer is 5511010, but if bought with the Radar Units
the total cost is S1111010, showing a saving of ICI-. WE CAN
ALSO supply the " Radio Constructor " Inexpensive Television Data priced at 116. Please add 1216 carriage, plus 10Ideposit on returnable packing case.

£611010.

1( METRE SUPERHETS APW 4790.-Contains
each
valve RL7 and RLI6, 6 of SP6I and EA50, Has 6 I.F.T.s of 12
megs with 4 meg bandwidth, and variable tuning. All are
BRAND NEW, but some have had coils removed by the
makers in preparation for fitting others of a different range.
mm. formers with brass core.
With these we supply three
enabling coils to be wound for ranges required. ONLY 5916
(carriage, etc., 51-).
1

I

I

I

MODULATOR AND MIXER UNIT W

6331.-An ex-

Admiralty Unit containing a host of gear, including a 231 VA
transformer, valve 5U4G, 2 of 615G, 3 of P61, I of SP6I,
and
EB34. BRAND NEW. ONLY 1916 (carriage, etc., SI -).
I

I

INSULATION

TESTERS
(MEGGERS). -Ex- R.A.F.
BRAND NEW testers by Evershed & Record. Readings up
to 20 megs at 500 v. Pressure. Listed at over 512. Our
Price is ONLY S811010.
C.W.O. please.
S.A.E. for Lists.

U.E.I. CORP.
138,

THE RADIO CORNER
GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.I

('Phone TERminus 7937.)
We are 2 mins from High Holborn, 5 mins from King's Cross.
Open until p.m. Saturdays.
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DINING ROOM

KITCHEN

LOUNGE

BEDROOM

-switch the radio on or offfrom wherever you are!

7?u'LONG A

u1,11

.

1,1

REMOTE CONTROL

.

111h1I

The warm welcome accorded the " Long Arm " when it
reappeared just before Christmas showed how much listeners
need the added convenience of remote control.

Remember that this Whiteley "exclusive" operates any
number of " Stentorian " speakers (Senior, Junior or Cadet
models) from any radio receiver, and costs only 35,' -. (Suitable
speakers from 14.0.0.)

Other Whiteley products include Loudspeaker

Units,

Microphones,

Valveholders, Switches,

C hassis

111111

Transformers

and Chokes.

BACK
BROUGHT
DEMAND
BY POPULAR

ti)NrOneaft

LOUDSPEAKERS
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RADIO COMPONENTS

&
R

A D

I

O

C O

L

T D

M A N

S

F

I

E

L D

.

N O T T

Accurate enough for the Lab !
Sturdy enough for the works ..
Inexpensive enough
for the
average user
THIS

important addition to the "Advance" range
places an instrument of
laboratory class within the financial scope of every
radio service engineer and experimenter.
The discerning engineer will appreciate its accuracy
and stability, its exceptionally wide range which covers
all frequencies required for radio and television receivers,
and its accurate attenuating system which enables
sensitivity measurements to be made on highly sensitive

of Signal Generators

RANGE

:

100 Kcls

ACCURACY

:

-60

ATTENUATION

:

embodying
transmission line.
system

STRAY FIELD

Mcls on fundamentals

Guaranteed within

:

±

1

%.

Constant impeslance
a
matched 75 ohms

Less than

3

microvolts at 60

megacycles.

ILLUMINATED DIAL :Total
POWER SUPPLY

:

scale length 30in.

110 -210- 230-250

DIMENSIONS : l3in. x I0in.
WEIGHT : 15lbs.

*

Send

ADVANCE

for fully

receivers

up

to

60

Mc /s.

volts.

x 71in. de eP

descriptive pamphlet.

COMPONENTS

LTD.,

Back

Advance
Road,

Shernhall

St.,

Walthomstow,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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BY THE EDITOR

THE MONTH

The Wiréless Telegraphy Bill
every piece of electrical equipment causes interference ; only those which produce signals at radio
wavelengths.
The memorandum goes on to suggest how interference can be suppressed. It can be suppressed
on the receiving apparatus, by means of internal
screening and by the use of a special aerial which
must be very high so as to be outside 'the range
serious trouble caused by public service vehicles, of interference. This is, however, expensive,
and we challenge the Radio Industries Council's and not generally practicable for the ordinary
original statement that 90 per cent. of interference public.
In cases when the interfering signal occurs on
with television is caused by car ignition systems.
We .do not think that they have any justification for the same wavelength as the wanted signal, which
suc-li an " estimate," and we suggest that it is it does in most case's, it is not possible to suppress
it in the receiver. The practicable method,
ust a wild guess.
Public service vehicles, electrically propelled, therefore, is to suppress interference on the
cause very serious interference. Why has this. apparatus which causes it and, as we have pointed
not been mentioned in the memorandum ? This out before, this can be effected by means of a
states that many kinds of industrial and domestic simple device fitted to the equipment. The device
electrical equipment produce, inadvertently, when is cheap and easily fitted.
Increasing use is being made of radio and radar
operating quite normally, signals at radio wavelengths in much the same way as the B.B.C. as navigational aids, and the vital importance of
radiate programmes. They give as examples of preventing interference with these services, where
equipment which produce such signals, èertain safety of life is involved will be fully appreciated.
types of electric motors, electric vacuum cleaners, There is no reason why one user of electrical
electric razors, certain types of electric water - apparatus should be favoured at the expense of
heaters, irons, bed- warmers and refrigerators, any other, but we concur in the view that it is
motor vehicle ignition systems, and electro- medical desirable that full use should be made of scientific
knowledge and technical experand industrial H.F. heating equipience to ensure that all .electrical
ment.
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
appliances and radio services
Unlike radio signals, which can I " Practical Wireless." George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower
House,
Southampton
Street,
Strand,
work efficiently for the good of
be controlled, the signals radiated t W.C.E. 'Phone
Temple Bar 4303.
the public. If measures are taken
by this equipment are unconNewnes, Rand, London.
Telegrams.
to ensure that equipment protrolled, and instead of being
Registered at the O.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Poet.
ducing. interference is properly
confined to one fixed wavelength f1 The Editor
will be pleased to consider
suppressed, the public will derive
are transmitted over a wide
articles of a practical nature suitable
Practical Wireless,"
. for
the fullest enjoyment from the
band of wavelengths.
should bwtteon ne
cartc
large sums of money spent by
As an example, consider two
side of the paper only, and should-contain the name and address of the sender.
the B.B.C. to give the best in radio
signals being radiated simulWhilst the Editor does not hold himself
and television entertainlnent.
responsible for manuscripts, every effort
taneously, one a B.B.C. proreturn
them
if
a
stamped
to
will be made
gramme. and the other a signal
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
Practical Television
All correspondence intended for the
produced by a vacuum cleaner.
Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
in this issue
When the receiver is tuned in to
" Practical Wireless." George Newnes,
ELSEWHERE
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
readers will notice that we
the B.B.C. programme it is
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
have re- introduced the Practical
Owing to the rapid progress in the
received at a fixed point on the
design of wireless apparatus and to our
In
Supplement.
Television
dial, but the other can be
efforts to keep our readers in touch
this feature, which will appear
with the latest developments, we give
received anywhere on the dial,
no warranty that apparatus described
give
the
monthly, we shall
and so the signal from the
in our columns is not the subject of
letters patent.
latest television news, reviews of
vacuum cleaner will also be
ComMght in all drawings, phototelevision receivers, and cona us and articles published in
heard as an unwanted and inter"Practical Wireless " is specilleally
structional details of apparatus.
fering signal.
reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the-Berne Convention and
Readers interested in the
This interfering signal may
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
subject will appreciate the grouptravel through the ether and
of any of these are therefore expressly
Wireless "
" Practical
forbidden,
ing of television subjects within
along electric cables, wires, pipes
incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
the pages of the supplement.
and other metal objects. Not

THE Radio Industries Council has sent to all
Members of Parliament a memorandum
explaining the causes of electrical interference with radio and television services, so that
those concerned with the new Wireless Telegraphy
Bill may appreciate the importance of dealing with
the problem now.
It is noted that nò reference is made to the very

T

:

:

T

.
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portable sets, for use on vehicles and by staff
on the ground.
The tests envisaged will, for example, determine
the possible value of wireless fòr.:
Communication between shunting- engine drivers,
ground staff and control towers in marshalling
yards.
Communication between staff during extensive
engineering operations.
Communication from a central depot to road
cartage collection and delivery vans.
Working trials will take place as soon as the
radio equipment now on order becomes available.
Tests are also in hand, using ultra- high- frequency
Total England and Wales... 10,161,000 to determine the possibility of providing radio
Scotland .
1075,000 communication through tunnels, to facilitate
Northern Ireland
186,0004 engineering operations in these difficult locations.
Broadcast Receiving Licences

'FliE

following statement shows the approximate
numbers of licences issued during the year
ended 30th November, 1948.
Region
Number
London Postal ..
..
2,121,000
Home Counties ..
1,496,000
Midland .
1,627,000
North Eastern ...
1,771,000
North Western ..
1,482,000
South Westerrí . .
1,004,000
Welsh and Border
660,000

-

11,422,000

Additional Frequency Bands for Amateurs
General announces that as from
THEthePostmaster
1st January, 1949, holders of amateur
British Railways to Test Radio
wireless station licences may, subject to the condiBRITISH RAILWAYS are to carry out tests tions of their licences, use in addition to the frewith radio to ascertain whether it would quencies they already use, frequencies within thé
facilitate any traffic or engineering operations.
bands 5,650 to 5,850 Mc /s and 10,000 to 10,500
Announcing this, the Railway Executive report Mc /s and, on a non -interference basis, the frequenthat in addition to fixed radio stations, tests will cies 144 to 145 Mc /s, and 1,215 to 1,300 Mc /s.
be carried out with transportable equipment, Only amplitude modulation may be used with
frequencies in the 144 to 148 Mc/s band but in
the other new bands frequency modulation-or
amplitude modulation may be used. Amateurs who hold licences which restrict them to
using telegraphy or a maximum power of 10
watts will be required to observe the seme
restrictions when using the new bands and
the 145 to 146 Mc /s and 420 to 480 Mc /s
bands released earlier, but other amateurs
will be allowed to use any of these frequencies for telegraphy and telephony at powers
not exceeding 25 watts. Licences will be
formally amended by a notice in the London
Gazette. The continued use by amateurs of
frequencies in the 58.5 to 60 Mc /s band will
be permitted until a date pot later than the
31st March, 1949, which will be announced
in due course.
"

.

Radiotelephone Service With R.M.S.

"Caronia "
Postmaster General announces that
THEtelephone service is now available with
the R.M.S. Caronia.
The charges for calls to the Caronia are the
same as those for calls to other liners.
Main Equipment Rack at the Institution for the Blind. The British Institution of Radio Engineers
London Section held a meeting at the
The radio receiver and record player are immediately below
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
the loudspeaker grille, with the " programme " timeswitch THE
at top of the right-hand rack. A microphone for local Medicine recently when a paper was read by
J. B. Birks, B.A., on " The Physical
announcements can be seen on the wall.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Applications of Microwaves." Mr. Birks is the
lecturer in, Natural Philosophy at the University of
Glasgow and made a special journey from Scotland
in order to give this paper.
A major part of the physicist's knowledge of
the structure of matter has been derived from
the study of the interactions between electromagnetic radiations and matter. The major war
advances in microwave experimental technique
and apparatus have provided the physicist with
impcirtant new research tools, and have encouraged
fresh investigations of the properties of matter
in the centimetre wave region. The paper reviewed
the progress made in such physical applications
of microwaves.

93.,,
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dealing. with the smoke nuisance from municipal
power stations.
Pictute Transmission
a new method for

high -speed

ULTRAFAN,
transmission of pictorial or printed material,

was demonstrated to the public for the first time
last month, according to Radio Electronics.
Feature of the demonstration was the sending in
just two minutes and 21 seconds of the complete
text of " Gone With the Wind," the famous 1,047page novel.
A picture of each page is transmitted via television
to a TV rdceiver and is copied on microfilm. Thirty
of these pictures per second are sent. A wardeveloped system of high -speed photography
delivers film ready for printing or projecting' in
Big Ekco Development in India
COLE, LTD., announce the successful 45 seconds.
conclusion of negotiations with the great
Television Points to the North -west
Tata organisation of India for the manufacture
and diktribution of radio receivers in India, in the
feet above the heads of passers -by,
ONEonhundred
following statement :
the roof of the old Museum telephone
" E. K. Cole, Limited, "and National Radio and exchange in Cleveland Street, off Tottenham Court
Engineering Company, Limited, of Bombay (a Road, workmen are erecting a giant television
Tata affiliated company) announce that they have transmission aerial. The aerial is the first part of
entered into an agreement for the establishment the B.B.C. project to bring television to the many
and development of radio manufacture and distri- people who live outside the range of the London
bution in India. This will embrace radio receivers, transmitters, and is the London link to relay
components and electronic devices generally. programmes to the new television station at
Plans are well advanced for the production of Sutton Coldfield, for re- transmission to the Midlands
a range of radio receivers, the first of which it is and the North. A cable will carry the programmes
expected will appear shortly."
from Alexandra' Palace to Cleveland Street.

EK.

" Detector " Medical Aid'
NEW device for the detection of metal is
designed to locate foreign objects in animals.
time signal and radio relay system
AN ofautomatic
a flexible character has recently been made A bit of baling wire swallowed by a cow or a bullet
and installed by the G.E.C. for the Royal Dundee accidentally fired into a farm animal or pet may
he located by passing the detector over'the animal's
Institution for the Blind.
The assembly illustrated houses a radio receiver, body. Developed by the U.S. Army Medical
gramophone with automatic record changer and Department, the device is awaiting final clinical
microphone input panel, as well as the main 60 -watt tests.
amplifier and power supply equipment.
The apparatus is intended chiefly
for the relaying of radio and gramophone programmes but microphones
are available to enable announce
ments to be made. There is also
provision for locally -generated time
signals to announce the beginning
and ending of work periods.
The entire equipment is switched
on and off- automatically and provision is made for music to h
reinstated automatically after tune
Radio Relay Installation at
Blind

Institution -for the

A

'

signals or microphone announcements have been made.

" Electric Eye " Banishes Smoke
is reported that an " electri(
eye " for the control of tin.

IT

smoke nuisance is in use in Australia.
It controls fuel supply and regulates
smoke volume automatically. Hospitals and factories in Melbourne,
Victoria, are installing it and the The new Relay Aerials in London. Note that the reflectors are made
inventor claims that it is capable of from strips instead of being solid-in order to reduce wind resistance,
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Compact Three -band Superhet
A 4 -valve Battery Receiver of Simple Design Built
By

R.

ABATTERY receiver capable of receiving both
short-wave and home stations was
recently needed. Such a receiver was to be
compact, at the Same time using standard components to the fullest extent. Since the set might
frequently be used with a 20ft. throw-out aerial,
sensitivity adequate to receive the more powerful
short -wave stations was required.
The four-valve superhet circuit was decided on,
as giving a good overall performance. Simplicity
of operation is ensured by reducing controls to a
minimum. The 4in. P.M. loudspeaker provides
volume and quality sufficient for usual needs with
this class of receiver.\ Limiting the number of
valves to four assists in battery economy.
Since the set was designed as a semi- portable,
an earth' is not used. The addition of an earth on
medium waves does make a marked difference to
signal strength, although sensitivity is adequate
without. Overall size is approximately 13ín.
by Sjin. by Skin. deep. Broad details of construction are given, all minor points of receiver
assembly and construction being left to personal
discretion.
Two -volt valves are used. First, a triode -hexode
frequency changer to maintain a good short -wave
performance. A four -pin variable-mu H.F. pentode follows as I.F. Then a double -diode-triode
for detection, A.V.C. and audio- frequency amplification. Finally, an output tetrode of moderate
slope, to give a favourable compromise between
sensitivity and quality.
There are only two connections to the 120 volt H.T. bias, for the output valve is automatic,
resulting from the volts -drop across R13. The
resistor R7 was connected across the volume

Fig.

I.- Theoretical

From

Standard Parts

V. LUMBARD

Control R14 to reduce the diode D.C. load, since
the value of the available 1- megohm volume control
on its own was considered too high. The A.V.C.
voltage is taken from the primary circuit of the
second I.F. transformer, full A.V.C. being fed to

frequency changer and I.F. valves.
The choioê of coil unit used is left to the constructor. A large section of the chassis is removed
to allow the coil unit to be fitted. If necessary,
the unit can project above the level of the chassis.
There is ample clearance below the two -gang condenser. The space will readily accommodate the
average three -waveband unit, or, if preferred,
the constructor's own coils, together with wave change switch, trimmers and padders. The writer's
present coils are of the " P " type, covering 12 -35,
35:100 and 200-550 metres. An alternative is to
use the three -waveband iron -dust core coils to cover
long, medium and short, and these, besides covering
the worthwhile short -wave broadcasts, will enable
the 1,500 metres Light programme to be
heard.
-

The Circuit

The complete theoretical diagram of the coils and
switching is shown in Fig. 3 (a). Values of trimmers
and padders are omitted, since they depend on
coils used and wave ranges covered. An alternative
oscillator -anode circuit can be tried, and is shown in
Fig. 3 (b). It was found in the writer's receiver
(a) gave best performance on the lowest wavelengths.
Excessive oscillation on any one waveband can be
cured by artificial damping on the coil concerned.
The inclusion of a series resistor of 200 -1,000 ohms
between the anode winding of the coil and the switch
contact will stabilise things. A further resistor of

circuit diagram complete pith basic coil unit components for single waveband.
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tuning dial, volume and wave-change controls,
and insulated aerial terminal. Other holes to be
drilled are for speaker fixing, and 2 B.A. for
attaching chassis to panel ; and, finally, holes for
screw-fixing the panel to front of cabinet.
The steel chassis is made
t
7
/
T, C.
separately, being joined to the
panel by four 2 B.A. bolts.
The outside dimensions a,re
111in. by 5jin. deep. The
chassis height is 21in., there
rc
being a clearance of lin. between the bottom of the chassis
and the bottom of the front
4 3
3 4
3 4
4 5
Fi/.
Fi/.
panel. This permits chassis
Note: Connect Pin 6
NegJ
INeg./
and panel, when assembled
To Fig Neg.
complete, to be slipped bodily
into the cabinet.
Large sections of the chassis
top and front must be cut
away. The main sections are
4
3
for the coil -unit and base of the
speaker ; also volume -control/
4
2
on-off switch. Next come the
2
2
holes for valveholders and
V3 (H024)
V4 (KT2)
V/ (x24)
V2 (w2/)
I.F. transformers. Finally,
the 2 B.A. bolt holes to line up
Fig. 2. -Valve base data:
with panel, the aerial terminal
holes, and fixing holes for the
without seriously affecting two -gang condenser bracket, valveholders and
I3:T. economy,
I.F. transformers. All fixed condensers and
sensitivity.
The size of the steel front panel is 121in. by 8in. resistors are supported in the wiring, so no holes
Tite main apertures to be made are for the speaker, are needed.

30,000- 100,000 ohms, connected across the tuned

winding, should cure any remaining instability.
It is possible to arrange that an additional
resistor is switched into the oscillator -anode circuit
when not on short waves. This makes for greater

On

Fig. 3.
the left is a diagram of a three-band coil unit with additional switched resistor inserted on
normal broadcast (not S.W.) band. On the right is an alternative oscillator -anode circuit.
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The Cabinet

of all but the battery leads is best kept as short and
The construction of a suitable cabinet should not direct as possible. Doubts may be felt about the
be difficult. Either five -ply or jin. wood is leakage current through C17 when the set was
suitable. There is only a top, bottom, and two switched off. But with a good reliable make of
sides. Two runners are screwed underneath. The condenser the leakage is negligible. A three -point
carrying handle is a matter for personal choice. or double -pole on -off switch.will remove any leakage
With the cabinet complete, both chassis and panel
the set is off, but volume -controls with either
,can be bolted together and checked for fit by sliding when
are more difficult to get.
into the cabinet.
Before connecting batteries, the wiring should be
The assembly of valveholders, I.F. transformers,
coil -unit, volume -control, tuning condenser, dial, checked for obvious faults, safeguarding valves
loudspeaker, etc., is followed by wiring. A guide against possible damage. The H.T. and L.T. can
to the relative positions of components is given in then be plugged in and alignment commenced. To
Fig. 4. In the writer's receive; it was not necessary avoid any headaches, it is best to get the I.F.T.s
to screen any of the grid or anode leads. Wiring lined to 465 ke /s at the beginning, using a. signal
Tunjny Contro/

IIIIIII!IIIIIII

Output

of

Chassis

1F.T2

To Top

V2

''

-'!l

Aerial

pm

2 Gang

Transformer

plan View

IIIII

Tuning
Condsi:

of

'-L,T Leads

¿FT t

HT

Leads

Under: de

of

Chassis

/FT

lFT2

1,

Space Available For Coil Unit;
Including Coils 8 Components.: -

¡Fig. 2e) S. S2 S3 S4:

54'

T,

2 3,T,

&

P2, P3.

.

Wavechange

Switch

//

+

12i"
Fi

.

4.-Practical above- and below- chassis diagrams

showing layout and positions of all components.
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generator. Aligning can be done by " hit -andmiss," but the procedure is as tedious as it is long;
even then one is not certain of proper alignment.

The use of a signal generator is also a great asset for
trimming and padding the signal and oscillator
circuits of the frequency changer.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
CONDENSERS
Cl .000214F Trimmer (Ceramic)
C2 and C6 Two -gang .0005µF variable

C9
C10,
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18

.05µF Tubular
.1µF Tubulac
.0001pF Mica
.05pF Tubular
.1µF Tubular
05pF Tubular
C11, C1/ .0001µF Mica
.01pF Tubular
.051,F Tubular
.00010F Mica
.005pF Tubular
8µF Tubular Electrolytic
25µF Tubular Electrolytic

RI

40,000 ohms

129

.1 megohm
50,000 ohms
10,000 ohms
25,000 ohms
20,000 ohms
.5 megohm
2 megohms
.1 megohm

C3
C4
C5

C7
C8

R11

Vl

Triode -hexode (Marconi/Osram X24)
V.M. Pentode (4-pin) (Marconi /Osram
W21)
D.D. Triode (5 -pin) (Marconi /Osram
HD24)
Output Tetrode (Marconi /Osram KT2)

1

.5 megohm

300 ohms
1- megohm volume control
VALVES

V2
V3

V4

5in. P.M. loudspeaker of 2-3 ohms.
O.T. small output transformer, ratio about 70 : 1.
Precision slow -motion dial, complete with
reduction drive and 2/Einngknob.
I.F.T.1. and I.F.T.2 smal ype 465 kc!s intermediate frequency transformers with adjustable iron -dust cores.
Three-waveband coil-unit to constructor's own
requirements, complete with trimmers and
padders, also necessary switches.
Valveholders :
7 -pin,
one ;
4 -pin, one ;
5 -pin, two.
Batteries :
120-volt high -tension (standard
capacity) ; 2 -volt dry accumulator.

RESISTORS
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

megohm

R10,
R12
R13
R14

New Home Battery Charger

THE possession of a home battery charger can
no longer be considered a luxury. In fact,
it is true to say that the present system of
petrol rationing, with its attendant mileage restrictions, puts the battery charger 'amongst the
indispensable items of garage equipment for

motorists. For without it no motorist can to -day
guarantee that his battery will be correctly
maintained.
With the, arrival of winter this difficulty is
considerably worsened. Not only is the battery
called upon to provide ignition facilities for the
engine, but it has also to cope with the prolonged
burning of side, tail and head lamps, together with
the additional burden of cold starting. Thus, the
need for an efficient home battery charger betomes
imperative. The listener who relies upon battery
equipment, but who has mains facilities available,
will also find a good battery charger a valuable
adjunct.
Such an instrument is now .marketed by The
General Electric Co., Ltd. Costing only £5 12s.
this neiv G.E.C. charger is simple to operate and is
suitable for use on A.C. (single -phase supplies) with
frequencies between 40 and 100 cyéles, and can be
adjusted easily by the user for 100 /110, 200/220
or 230/250 volt circuits. Movement of a single
screw plug enables a 2 -, 6- or 12 -volt battery to be
charged as desired.
A novelty incorporated in the charger is q,
thermally operated combined cut -out and indicator.
This device protects the transformer and rectifier
unit against excessive overload or accidental short circuiting of the output leads, while the pointer,

which passes over a scale reading " LOW,"
" MED " and " HIGH," indicates the relative
output of the charger. The state of the battery
automatically controls the rate of charge.
When the battery is in a discharged condition,
the charger will deliver its full output of 2 amps.
but as the charge in
the battery builds
up, so the rate of
charge decreases.

Further protection for the transformer is given by
the provision of
double-pole fuses
on the primary side.
Operating costs are
negligible, as the

unit only consumes

approximately the
same current as the
average domestic
electric lamp.
Enclosed in an

attractive, cream -

finished case with
red pilot lamp, and
.supplied with electrical leads, battery
clips and instruc-

tion

leaflet,_

the

G.E.C. home battery charger can be The G.E.C. charger which
provides 2 -, 6- or 12 -volt outputs.
relied upon.
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Civilian Walkie- talkies
Advance Details of

a

New American Midget Transmitter- receiver

THE first portable radio transceivers for public
use between homes, ears, offices, plants,
farms and many other person -to- person
radio -telephone applications are now in pilot plant
production, according to Al Gross of the Citizens
Radio Corporation, which has received the first
F.C.C. type approval for equipment to be used on
the 465 megacycle band allocated for civilian

use.
The equipment, according to Gross, is one fourth
the size of the famous wartime walkie- talkie and
is the result of more than two years of research
and engineering in which many new techniques,
including sub-miniature tubes and the use of silveron- ceramic circuits, have been perfected for practical
push- button, person-to- perebn radio communication
for public use.
Experimental units, he said, have been given
exhaustive field tests between car and home ;
home and office ;- boats and shore ; 'planes and
ground ; and person -to- person on city streets.
They have also been tested for communication
between cemetery ground keepers ; hunters ;
mountain climbers ; farm and field and surveyors.
He also predicted that this revolutionary type of
personal two -way radio will soon become a standard
means of eye-witness reporting of sports and spot news events to radio and
television
audiences
and
newspapers.
The transceiver, two of
which are required for person to- person air contact, is housed
in a tiny .case measuring only
bin. by 2lin. by lain., topped
by a small folding aerial. This
pocket -sized rildio station inchides all necessary equipment
except a tiny headphone and
batteries carried in a separate
'

;

.

ease about the size
As may be seen in
panel, there are only
left being for volume

of a miniature camera.
the centre of the control
two controls, that on the
and that on the right for
tuning. They are of the edge -operated type.
The cut -out grille on the lower portion carrying
the letters " R.C." is, in fact, the opening over the
microphone, and the ornamental panel is thus a
protective cover as well as carrying out a useful
function.
Development of the citizen's radio, Gross said,
was made possible largely through the availability
of sub-miniature tubes manufactured by Sylvania
Electric Products Inc. and the co- operation of
Sylvania's advanced development laboratories.
However, he admitted that many practical design
problems, without which F.C.C. type approval
CR -401 could not have been obtained, were solved
in the laboratories of the Citizens Radio Corporation.
He described the model 100 -B citizen's radio as
a transceiver for Class B stations only ; operating
at 465 Mc /s, tolerance 0.4, input 3 watts, emission
A-3 with 30 per cent. maximum modulation. The
transmitting section uses a Sylvania 6K4 subminiature oscillator and the receiver is a super regenerative using three Sylvania IV5 sub -miniature
tubes. The transceiver weighs only 11 ounces
including aerial, and total
station equipment including
batteries is only two- and -onehalf pounds.
At the moment the apparatus is available only on the
American market and we are
unable to give any further details of the equipment. If
and when it becomes available in
this country an announcement
will be made in these pages.

The transmitter and
receiver, seen above,
includes
microphone,
'aerial and four subminiature valves for
oscillator and super-.
regenerative
receiver.
On the left the equipment is seen in use,
and on the right is
the audio section.
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New Developments in
Broadcasting -2
Concluding the Precis of the Presidential Address Delivered Recently at the Junior Institution
of Engineers by SIR NOEL ASHBRIDGE, F.K.C., B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E., F.I.R.E.

Ultra -short-wave Broadcasting

that these very high-frequency waves would be

THE other major development which I wish to
speak about is ultra-high -frequency, or ultra short -wave broadcasting. Almost everyone
knows, of course, that home broadcasting is carried
out on what are known as long and medium waves.
Such waves have one main disadvantage : in darkness they are reflected from the ionosphere, which
not only gives rise to the well -known distortion due
to fading but causes severe interference between
stations using the same wavelength at very considerable distances. It is true that this also makes longdistance reception possible, but for a high -quality
home broadcasting service such. reception cannot
be regarded as satisfactory. The existence of indirect ray transmission means in effect that,
generally speaking, high -power stations, say, on
the Continent of Europe, cannot normally satis factorily share the same channel unless they are
separated by well over 1,000 miles.
This naturally gives rise to the very serious overcrowding of the available frequency bands and to
the necessity of allowing only 9 ke /s spacing between
channels, which is not sufficient for really highquality reception except when the received'strength
from the wanted station is high.
If the tendency to increase the number and power
of broadcasting stations throughout Europe continues it may even be necessary still further to
reduce the spacing to secure an internationally
agreed wavelength plan, without which a con dition of chaos would almost' certainly develop.
Thus, at the recent European Regional Broadcast
Wavelength Conference at Copenhagen there was at
first strong pressure to adopt a 10 kc /s separation
between channels, but in the end, in order to secure
agreement, it became necessary to adopt 9 kc /s
as the standard spacing.' Even so, it was necessary
to space a few of the channels at the high-frequency
end of the medium-frequency band at 8 kc /s in
order to fit in the very large number of stations
which had to be accommodated:
In thèse ci$cumstances it may well be asked what
are the prospects of good broadcasting in the future.
Forttinately, the answer in this case is favourable ;
without much doubt the future to a large extent
depends on the development of broadcasting on
ultra -high frequencies. Since, however, the shortage of channels has existed for more than 20 years,
with steadily increasing severity, the question
naturally arises, why has this expedient not been
adopted before ?

limited in range to " line of sight " transmission
and would be subject to masking and shadow
effects from hills, large buildings, and other obstructions.. In fact some doubts were expressed as to
whether such frequencies were really practicable
for a broadcasting service at all.
To an extent these fears are realised in practice,
but certainly not to the serious extent anticipated.
Moreover, it has been found that by siting stations
on carefully chosen high ground -and I might
mention here that the choice is not necessarily the
same as it would be for a medium or a long wavelength station-and by placing the radiating system
at the top of the highest mast it is practicable to
build, these limitations in coverage can be very
greatly reduced.
Again, the radiating system for these frequencies
can be designed to concentrate the energy in the
required direction in the vertical plane to such an
extent as to give the effect of several times the
apparent power. The result is that the maximum
effective range of a 25 kW sound broadcasting station
working on say 90 Mc /s may prove to be roughly
equal to that of a similar station on,,say. 1,000 kc /s.
But this is perhaps rather a broad statement and
the exact nature of the terrain to be covered must
be taken into account. For 'example, the general
coverage of a mountainous district would in the
ordinary way not be feasible, although the technique
of using a number of low -power stations of this
type in populated mountainous areas may be found
quite satisfactory. Again, there may be, and
almost certainly will be, some strictly local difficulties in cities with tall buildings. It is anticipated, however, that these effects will not be
important enough to prevent the development of
The band
broadcasting on these frequencies.
which is at present earmarked for the purpose in
this country is 87.5 Mc /s to 95 Me/s.
.

'

Benefits of Frequency Modulation

Many people refer to this kind of broadcasting
in a general way as F.M., which, of course, means
frequency modulation. Many millions of words
have been written on this method of modulation,

both extolling the advantages and pointing out the
difficulties.. When a transmitter is frequency
modulated it means that the carrier wave is modulated by the audio frequency programme input by
varying its frequency instead of its amplitude,
which is normal for broadcast transmitters. The
advantages of the, former method, put very
Increasing the Range
briefly. are that it reduces to a considerable extent
The answer is that prior to the introduction of parasitic interference' of most kinds, giving a
television on carrier frequencies as high as 45 Mc /s, remarkably silent background even when the field
as a matter of necessity, to accommodate the very strength is comparatively low. It is this fact which
wide modulation frequency band, it was thought makes it possible to adopt a lower. field strength
www.americanradiohistory.com
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as the working limit and so obtain a range comparable with that obtained on lower frequencies
where the rate of attenuation is much leas. The
main disadvantage is that to get the full advantage
from a F.M. transmitter, the modulation bandwidth-that is the overall frequency swing of the
carrier-must be of the order of 150 kc /s, whereas
the highest possible quality of sound transmission
using amplitude modulation requires, say, 30 kc /s
channel width overall.
Frequency modulation,
therefore, cannot be used on medium or long waves
because of the wide band necessary if it is to be
effective.
It is thought by many people that the time will
soon be reached when the ultra-high- frequency
bands are as congested as are the medium- and low frequency ,bands at the present time. This,
however, is unlikely, unless it is found that in
practice interference between stations at a distance,
due to tropospherie propagation which is liable
to occur on these frequencies, is more severo than
is anticipated at present. It should be explained
that by tropospheric propagation is meant reflection
or refraction, at much lower levels than the ionosphere, caused by sharp variations in atmospheric

temperature and humidity with height. Nevertheless, the fact that frequency modulation uses five
times the band width necessary for amplitude
modulation might conceivably cause a set -off
to its main advantage, namely that good reception
can be obtained at a much lower field, strength.
Perhaps it should be made clear that were there
no such thing as frequency modulation it would
still be possible to develop the use of ultra -high
frequencies for broadcasting, using amplitude
modulation, although at the moment general,
if not quite universal, opinion is in favour of
exploiting ultra- high -frequency broadcasting using
a frequency -modulated carrier.
The advantages of frequency modulation for
high.frequency broadcasting began to be realised
in the U.S.A. at about the beginning of the late
war and it was developed there to a limited extent
during the war years. It has now obtained a firm
hold in America and expansion is extremely rapid
both with regard to transmitters and receivers.
.

Present Experiments
So far as broadcasting was concerned it was
not possible to do any practical work on this
development during the war in this country,
but as soon as the end was in sight the B.B.C.
started experimental work, using two or three
low- powered stations in areas which were chosen
to give typical conditions which would have to
be met in practice. Valuable, but not complete,
data has been obtained, and before committing a
very large sum for development on a country -wide
basis it was decided to construct a high -power
station near London which would be regarded to
a considerable extent as experimental.
This station will have two-transmitters, each with
a power of about 25 kW. (which is somewhat
higher than is commonly uged in America) and
the maximum height of mast allowed by the Air
Authorities, 500ft. It has been Constructed in
such a way as to facilitate comparativo experiments
between two transmitters working under different
modulation conditions and with the object of
making measurements on which it would be

March, 1949

reasonable to base a scheme for general coverage.
Its experimental nature does not, however, imply
that there is any real doubt as to the feasibility
and importance of ultra- high -frequency broadcasting generally, and, in fact, the station at
Wrotham, Kent, will be the first of a chain of such
stations throughout the country.
Ultimately it will, of course, be necessary for
listeners to provide themselves with new receivers,
or possibly adaptors, and with this in view close
liaison with industry is being maintained. It is
hoped that suitable receivers will be produced at
the right time which will cover the low -, medium -,
and ultra- high -frequency bands.
It is always dangerous to make forecasts concerning the distant future, especially when the relative
data is incomplete. However, it can be said that it
is not anticipated that ultra -high- frequency
broadcasting will, in the foreseeable future, entirely
replace the use of medium and low frequencies,
at any rate in this country. In a consistently
flat country this might well be feasible, assuming,
of course, that listeners liad provided themselves
with suitable receivers. However, where mountainous or very broken country is to be covered,
serious dpeulties may well be encountered and the
ultra - high - frequency development should be
regarded more as an extremely welcome auxiliary
to the existing services, rather than as a replacement
of them. Above all, their use can fortunately be
regarded as a solution in the future to the steadily
increasing international difficulties with regard
to the sharing out of channels which arise from the
limitations of the low- and medium-frequency
bands. At the same time the new bands would,
in general, make possible improved reception,
giving greater artistic possibilities for the future.
The New Wavelength Pjin
As already_ mentioned, a conference of European
countries has just succeeded in producing a new
wave plan to which a large majority of the countries
present have agreed. It is to be applied in March,
1950, and normally there should be five or six
years before this plan would come up for revision.
However, taking into account the extreme difficulty
of obtaining an agreement at this Conference and

the fact that broadcasting, especially in certain
countries, is now being rapidly developed for the
first time on a basis of high -power stations, the
prospects of obtaining future agreement would
not be at all promising were it not for the fact that
in future some of the development should be
absorbed by the use of wavebands not so far taken
into use.
Thus it is most satisfactory that we can, quite
apart from television, look forward to the further
development of sound broadcasting, a possibility
which even 10 years ago appeared to be rapidly
disappearing.

SAVE THAT CARTON
Every empty breakfast-food, sugar,
cigarette, soapfláe packet is urgently I
needs for ssalvage.
i,.4..... l.. 1......,al..... .i1......,414....,4/10,......,1111.1......
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Crooning-SO Years Ago
CROONING does not appear to be a modern
disease; for Charles Reade had something to
say about it in " The Cloister and the Hearth,"
written in the year 1860, and I am indebted to
Mr. A. J. Sweeney, of Gloucester, for drawing my
attention to .it.. This is what Reade says :
" Those whining slurs, now sold so dearly by
Italian songsters ; yet every jackal in India
delivers them gratis to his customers all night.
Frequently gets shot for them and always deserves

it."

.

" Sound and Fury "
month I reviewed " Caesar's Mistress," a
LAST
book extremely critical of the B.B.C., and
this month I review Maurice Gorham's book
Sound and Fury," which is a record of his
21 years' service with the B.B.C., that is to say,
the period from 1926 to 1947, when he left.
In 1926 the B.B.C. was a company owned by
the radio manufacturers and chiefly run by the
wireless pioneers. Gorham saw the change -over
to a public corporation, the growing bohemianism ,
of Savoy Hill, the return to ultra -respectability
in new Broadcasting House, the great work which
the B.B.C. did during the war, and its gradual
reversion to iconoclastic aloofness once the charter
had been renewed.
Maurice Gorham should be a reliable recorder
of facts, for he worked under five director- generals,
edited The Radio Times, ran the B.B.C's wartime
broadcast to America, started the A.E.F.
programmes for the troops, the Light Programme,
and finally the post -war television service. Towards
the latter end of his career he was in the inner
councils of the B.B.C. In this book, which is a
fair exposition of his experience, he deals with the
men who control the B.B.C. and the reasons which
led him to resign.
Although one feels that he left under a genuine
grievance, this does not unduly obtrude. It is
impossible to come to any other conclusion after
reading the book than that Gorham thinks the
departure of Reith `from the B.B.C. was a good
thing for broadcasting.
Here are a few extracts : " The B.B.C. had never
been so pompous, self- righteous, and aloof. .
The B.B.C. considered nobody's opinion but its
own. . . . Reith professed not to read the
newspapers.
.
What the Press thinks is not
the final test, it is what we ourselves round this
table think of our work.
. Administration
was a stumbling block because Reith and
Carpendale made it unduly strong. . . . They
thought that everybody doing a productive
job was childish and irresponsible and needed
controlling by somebody who was concerned only
with In;and -Out trays. . . . I do not think of
Reith as a_great organiser. By the time he left
in 1938 the B.B.C. was getting musclebound. . .

The direction of the Corporation lacked common
sense. . . Reith suffered increasingly from a
sub- consciou's horror less the listener should have
too good a time. Giving pleasure to the ungodly
was not amongst his objectives for the B.B.C.
If they liked it too much it could not be doing its
job. Listener research came at last, but not until
Reith had gone. . . . Reith still disapproves of

this."

The fact has to be admitted that Reith was not
popular either in the B.B.C., outside the B.B.C.,
nor with the Press.
As one of the earliest of the radio journalists
I came into contact with the B.B.C. from its
beginning, and from personal knowledge I can
support much of whdt Gorham has written. The
criticism of those who ruled the B.B.C. never ceased,
and it is noteworthy that it is a happier organisation
altogether to -day. I recommend every reader to
purchase a copy of Maurice Gorham's book, which,
apart from criticisms and comments, gives a great
deal of history hitherto unpublished. He deals with
life among the artists, and interesting facts about
the stuffed shirt era, The Radio Times, programme
arrangement, the inner circle, Alexandra Palace
in fact, the whole history of the B.B.C.
Gorham is fair in his comments, and gives praise
where it is due.

-

A Survey

of Noise in British Homes
has been the subject

complaint

in homes
of
NOISE
for about a hundred years. The noise problem

occurred with flats to an even greater extent than
with houses, 'and the inadequacy of party walls as
a protection against noise was a particular subject
of complaint. Although it could fairly be assumed
that such a large history of complaints had a
foundation in hard fact, there was no data on
which to work. There was no basis, other than
personal experience or complaints registered in the
Press, on which an appraisal could be made of the
extent and severity of the noise nuisance.
An opportunity was therefore taken to' include
several questions on noise in a survey carried out
during the war by the Government Social Survey,
and the answers to these questions are now made
available.
While the interpretation of the results of such a
survey is in itself a matter requiring some skill,
the survey figures do give a first real measure of
the problem, at least for the purpose of comparing
different sources of noise and different buildings.
Among the interesting points shown by the
replies is the fact that the noise of radio, though
" noticed " by the largest proportion of people,
was considered much less troublesome than what
was called " banging of doors " ; and in the
comparison of buildings, noise was found to trouble
about one person in four in houses, one person in
three in old- fashioned flats, and two people in
three in flats of modern construction.
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Remote -control of Your Receiver
Making the Extension Listening Point More,_ Efficient
By J.

R.

VERY often in the average household there
occurs the need to use the radio receiver in
a room other than that in whioh it is
installed. Sometimes this requirement is met by
the provision of an extension speaker. This,
however, has its disadvantages in so far as it is
necessary to keep returning to the set to clangs the
station or the volume level, or to switch it on and off.
Various commercial firms have introduced
methods of remote control of the receiver, some
expensive and some cheap. To the constructor,
however, is opened an engrossing field-of experiment
and design in which he may make all the equipment
necessary to control the functions of his set from
a distance. There is something fascinating in the
realisation that, by pressing a button in, say, one's
bedroom, a slave circuit in the living -room follows
one's requirements instantaneously and reliably.
In this series, the writer will review the various
means that may be adopted in controlling the
'

DAVIES

Nowadays, it is the custom to use a low- impedance
outlet to the external speaker as shown in Fig. 1(b).
This saves both a condenser at' the receiver and a
°transformer at the distant speaker. The internal
speaker may be silenced by the switch S if desired.
The impedance of the speech coil at the distant
speaker should be approximately that of the local
one to avoid any serious mismatching. The connection of one of the leads to earth or chassis (as shown
in Fig. 1(b)), is not necessary, but occasionally
tends to remove any chance of instability, particularly in a T.R.F. set, where the extension speaker
leads' may run close to the aerial. The use of the
earthed connection also assists in the wiring of the
other control circuits, as it may be utilised as a
common return lead, thereby reducing the number
of wires between the receiver and the remote point.
1}oth methods of connection have their disadvantages. In the high- impedance method of Fig. 1(a),
the resistance of the wires is not of great importance

HT+

d
ó

Local
Speaker

ó

Local

Speaker
I-.4

S

Remote
Speaker

Output
Valve

mterconnectin9
Lines

interconnecting
Lines

Output
Va /ve

Remote
Speaker

n

/1

Chassis

Fig.

v %%
//, Chassis

i(b).- Low-impedance

Fig. I(a).-Showing method of connecting extension
loudspeaker, using a high -impedance output from
the receiver.

speaker connections.

and ordinary bell wire may be used quite satisfactorily. The capacity between the lines, however,
may prove troublesome if long runs are used, and
receiver remotely, bearing in mind the reliability, will tend to attenuate the higher frequencies. The
condenser C has surprisingly high voltages impressed
economy and suitability of the methods.
on it during loud passages of music, particularly if
there are any resonances in either of the speakers,
Connecting the Remote Speaker
First things first Before fitting in any system, and should have a working voltage of twice the H.T.
it is obvious that we must consider the best method voltage of the set. The low- impedance method of
Fig. 1(b), whilst saving the cost of the condenser
of connecting the extension speaker.
Some years ago, and particularly when high - and speaker transformer, introduces an extra
impedance moving-iron loudspeakers were still in expense, in so far as the wire between the two
use, the usual method of connecting the external speakers has to have as low a resistance as possible.
speaker was that shown in Fig. 1(a), in which the If really good quality reproduction is desired, the
connection is made via the condenser C and earth. connecting link should consist of, at least, 5 -amp.
If the speaker in the set needed to be silenced the lighting flex or similar wire.
switch S was opened, the primary of the output
transformer in the set acting as an anode choke, Controlling the Volume Remotely.
and the output impedance being developed across
A remote control of volume is the next require
the remote speaker. The condenser C should be a ment. This may be done at the speaker itself, and
paper component having a capacity of at least various methods are used. Fig. 2(a) shows a good
4µF to permit full reproduction of bass.
practical method in which the impedance presented
!
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to the set and to the speaker remains constant at all
positions, thereby eliminating the chance of disLooking at this
tortion due to mismatching.
diagram, it will be seen that a three -gang six position switch is used giving six positions of
volume. The direction of the arrows alongside the
sliding arms indicates the direction in which they.
move to reduce the volume. The values given at
o-vWNo-+M
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J

63

.36

.36

' .558

768

63

558

to switch them off when not in use by the switch
S. This switch may be ganged with the remote
switch used to switch the set on and off, and which
is discussed later. Another method of controlling
the bias, particularly when a mains valve is used,
is shown in Fig. 3(d). This system is applicable
to mains-type Valves only and has the advantage
of not needing . the batteries required in Figs.

444

.

.33

480

y

664

High
Impedance

Output
From
Receiver

2.108

8.88

15
The figures
Fig. 2(a).- Circuit of a constant-impedance volume control.
indicate resistance values in ohms. The impedance between A and B and
between C and D both equal 3 ohms.
.

each resistance indicate its resistance in ohms ; the
impedance between A and B and between C and D
always remaining constant at 3 ohms.
Fig.. 2(b) shows a potentiometer circuit which
may he used with high-impedance outlets, as in
Fig. 1(a). This method of connection cannot always
ensure consistently good quality, however, owing
to the inevitable mismatching which will result.
An alternative method of volume control may be
utilised by controlling the gain of one of the receiver
valves from the remote point. This can be done
quite simply and with the addition of only one
interconnecting wire. Fig. 3(a) shows the grid
circuit of an H.F. valve in a T.R.F. (or non- A.V.C.-

2(b).- Simple potentiometer volume control
for a high-impedance extension speaker.
Fig.

The interconnecting wire used for
the circuit of Fig. 3(d) should have a fairly low
resistance, whilst that used in Figs. 3(b) and (c)
should be well insulated from earth, Its resistance
not being so important a factor.
If the set in use is a superhet. with A.V.C., it
is not very practicable to control the volume by
altering the bias on an R.F. valve. The control
will have to be effected in the AI. circuits after
detection. Fig. 4 shows one way of doing this.
An octode frequency -changer, such as the Mullarcl
EK32, is used as an A.F. amplifier in place of the
3(b) and (c).

.

.H.F Oa/ve
Remote
Volume

Contro/

Fig. 3(a). Normal grid
circuit of battery H.F.
valve.

controlled superlet). If the valve is of the
vari -mu type, its amplifiéation factor can be controlled by the simple process of varying the bias
voltage on its grid. Fig. 3(b) and (c) show two
simple methods of doing this. The resistance R
and the condenser C in these two diagrams are
for decoupling the lines and preventing any hum
picked up on them from affecting reception. The
condenser O in Fig: 3(b) is used also to complete
the tuned circuit. The batteries used for varying
the bias are kept at the remote control point.
The current taken from them by the volume
potentiometer is almost negligible, but it is advisable

Fig.3 (b) -One method of applying bias to the valve
of Fig. 3(a), so that its amplification factor may be
varied remotely.

usual ' triode after the double- diode. The A.F.
voltage is applied to the signal grid, whilst the
biasing voltage is applied to the oscillator grid.
The values of screen resistor, etc., are shown in
the diagram. The valve should be connected immediately after the double -diode so that the biasing
circuit will have the greatest control. Some
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experimenting may be necessary to find the value high impedance at the condenser network, the
of bias battery voltage which gives best results. various degrees of attenuation being " reflected "
to the speech coil.
Control of Tone
A tone control of the top -cut variety may easily
be fitted at the remote speaker. If the connection
'0KO

Remote
Volume

Control
YS

Remote
Volume

Control

3(d).-An alternative method of volume
control. As the external volume control puts more
resistance in circuit so the Cathode becomes more
positive, thus increasing the. relative negative bias
on the grid.
Fig.

Fig. 3(c). Another method of controlling
remotely.

bias

is of the high impedance type shown in Fig. 1(a),
a circuit as shown in Fig. 5(a) will meet the require -

ments, the switch in this diagram connecting the
various capacities (or no capacity at all) across the
transformer primary and giving varying degrees
of high note attenuation. The capacities suggested
in the figure will meet most needs, but if additional
cut -off is required a larger condenser may be

To

Receiver

Fig. 5(a).

-A

one control circuit that
connected at the remote loudspeaker.

HTt
200Kfl
To

o

To

output
Grid

Receiver

Fig. 5(b). -How the tone con rol may be connected
if a low- impedance outlet from the receiver is used.

750
KO
Diode

Load

An

o.

Fig. 4.
A.F. volìfine
control circuit in which
remotely controlled grid
bias varies the characteristics of the valve.

250K1) Remote
Volume Control

To

Receiver
-e

Fig. 5(c). An alternative to the arrangement shown
fitted in place of the .05µF. condenser, its value
in Fig. 5(a).
being found by experiment.
If a low impedance circuit (see Fig. 1(b)) is used
An alternative to the condenser switching circuit
the tone control presents a slightly harder problem.
It is not advisable to connect condensers across is shown in Fig. 5(c). In this circuit, various
the speech coil, and the best solution is to fit resistors are switched to limit the effect of the
another speaker transformer at the extension single .05µF. condenser.
(To be continued.)
speaker_ as shown in Fig. 5(b). This presents a
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a1'l1llV0il
There is something fascinating about the sound
of silver clinking into a bag -and it is the true
reproduction of the " noises -off " that mean so
Omuch when listening to a favourite programme01)
Home, Light or Third. It has taken us 18 years to
it's yours to -day. A range
achieve such realism
dilip*
of three extension cabinet speakers is in the dealers'
shops already, " Monobolt " speaker chassis in four
sizes are there, too, you can hear them now. High fidelity
Opickups and " Wafer " speakers are well on the way.
A postcard will bring full details.

I

w

ems

...

MODEL BXI05. One of the new range of Truvox
Extension Cabinet Speakers. This modelintorpdrates
IOin. Monobolt chassis, volume control recessed in
side.
Beautiful Walnut cabinet with contrasting
chamfers and fret motif in Maple. List Price, £S 10s.

1

that

'

Trnvox Engineering Co., Ltd., Truvox House, Exhibition Grounds, Wembley. Middx.

RIB
HIGH Q.

COILS

T.R.F.

TYPE 34/5
The choice of coils decides
the performance of' a
T.R.F. Receiver. Users of

TB35A

I:

I

fldllllJáeilll

GRAfJ[]®IQ{l®R7EE

11.

.RTEITE®ELEE

2Otor2`1O°.

INCtunlNa V.T.

R.M. Coils acclaim
them as the finest available.
Try them yourself.

these

15 /-

wi-r-------ma

PER PAIR

Send

for circuit diagram of Receive,
porating these coils.

price -hard
half
chromium- plated needles
with green shanks. Radius
of needle point guaranteed
accurate within the tolerance of .002ín. /.003in. Each '
needle will play 20 sides
and up to 50 without
damage to record.
Now

From most dealers or in case of difficulty from
A. R. Sugden & Cu. lEnglneers), Ltd.,
Well Green Lane, Brighouse, Yorkshire.

incor-

R. M. ELECTRIC LTD.
TEAM VALLEY, GATESHEAD, 11
www.americanradiohistory.com
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" H -MAX "

Short
Wave Four. All -Dry

Battery

receiver.
II -350 metres
(plug -in coils). Price
£IS 95. Sd., incl. P.
Tax. (Speaker, Battery
and Coils extra).
Range

GRAM. MOTORS, Garrard or Collard, A.C.,
The new I2in. Celestion Speaker, 751 -.
I2in., 116.
Lead -in tubes. 61n., II-

£5

18s.

6d

;

AMPLIFIERS, complete

A.C.1D.C., 4 watts,
71 watts, 14 Gns.

IO

in metal cabinets. 3 v. A.C. or 3 v.
4 v. A.C. or 4 v. A.C.ID.C.,

Gns.

SIGNAL GENERATORS.
TAYLOR EIS 10s.

BPL, £21.

Advance, £23 10s.

AVO METERS, No. 7, £19 los. Universal Avo,
Avominor, £4 4s. AVO TEST BRIDGE £II.
MAINS

£8 10s.

TRANSFORMERS.

350 -0-350 v. 6.3'4v. 3 A.,
120 mA., 4916 ; or 150 mA., 5916.
3 A.,
350 -0 -350 v. 6 v. and 5 v. 80 mA., 3216.
5, 8, 10 and 12K ohms CT. 3, 6, 10 or 15 secs.

6.3/4v. 2 A., 5'4v.
250-0-250 v.
PIP Output
IO w., 3216.

or

BERRY'
(SHORT WAVE) LTD.

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

25,

MAINS
TRANSFORMERS &CHOKES
All " Varley " products are manufactured
from the highest quality materials.
Transformers, etc., are individually wound
and have interleaved windings with ample insulation, ensuring freedom from breakdown.
The comprehensive range of Shielded and
Open type Transformers available meets
the requirements of every circuit.

Write for list, etc.
Made

OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD
CAMBRIDGE ROW WOOLWICH

Telephone:

CLYDESDALE
For Ex- Services Electronic Bargains.

Brand New
Receiver and Units of SCR -269-G Radio Compass. BC -433C.
Receiver, BC -434A Control Box, flexible drive, Indicators
1 -81 -A, 1-82-A,' and Service Inst. Book.
CLYDESDALE'S
CARRIAG E
per set.
PR CE ONLY
PAID.
Ideal as S.W. Converters.
R.F. Unit 26 for 85 -50 mes. Variable tuning.
R.F. Unit 27 for 85 -65 mcs. Variable tuning.
Brand new in maker's carton at 35/- each, or used, good
condition, 19/6 each, post paid.
R.F. Unit 24 for 26-30 mos. Switched tuning.
R.F. Unit 25 for 40 -30 mce. Switched tuning.
Brand new in maker's carton at 19/8 each, or used, good
condition, 12/6 each, post paid.
Ex R.N. D.C. /A.C. Converter.
Input 24 v, D.C. Output, 182/302 v. A.C. at 75 watts. Complete
in diecast case, 18in. x 12in. x llin.
CLYDESDALE'S
cPAID.
each
ONLY.
Brand New Ex R.A.F. "

£6. 15s

YS £6 19s. 6d.

Battery Amplifier

A1388.

stages, 2 valves, intercom., pre-amp. and Xmtr mod. unit.
complete (less batteries), with circuit metal case, 71n. x 41111.
x Min. Improved version of A1134.
CLYDESDALE'S
POST
11I fide each.
PRICE ONLY.
PAID.
Brand New Ex R.A.F.
Vernier S.M. Drive, 38 -1 dia. 31n. as used in R.F. 26 and 27,
at 9/6 each, post paid.
Send now for 112 page List No. 5. Print name and address.
2

CLYDESDALE
2

COPLTD
BRIDGE STREET - GLASGOW - C.5
Phone

:

SOUTH 2706/9

Visit our branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland.

lay

S E18

WOOLWICH 1422

6 VALVE
SUPERHET
Receiving Unit of the
TR1196 which covers
4.3 to 6.7 reefs. Among
the many useful components are ; 1 pr.
standard I.F. Transformers (460 kc /s). Iron
Dust Cores, two 1 mfd.
500-volt working condensers 4 .1 metal
tubular Condensers; 1
MIC Transformer ; 1 Phone Output Transformer, 2 Pot, meters,
10 Fixed Condensers, standard values;
more than 2 doz. resistors, 200 ohms to 1
megohm; 6 International Octal Valve
Holders; 2 tag Boards; 1 Yaxley Switch; Less Valves.
4 pre -set .0001 Condensers and Tuning
post free,
1
Coil. Steel chassis, size 81in. x 61n. x 211n.
With Valves,
-Data Book giving circuit diagrams, component values and valves used, etc., post page ands ins. 29/6
free 1/6.
MAINS TRANS. Stand -up
and Drop-through type, PriITelevision Bargains
mary200-250 volts. Secondary
R1355 RECEIVER for con350-0 -350 80 mA, 5 volts 2
struction of inexpensive teleamps, 4 volts 3 amps.
vision. Complete with RF
Post paid. r1
unit type 25, 4718 plus 5/carriage.
NUTS, BOLTS, WASHERS
small sizes for model
8 M.F.D. CONDENSERS.
450 volt working: Post free
making. Three gross
7 in
1/9 each.
assorted.
H.V.U. 1 E.H.T. Rectifier.
SCREENED FLEX
Post free 8/ -.
Suitable for spikes, 1O /..
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER to
100fL,
/
give 2.500 volts, and 4 volts at
3 amps., and 6.3 volts at 3
Write
Dept " R."
amps. Post free, £2/10/0.
"INEXPENSIVE
TELEVISION"
BOOKLET
INSTRUMENT CO.
at L& Shows how to make
your Television from Ex244, HARROW ROAD,
Govt. Units listed above.

0/_

LONDON, W.2.
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Oscillograph Amplifier
A Two -valve Unit With Stabilised Power Supply
By

AD.C. coupled amplifier has

namely :

B.

F.

many advantages,

(1) No distortion of low -frequency square
waves due to the time constants of coupling
resistances' and condensers.
(2) No phase shift at low frequencies.
(3) Instantaneous shift control, since there is
no delay in waiting for coupling condensers to
charge as in an A.C. coupled amplifier.
In addition it may be used as a rough D.C. and
À.C. valvé voltmeter for frequencies up to about

100 kc /s.

The Circuit
As shown, the input goes via S, which inserts
a- 2 pF condenser when it is necessary to block
any D.C. present when examining say the signal
on the anode of a valve. There is a 20/1 attenuator
operated by 82, and the small trimming .condenser
over the 2 MO ,resistor is used to compensate for
the loss of high -frequencies due ti) the unevenly

WALKER

negative feedback at low frequencies, and it is
shunted by a condenser " C " which reduces the
feedback at high frequencies and hence improves
the H.F. response. An approximate value for this
is .0025 pF, but, if possible, it should be adjusted
by applying a few thousand cycles /sec. square
wave to the input and finding the value which gives
the best waveform.
The anode of the 6J7 is coupled to the cathoderay tube plates by a 100 k2 resistor. If desired
a smoothing choke, Chl, may be inserted between
the resistor and H.T., but it is questionable
if this gives any great improvement in H.F.
response. Anyway the H.F. response is limited
to about 100 kc /s by the varying capacitance of the
slider of the gain control to earth, which shunts
high frequencies to earth.
The amplifier is not push -pull, the other C.R.T.
plate being fed from a potentiometer of two .25
MP resistors across the H.T. line, but I have used
the amplifier in an oscillagraph for some time now
and find that trapezium
distortion and astigmatism
are very slight with both

the VCR 135 (Mullard
ECR35) and VCR97
(Mullárd ECR60).

Expanded Trace
With the values shown
five screen diameters shift
are obtainable on a VCR138
using 1,000 volts on the
final anode.
There are
identical X and Y amplifiers
and I have adjusted the
output from the time-base
(a Phantastron) so

that I

can use the gain control
to expand the trace to
five screen diameters.
This is a great convenience when examining
Fig.
Thearetical circuit of the amplifier.
a waveform, as the trace
can be expanded to fivé
distributed capacities over the attenuator. The screen diameters and any part brought on to the
potentiometer
for
P1 is, the fine gain "control screen
detailed examination.
1 MD
feeding into the 6J5 cathode follower. This has its
On the Y plates the spot can be swept from
anode strapped to the screen of the 6J7 and they one edge of the screen to the other by the appliare both supplied from +130 volt stabilised cation of 1.5 volts (from a torch battery) to the
supply from a Cossor S130 stabiliser. The cathode input terminals. The same happens on the X
of the 6J5 is joined to 25 kf2 potentiometer, P2, plates by the application of 3 volts, since the Y
which acts as the shift control by varying the bias plates have twice the sensitivity of the X plates.
on the 6J7 and hence the anode voltage. The anode
The power supplies for cathode -ray tube (- 1,000
is attached directly to one of the plates of the volts), time -base (+ 350 volts) and amplifiers
cathode -ray tube, therefore any variation in anode (+ 350 volts, -i-" 130 volts, -130 volts), are all
voltage moves the spot on the screen. The 500 kQ taken from one 350 -0 -350 volt 60 mA. transformer.
pre -set potentiometer is adjusted so that the There is a 4 volt 1 amp. winding for the C.R.T.
spot is central on the screen when the shift poten- This requires high insulation and I obtained an
tiometer is about midway in its travel.
old 400-cycle transformer (ex R.A.F.) cheaply and
The 1 kil cathode resistance of the 6J7 provides had the core re -wound to my specification. There

I-
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are many firms who undertake rewinds. Alter-natively a small high -insulation heater transformer
could be used.

the 6J7 should be adjusted by means of a square

wave generator, if available, otherwise .002 ¡aF
or .003 ,uF should be satisfactory. The same applies
for the trimmer over the 2 MD input potentiometer.
Transformer Windings
This should be a 60 pF trimmer.
of
6.3
at
3
amps
should
be
A voltage
sufficient
After the first few minutes when it has warmed
and
time
base
and
another
amplifiers
winding
for
up the amplifier is quite stable and does not drift
the
rectifier,
for
which
could
be
is needed
a 5Z4 with mains fluctuations. The frequency response
or similar valve. The smoothing
condensers (8+32 ,uF) were a
1rdöÖUÖO`
Hunts 8+16+16 tiF 450 volt 350 V.
/OKR
can with the two 16 µF sections
e¡F
32pF
SW.
in parallel. A 10 kg, 5 watt
Rectifier
resistor feeds a Cossor 8130
neon stabiliser which supplies t/30 V.
the 130 volt positive for the (stabilized)
Cossor
amplifiers. The stabiliser is
S /3O
Y
shunted by a .1 ,uF condenser
PF
to bypass H.F. currents. A
small metal rectifier over half -/30V.
the H.T. winding supplies. 130 (Stabilized!
Fuse
volts negative bias for the
amplifiers. The only smoothing
necessary is an 8 µF condenser Cosser
V.
S/30
on the rectifier side of the 20
3 A.
//rF
8//F
kl2 5W resistor. However, if
2000
450 V.
V.
any trouble is experienced a
4V /A.
2 ,uF condenser on the other
For
CRT
side of the resistor should Earth
.

T

T

ó

/¡F

suffice.

The 1,000 volt negative for
2000
2000
v.
V.
the C.R.T. is obtained by
A. C.
means of a circuit similar to _ /000 v.
Mains
25 MR
that described in these pages For C RT
A 1 µF
early last year.
2,000 volt working condenser
Fig. 2 -C ircuit of the power pack with values marked.
is put across the 350 -0-350
volt winding in series with a
C.R.T. metal rectifier, and another rectifier is is reasonably linear from 13.C. to 100 kc/s and
attached to the junction, and the output is taken hence it is admirably suited for all audio frequency
from the other side of this. The smoothing is work and gives a good enough response for pulse
accomplished by a .25 MD resistor and two .1 j4 examination. The gain falls appreciably beyond
2,000 volt condensers. It is important that the metal 400 kc /s.
Another device I have found useful is a neon
rectifiers used for supplying the 1,000 volts for
the C.R.T. are capable of handling the voltage, so tube synchronising circuit for the time-base.
A small neon lamp (it need not be a stabiliser) is
they must be television types or several receiving
connected over half the 350 volt winding in series
types in series.
I find the H.T. drain of the whole oscilloscope to be with a 1 MD resistor. There is a difference of about
only 30 mA. and thus a small transformer can be used. 24) volts between the striking and burning voltages
There is also no appreciable interaction between of the neon, and thus there are alternate +ve and
amplifiers and time -base if a 32 iF condenser is -ve pulses every one -hundredth of a second.
This provides good synchronising on large multiples
used for smoothing, as shown.
Most and sub -multiples of 50 cycles where a sine wave
It is not necessary to use Cossor 8130s.
common stabilisers will do if the burning voltage would not work well and would -cause erratic
synchronising.
is over 90 volts.
Adjustment
To adjust the amplifiers, the 500 kr2 preset
potentiometers should be set at maximum and the
shift controls midway in their travel. One set
of plates can be shorted to the final anode, and
a good voltmeter connected to measure the H.T.
on the other valve anode. The 500 kQ preset
is then adjusted till the voltage is the same as
that on the tapping of the potentiometer of two
.25 MD resistors, from which the other plate is
fed. This should be about 170 volts. The spot
should then be visible on the screen. The same
procedure is then repeated for the other amplifier.
The condenser " C " over the cathode resistor of

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS
TABLES AND FORMULE
Eighth Edition

by

F.

J. CAMM

A handbook dealing with methods of calculation, solutions to
workshop problems, and the rules and formulae necessary in
various workshop processes. It contains all the information
a mechanic normally requires.

From all booksellers, 6/- net,
by post 6/6 from the publisher.
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.
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Practical Hints
A Quickly-made Tag Board

Cutting Sheet Aluminium

ITHAT DODGE OF YOURS 11
FOR this device you will reCUTTING out an aluminium
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIREchassis with a small pair of
quire a strip of red fibre
LESS " must have originated, some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
shears' . is not a satisfactory
or other insulation material
Why not pass it on to us
We pay half -amethod, as the metal has to be
about 1116ín, thick, and some
aninea for every hint published on this
page. Turn that idea of yours to account
brass paper clips. The length
bent to clear the hinge of the
by sending it in to ns addressed to the i
and width of the strip depend
shears. There is also the risk
Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George 1
Sewnes,
Ltd.,
Tower
House.
Southampton
upon the number of tags and the
of cut hands when operating the
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Pat your same
and address on every item.
Please note
size of paper clips.
shears between the two sharp
that every notion sent in must be original.
edges one has cut.
Mark envelopes " Practical Hints."
Scribe a line down the centre
The writer has found that a
of the length of strip, divide
into number of tags required,
SPECIAL NOTICE
much neater job can be done
All hints must be accompanied by the
leaving a small space between
with the tool shown below, It
mum cut Iront page di of cover.
was made from a bin. fiat file, the
each. At each position drill a
small hole right on the centre
end of which was ground smòoth
line, and slightly smaller in
and shaped, as in the drawing,
diameter than the width of the legs of the paper clips. on a small hand grindstone.
In use the tool is drawn several times along a
Using the centre line already scribed as a guide, cut,
with a Swiss file or fretsaw, a very small slot, each straight edge until the aluminium is eut nearly
through. Then it is bent backwards and forwards
a few times until severed. The edge is afterwards
trimmed with a file.
.

P

.#,},Z j,t.
:;,.;iyvyÄ
::2in?.;t:
s^7

Mr. Percy's idea for home -made tag- boards.

A useful tool for " cutting

side of the hole plead on the centre line, of such a
depth as to allow the paper clip to he pushed in
the hole and slots each side of the hole. The slots
will prevent the clip from turning.
Pull the clips tightly into the holes, and bend
back the legs, one up, one down, on the back of the

strip.

By fitting two small brass angle brackets, one
each end of the strip, first, and drilling through
these brackets as well as the strip, the first and last
tags may be earthed to the chassis through the
brackets. In this case one leg is bent down as
before, the other is bent up and soldered to the
bracket or clamped under it. -H. L. PERCY
(Cowes, I.O.W.).
Stiff card

Information

Aperture shows
information as

written on this side.

rewired.

" aluminium.

Switch Indicator
IHAVE no doubt that many readers have made
up a multi -range meter using an ea- Government
instrument. Many,of these meters have ` awkward "
scales for calibration, and it is usually found that
each scale division represents a different value on
the various ranges.
Here is an idea I am
using, and I find it minimises 'error due to faulty

readings.

A piece of stiff card is cut into a circle and a
is now glued

,in. hole made in the centre. This

or pinned to an ordinary spindle coupler, with their
holes corresponding. It is then slipped over the
range switch spindle and
tightened up. A small
window and a spindle hole
are now made to correspond
with the card and switch
spindle respectively. The
switch itself can be mounted
on a suitable bracket. Now

the required

information

can be written on the

card for the various ranges
in the different positions.
Such information might be:

Range switch

Knob

knob

Swifts spindle

volts. 1 division =2
volts, and thus it will
always be seen on any particular range what calculation to
make. If desired a small piece
of glass can be placed behind
the window to make a " finish."
-G. D. RC-DRAM (Lancing).
0-100

G/uedor Pinned

Spindle
coupler

¡

Fran pane/ of

filet;

r'

How an indicating dial may be made up and fitted to a rotary
type of switch in a multi-range meter, to provide a "scale"
for each setting.
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Theoretical Details
WE now turn to the unit which, apart from the
vision chassis, is probably the most
important part of a complete television
receiver, namely, the .time -base chassis, shown in
theoretical form in Fig. 1.
The unit in the present receiver is a six -valve
section, Vii to V16 inclusive, the first pair of
valves constituting the synchronising separator
and limiter stages. V13 is the line discharger
valve with V14 as line amplifier, and V15 is the
frame discharger valve with V16 as frame amplifier.
The amplifier valves feed the deflector coils with
correctly-shaped pulses to build up the raster
on the screen of the cathode -ray tube.
Turning to details, Vil, which is an EF50 (VR
91) strapped screen to anode, operates as the
synchronising separator proper by working with a
very low anode voltage which brings the working
point of the characteristic on to the bend of the
curve. The vision signal' which is applied from
the anode, of the phase -splitter V10 in the vision
unit is negative -going in sign, with the result
that only the synchronising pulses carry the
valve into the conducting regions of the character iátic, and the output frog' the anode thus consists
only of negative -going synchronising pulses freed
from the vision signal itself. Fig. 2 (a) shows
the actual oscillogram on the anode of VII. This
output is applied to the grid of V12 through the
normal RC network of C2 and R4, and V12 itself
functions as a straightforward amplifier and
inverter,. producing at the screen and anode positive
going sync. pulses for triggering the line and
frame thyratron discharger valves.
The output- from the anode is applied to a
short time -constant differentiating stage Consisting
of C7 and R11. C7 is a home -made component and
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The construction is in
no wa,y critical, and with care can be made in a
couple of minutes. Good insulation is the main
item of importance. R11 is -270k12. in- value, and
in conjunction with C7 splits up the positive
sync. pulse of Fig. 2 (b) into a series of alternate

Building
This

a

Tele

Month Constructional Data on the
By

S'
S.

positive- and negative -going spikes of extremely
short duration. The positive spike is used to
trigger the line thyratron V13, and so synchronise
the picture with the transmitter. (Fig. 2 (c)).
The line thyratron valve is the Mazda T41,
a reliable and popular discharger for this sort
of work, and in the unsynchronised condition
i.e., in the absence of a signal, is a free -running
sawtooth oscillator working at a frequency between 9 and 11 kc /s. C8- is the actual charging
condenser which charges through R13 from the
H.T. line, and VR2 is used to control the frequency by the simple method of adjusting the
cathode resistance. The synchronising pulses from
C7 when applied lock the frequency very firmly
to that of the transmitter (10,125 cycles per second),
and so ensure a steady picture on the screen.
The saw -tooth output at line frequency from
V13 is fed to the line amplifier valve, a power
tetrode. type 807, chosen on account of its reliability and the fact that it' has a top -cap anode
connection. This latter is almost a necessary
condition in line amplifiers in view of the very
high voltage appearing at the anode during the
line fly -back. In single-ended. valves spark -over
troubles are almost inevitable if used as line
amplifiers. The gain of the stage, and thus the
width of the picture, is controlled by VR1, which
is a pre -set control of 25012 value and functions
by virtue of varying the negative feedback on
the. stage. This form of control tends to improve
linearity, for which reason R14 is also included
in series with the charging condenser. The output
from the anode is shown in Fig. 2 (cl) and although
this looks terrifying it is quite suitable for feeding
the line deflector coils which modify it through
.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
R24--3.3

RO, R12,
k0.

i

Rl, R4, R17-1M0.
' R2-27k0.
R3--110kn.
115, R23-470k0.
R6, R8-47kn.
:
i
R7, R9-25k0.
R10-4.7kn.
R11-270k0.
R13, R25-220k0.

Erie Ceramic, etc.

-

!

i
1

R14-4700.
R15-2.5k0.
R16, R29-1k0.
R18-1600.
R19-470.
R20-200k0.
R21, R22-100k0.
R26-1.5k0.
R27-0.5M0.
R28-2000.
R30-3.5k0.

watt type except R15 which is
1130 which is 15 watts.)

i

i

(An resistan

i

C1 --40F.

C6-.005s F.

C5 -25pF. (25v. work-

C8- .002NF.
C9- .01µF.

i

C2, C12, C14- .1i.F.
C3, C4, C13 -.5µF.

ing)

trc,.MM..011

1

u-att and

C7 -See text.

C10,

C11- .0011íF.

C15- .0005pF.
C16- 16p.F. Electrolytic

(500v. working).
T.C.C. mica, etc.

(All condensers above 0.005pF should be of the 500 volt
working type, except where otherwise stated, and those of
0.00.50E and below are of mica.)

VR1 (Width) -2500.

VR2 (Line hold)- 2.5k0. '
VR3 (Frame hold) -2.5k0.
VR4 (Height)- 0.5M0.
Mazda Octal, paxolin ; 2
Valveholders
i International Octal ;
Belling -Lee, B9G
1 5 -pin U.X. type.
EF50 (V.R.91) ; 2 T41 Mazda ; 1
Valves
807 ; 1 EL33.
Line Transformer -4.5 to 1. (Midco Radio,
Wellingborough.)
Citassis-12in. x 6in. x 2in.
Wire, sleeving, nuts and bolts, tag strips.
.

-2

-2

.,. a,.0.4.a/..,.00MN,. .....o1,.41=1,,4101.,1.11.......1,,._.,_,.._._.._. ...,,
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When the stage is free - running in the absence of
a signal, the frequency is variable by VR3 and
may be anything between 20 .and 100. cycles per
second, the charging condenser in this case being
C13. When the stage is synchronised the saw nising Separator and Time-base are Given
tooth output is locked to the transmitter just as
the line thyratron is locked by the line pulses.
NIGHT
The output at frame frequency from V15 is
a correcttheir self- inductance. Ti is the line transformer, fed to the frame amplifier through C14, and
the
a very important component. This has a ratio ing network C15 and R27, and the gain ofwhich
of 4.5 to 1 and is made so that the connection amplifier V16 (EL33), is adjusted by VR4,
to the top-cap of V14 is direct and well insulated. thus varies the height of the picture. The cathode
to assist linearity,
It is specially matched to the deflector coils to be resistance R28 is unbypassed
and the output appearing across R30 (a 15 -watt
specified later on, and so any type just won't do.
Going back now to V12, at the screen the sync. resistance), is passed through C16, a 16 p..F.
pulses (similar to those appearing at the anode) electrolytic, to the frame deflector coils. These
are fed to a frame integrator network consisting coils, together with the line coils, are, of course,
of R20, R21, C10 and Cll. This layout works located in the tube unit, and will be described later
in a manner opposite to that of the differentiator in the series.
There are two heater inputs to this unit, one of
circuit, in that it "bunches " the frame pulses
of 4 volts at .3
at the end ql each half-frame into one long pulse, 6.3 volts at 3 to 4 amps. and one returns
directly
at the. same time destroying completely the high- amps. The other side of all heaters
The frame discharger valve to chassis.
s frequency line pulses.
V15, which- otherwise functions in exactly the same
way as V13, is thus only triggered at the end of the Construction
The photograph shows the general appearance
half-frames, with the result that the generated saw tooth has a frequency of 25 cycles per second. of the finished unit, which is small and neat. The

;ion Receiver -2

o

fC

E

1ii

VR2

(Line Hold)

Fig.

i.- Theoretical
.IIIII411

1

circuit of thé synchronising separator and time -bases.
cover shows the completed unit.

1111041.11HOMMIHMNI.M

...........a

....
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chassis size is 12in. by 6in. by 2in. deep, and is
made from heavy gauge aluminium. A larger
chassis size may, of course, be used if one is conveniently to hand, provided the general layout
remains the same. Fig. 4 shows the underchassis
layout of components ; tag strips are used wherever
junctions have to be made, otherwise resistances
and condensers are wired directly from pin to pin.
There is nothing particularly critical about the
actual building of this unit, but good separation
of line and frame input pulses to the thyratrons
should be aimed at (physical separation, that is) to
avoid any unwanted interaction.
VR1 and VR4, respectively the " Width " and
" Height " controls, are presets and are mounted at
the side of the chassis as seen in the photograph.
Once set during test they need be touched no
more. VR2 and VR3 on the other hand are respectively the "Line Hold" and "Frame Hold " controls and must be made available for setting up at the
beginning of each programme. They are accordingly
brought away from the main chassis through about
18in. lengths of screened lead (the thin type of
coaxial cable is admirable), as the photograph
shows. Later, if and when the whole set is fitted
into a cabinet, these controls can be conveniently
mounted on to the front panel. The self- dapacity
óf the lead is not critical, and the screening is used
as the earth return.
The anode resistance of the frame amplifier,
.

Tag Strip
& Frame

R30, is a 1:; -watt resistance of value 3,500,Q.
This is mounted above chassis next to the line
transformer, and the photograph shows'this clearly.
No heat is thus generated unnecessarily below
chassis. The line amplifier also has a high -voltage
protective top connector included, in which is the
47Q stopper resistance, though such a connector is not absolutely necessary. It is, however,
advisable, in view of the flyback voltage developed

at this point.

The line and frame outputs are brought out
'through a four -way cable to an eight -pin Octal
plug, alternate pins being those used. The cable
length depends on how far away the tube unit is
going to be, but 18in. should prove adequate for
most cases. The heater and H.T. inputs are brought
through a similar length of five -way cable, fairly
heavy leads being used for the earth and heaters.
All leads, both those going to the deflector coils
(Ll, L2 and F1, F2), and those coming from the
power supply +C, +D, E, H2 and H3), connect
to the main chassis on tag strips mounted along
the far edge.
The only other points of importance are : all
earth connections should be short and well made,
components should be rigidly mounted, and a substantial gauge of aluminium used for the chassis
itself.
All resistances are rated half-watt except Rib,
Which is 1 watt and R30 which, as previously
Anchor TagFor Lead

For Line
Outputs

To

Condenser insulated
From Chassis If

"Line

Hold'

This-Condenser Is Mounted To
Be Flush With Bottom Of Chassis
Must Clear All Components Underneath

/t

Metal -Cased

C

1

S

R/4
RS

Cz--i.----,

--------

Strip For HT,
& Heater Leads
Tag

Fig.

Note: R30 & R19 Are
Above Chassis

Anchor Tag For Lead
To 'Frame Hold'

4.- Unaerohassis

':í

Tag For
Synch Input

layout of the time-base unit. In practice the chassis is more " cramped" than
appears here, and some slight differences in position are permissible.
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mentioned is 15 -watt. Note carefully , that C16 C14, should all be 500 volt types, with those of
is an electrolytic (500 volt working), and that value below 0.005,IF. of the mica type. Other
if a metal cased component is used it must be carefully condensers not listed above should be of the mien
22 S.W.G. Timed Copper'Wit.
Ends Must Not Protrude
From Systoflex At Other
/
Ends

Put Together 8. Bound
F,rm/y With Cotton,
Test For /nsu/etion
1

Fig.

2.- Typical traces pbtaiñed on

the oscilloscope
at various points in the time -base.

and adequately insulated from the chassis. A few
turns of insulating and Empire tape between the
can and the clip are essential, and insulation should
be checked before H.T. is applied to the unit. The
positive terminal goes to the valve anode.
All condensers must be rated with regard to
working voltage depending upon their position
in the unit ; Cl, C2, C3, C4, C6, C8, C9, C12, C13,

Covered In Close Fitting
Systof/ex ForA Length Of

%2

(b).

(a)
Fig.

3.- Stages in the making

of a low-capacity for
the line differentiator.

type, except C5, which is an ordinary 25 -volt bias
electrolytic.
. This completes' the time -base unit, and the next
section to be described will be the sound receiver
a five -valve chassis.
-

-

(To be continued.)

Trade Notes
Taylor Tester
INSTRUMENTS,
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL
LTD., are in the very near future introducing
a modified version of the popular Taylor Model 70A.
This model will be known as No. 70B.' The object
has been, by means of mass- production methods,
to produce an instrument approximately to firstgrade standard and available at a popular price.
Model 70B will have a total of 50 ranges available
and fitted with a Taylor Moving-coil Meter. A
mirror scale and knife -edge pointer will be fitted
and the sensitivity on both A.C. and D.C. volt
ranges will be 1,000 ohms per volt. Provision is
made for six decibel ranges and a self- contained
buzzer is incorporated for quick continuity tests.
The price of this instrument will be £14 14s.
A radio-frequency measuring instrument, mains
operated, for frequency measurements in all
amateur bands up to 60 Me /s with an accuracy of
better than +0.1 per cent., is also announced.
The equipment comprises a stable varialle
frequency oscillator calibrated from 1.6 to 2.0 Mc /s,
a 100 kc/s crystal -controlled oscillator, a detector
valve to enable beats to be heard in headphones,
and power supply.
The variable frequency oscillator is inherently
stable and has ceramic insulation throughout.
Its calibration can be checked against harmonics
of the crystal oscillator and small corrections made
by a panel trimmer. A set of tuned circuits is
provided, each pre -tuned to the centre of -an
amateur band, so that by selecting any one the
harmonics over that band are greatly intensified.
On the 10 and 6 metre bands, whete several harmonics can be heard, a simple chart enables positive
.

and instantaneous harmonic identification without
calculations.

The instrument may be used to measure transmitter frequency ; to calibrate receivers over the
amateur bands ; to monitor transmissions ; and to
measure frequency drift of transmitters and
receivers.
The instrument is 12ín. by Bin. by 6in., and the
mains consumption approximately 8 watts.
Carlton Coils and Transformers.
MANY amateurs have been converting

ex-

government equipment to amateur use, and
for some considerable time the Carlton Coilwinding
Co., of Birkenhead, have been manufacturing
chokes, coils and transformers for the conversion of
ex- government equipment to A.C. mains operation,
with-the minimum amount of alteration to internal
wiring.
The transformer for the B.C.348 has a 26 -volt filament winding and is of such a physical size that it
can be mounted, together with their standard choke,
type CLF /100 and the rectifier valve, on the platform which is normally occupied by the
dynamotor.
Transformer type CBC/453 has two filament
windings, together with the usual H.T. and rectifier
filament windings. One of the L.T. windings
is 25 volts at .45 Amp. for use with the B.C.453,
454' or 455, and the other, 6.3 volts at 3 Amps. is
intended to heat the filaments of a converter such
as R.F.26 or R.F.27 when used in conjunction
with the B.C.455.
Of special interest to the amateur wishing to
build a cheap broadcast reception set is the mediumwave coil unit type CMW/453 to convert the B.C.453
receiver for operation on medium waveband.
These are supplied complete with connecting data
and retail at 10s. each.
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Using Metal Rectifiers
Hints on Replacing a Valve in Certain Circuits
By

F.

G. RAYER

IN

some circuits metal rectifiers can be used
with advantage, types being available which
may be used for detection, A.V.C. and mains
rectification. They may also be used fof accumulator charging, and for adding A.C. ranges to D.C.
meters. but as these particular aspects do not
come into the design of receivers, they are not
dealt with here.

IF Transformers

Here the rectifier has been connected directly to
the, primary of the transformer. This causes no
appreciable loss of efficiency if the component is a
good quality one with a high primary impedance.
Usually the self- capacity of the primary is sufficient
to enable rectification to be achieved, but if necessary a condenser of about .0001 tiF may be shunted
across it.

The rectifier may be taken

p.HT

I

---'

Um

á
ó

To F.C.

Stage

L.S.

H.F

/

O

Rectifier

/00000
To Frequency
Changer

n,AVC. Or
VH Bias

Fig. r.-Using a metal rectifier as the second detectdr

Rectifiers for Detection
Fig. 1 shows a suitable circuit for a superhet,

H.Tt to a tapping on the tuning
coil to lessen damping on 'the
second tuned circuit. This is
also possible with the circuit

1, if a centre -tapped
I.F. transformer is used.
Other parts of the circuit
follow normal lines and other
forms of coupling between
H.F. and rectifier, and rectifier
and L.F. stages, may be used.

in Fig.

Mains Rectification
Fig. 3 shows a circuit quite
satisfactory where only moderGB+ ate H.T. voltages are needed,
such as in an H.T. battery
LT- eliminator. It may also be
used for an all -mains receiver,
L Tdthe valve heaters being fed
s
GB- from a small transformer, or
connected in series with a
in a superhet circuit. suitable dropper resistor.
The resistor in series with
the smoothing choke (which should be capable of
carrying the necessary current, and of 20 to 40
henrys inductance) is only needed when H.T. is
being supplied to battery- operated valves. (The
maximum anode voltage for these usually being

only the last I.F., detector, and output stage being
shown. For a simple receiver this avoids having
to use an extra valve for the detector, or a multiple
valve. It gives good results
because the rectifier ifs pre60 -80 V.
J
H.T.t
H,T.t
ceded by a fair degree- of
E HFC.
amplification.
L. S,
In this circuit, the 100,00
ohms resistor is the rectifier
Rectifier
0003,uFJ
load, and it is by- passed by
a .0001 ,uF condenser to allow
proper rectification. The .05
pF condenser couples the
rectifier to the primary of the
transformer, and is followed
0
0005
by a low - frequency
amplifier in the usual way.
G.Bt
0005
It is usual to wire the rectifiF
end
the
positive
so
that
fier
LTis connected to the I.F.
transformer secondary (o r
LT+
tuning coil in the case of
T.R.F. receivers).
Fig. 2. -A " straight" circuit in which a metal rectifier is used in the
In Fig. 2 a T.R.F. o r
detector stase.
" straight " circuit is shown.
'

F

'

_
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volts.) If further

low-voltage tappings are
required, additional resistors may be wired as '
shown. The value may be determined from Ohm's
Law, or from the following table :
150

Current
Flowing

1
1

2
2
2
5
5
10
10
10

HT

100,000
50,000
25,000
50,000
25,000
12,500
20,000
10,000
10,000
5,000
2,500

100
50
25
100
50
25
100
50
100
50
25

\

Dropper Resistor

t3

(Optional)
Dropper

H.77+2

-Smoothing

HT. Rectifier

ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

A.C. Mains

Rectifier

-In

this mains unit, two half-wave rectifiers
Fig. 4.
are connected to provide fulk-wave rectification.

.

4 -8)uF

t

HT /

Each

t

HET-T\
/-2pF Each

Fig.

3.-A

.Y

A.C.Mains

simple H.T. Unit, in which a half-wave
rectifier is used.

Voltage -doubling
Where higher voltages are required, the circuit
shown in Fig. 4 may be used. It has the advantage
over the circuit in Fig. 3
H7,+
that H.T. minus is not

connected directly t o one
mains lead.
The 4 AF condenser
connected between H.T. plus
and H.T. minus may be an
'-electrol+ytic component. Note
that both the other 4 µF
condensers are not returned
to H.T. minus, so that. if
metal -cased components are
used they should not be
bolted to a metal chassis
the condenser casing
. unless
is " dead."
Various rectifiers are
available, depending upon
the voltage and current
required. The type H.T.16
will provide 300 volts at 60
mA., which is ample for most
mains receivers.
Bias with H.F. Rectifiers

Choke

Choke

1.17.

Resistors\

the simple circuit in Fig: 5. The polarity depends
upon the way the rectifier is wired, and connections
to the battery may be reversed to obtain the
The best voltage should be found
desired result.
by trial.

Resistor
Required

Voltage

rto Drop

mA.
mA.
mA.
mA.
mA.
mA.
mA.
mA.
mA.
mA.
mA.

1
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For use in a receiver with little or no H.F. amplification the type WX6 is most suitable. Where
the rectified current may exceed .12 mA *type W6
may be used, the maximum rectified current for
this component being .28 mA. Because of this
type W6 is used in receivers with more than two
stages of pre -detector amplification.
For A.V.C.
A portion of the signal may be rectified to provide
A.V.C., as shown in Fig. 6. Here it is important
the rectifier be connected in the correct polarity
so that a negative bias is obtained. The bias

HTf2
>
HTt/

^60-80V
L.F Trans former

tiq

To L.

8

\*-1

Stage

10005 -.DO/FF

-4____

50000

-

10000011

VW)

Sensitivity to weak signals
may be increased by applying Fig. 6.
a small bias, as shown in

In

voltage for A.V.C. purposes is obtained
from a half-wave rectifier.

this circuit a
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is developed across the 100,000

ohms resistor
and by varying the value of this, and the capacity
of the associated fixed condenser, some control
over the. A.V.C. action is possible.
The degree of control will not be large with only
one H.F. stage, but the same circuit may be used
with superhets, or straight receivers where two or
more valves may be controlled. As will be seen,
the necessary addition may be made to an existing
receiver quite simply.
Each controlled H.F. stage should, of course, be
decoupled as shown by a .1 ,uF condenser and a
.1 MQ resistor.

W

r

X6

Phones

_Bias

Fig. 5.-A simple receiver
Icircuit in which an H.F.
metal rectifier takes the
place,of the usual crystal
detector.

Battery

Radio Communication for Aircraft
anticipation of legislation regarding " communication facilities " in civil aircraft, E. K.
Cole, Limited, have developed a complete twin channel ground .and air installation which meets
the recommendations of the International Civil
Aviation Organisation now in course of implementation by the Ministry of Civil Aviation. Many
owner pilots, flying clubs and aerodrome operators
have been waiting for just such equipment as
Ekco now offer.
The coi/tpany promise delivery in approximately
three months from the date of order, and their own
engineering department will undertake the initial
installation. A complete and immediate service
of replacements has been planned at the Ekco
Works, Southend -on -Sea. The company are organsing a nation-wide coverage for installation and maintenance which aims to provide air charter companies, flying clubs and aerodrome operators,
wherever they may be located, with the personal
attention of E. K. Cole engineers. All orders and
enquiries will be handled by the Radio Sales Division,
Aircraft Radio Section, Southend-on =Sea.
In marketing this new equipment, E.- K. Cole,
Limited, are prepared to extend a full and detailed
advisory service to all enquirers, and their organisation assures that users of the equipment will at
All times have behind them the immediate and ready
assistance of the manufacturers in maintaining their installation at full efficiency.

I

Complete Equipment
The Ekco Aircraft Communication Equipment
consists of
(1) Crystal controlled twin channel aircraft transmitter- receivers of the V.H.F. type, with selector
switch control, weighing approximately 12 lbs.
(2) An aerodrome installation comprising two
transmitters and two high gain receivers covering,
for example, the Universal Guard frequency,
and the frequency of the local aerodrome, or any
two frequencies in the 118/128 megacycles V.H.F.

:-

band.
Ekco have also developed, in conjunction with the
Communication Equipment, a complete D.F.
installation which can be immediately and automatically tuned to the frequencies on which the
main transmitters and receivers are working.

.

Aircraft Equipment
The equipment is a lightweight Transmitter/
Receiver, suitable for installation in private and
dub-type aircraft." It is self- contained and operates
from a 12 volt battery (other voltages can be covered
if required), and has a power consumption of 3.75
amps at 12 volts.
Provision has been made for transmitting and
receiving on two crystal controlled frequencies,
one of which would normally be set to the Civil
Aviation Guard frequency of 118.1 Mc /s, whilst
the other would usually be set to the frequency
allotted to the local aerodrome from which the
aircraft operates and within the band 118 -128 Mc /s.
Circuit
The set contains sixteen valves, plus rectifier and
is divided into two crystal multiplier chains, two
R.F. and frequency changing chains, and a common
I.F., detector, L.F. and modulator chain.
Controls
The two frequencies are pre -set and crystal controlled and the only manual controls necessary are
(a) Channel frequency selection switch.
(b) Send /Receive switch.
(c) On /Off switch.
making for extreme ease of operation.
The abovq.switches are all mounted in the small
Control Unit, which can be installed on the dashboard or any other convenient position.
Provision is made for the use of two sets of microphone and headphone attachments from the
Junction Box.
The Junction Box is fitted with an additional
supply socket to enable overriding transmitter
switch operation, and this may be used' as remote
control by either pilot or passenger.

WATCH YOUR DUSTBIN
Waste Paper, Cartons, Cardboard
should be kept separate, dry and clean
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SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS
Provide detailed Instructions with
Clear. Full -size Assembly Plans of
TESTED
AND
GUARANTEED
DESIGNS.

"

F!unite Quins
at Work.
"That's the tenth we've mended to -day,
Now 01, be off on your way.
Come on, show some speed
Look out! Mind the lead!.... "
" More FLUXITE needed " bowled EH.
The

See

-

that FLUXITE

by you

is always

-in the house -garage

-

workshop

wherever

speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and

Of

manufacturers.

all

ironmongers -in tins,
10d.,

116

and

31 -.

THE " POCKET PAK." An All -dry
1 Valve Med. Wave Portable.
... 2/9
THE " JUNIOR." 1 Valve All -dry
MIL Compact Set. Fine range on short
aerial. Safe any area.
... ... 2/6
THE " TINY TWO." 2 Valve Portable.
Med. waves.
Speaker results on
" Local " Stations. Widely used. 216
THE " ALL -DRY LO /S PORTABLE."
3 Valves. M/L waves. Good Speaker
results on " Locals." Very Popular. 2/6
THE " CRUISER." 3 Valve All -dry
T.R.F. Set. M/L waves on short
THE " CHALLENGER." An exceptional A.CJD.C. MIL wave Portable.
Praised by all. First -class results. 2/9
THE " CONQUEST." A.C. /D.C. Super het. All -wave. P.U. 4 watts Output. 2/9
MANY OTHER DESIGNS.

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS cover
Portables, Midgets, R /Grams, Amplifiers. etc. etc.. for Mains and Battery.
Send Stamp for Latest List.
Components Supplied.
" YOU ARE SURE OF A SQUARE
DEAL FROM SPARKS."

L. ORMOND SPARKS (P),
Phoebeth Road,

9,

Broekic5', S.E.4
('Phone Lee Green 0220.)
:

INDUSTRIAL
For
stronger
remain round
and true, there's a time tested
tip. Tie the spokes where they
cross with fine wire and SOLDER.
with FLUXITE
It's simple
but IMPORTANT.

CYCLISTS:
wheels that will
To

-

-

puts
GUN
The
FLUXITE
FLUXITE where you want it
by
a
simple
pressure. Price
116,

or filled,

216.
ALL MECHANICS W /LL

FLUXI

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and for leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS."

Price Id. EACH.

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

FINISHING

CRACKLE
STOVE ENAMEL ALL COLOURS
Stoving ovens and spray service
at your disposal. Prompt return
after final inspection.
Chassis,
Panels, Cabinets, Photographic
equipment, etc.
Black II -. Colours 113 per sq. ft.
Carriage extra. Special quantity
quotations. We make anything in
metal to your requirements.
Buccleuch Radio Manufacturers
6 Wheatfield St., Edinburgh, II
'Grams "Therm." 'Phone 64596
:

COLD WEATHER
NEWS!
Fresh supplies of the thermostatic
switch which has proved so successful
in frost warning and control circuits
are now in stock.

THERMOSTATIC
SWITCH
makes contact at approx. 35 deg. F.
(with adjusting screw to vary up to
90 deg. F.). Q.M.B. action, up to 3
amps. 250 v. A.C., Circuit diagrams and
directions sent with each switch.
316 each, 3716 per doz., post free.
A. McMILLAN, 5, Oakfield Road,

Bristol,

8.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Meters
NEWand
BOXED..
MOVING
COIL

type

'B'

0/5 mIA. D.0
0/.5 amp. R.F

519 each.
519 each.

of the above meters :
(2 of 0/5 m /A. ánd 2 of 0/.5 R.F.) 21 I-

Fou r

0 /ISO

m'A. D.0

.616

each.

MOVING IRON type '

D'

0/20 volts A.C. /D.0
0/15 volts A.C. /D.0

816
816

I. F. TRANSFORMERS
WEBB'S 465 Kcls.
'
A new line, offering a highly
efficient transformer (" Q
140)
a reasonable price.
3 ¡in. high
by - in. square. Price each 61Per pair 1119

"=

I

Please add

If-d. postage and packing

on

all

post orders.

WEBB'S

OXFORD

RADIO,
ST.,

14,

SOHO ST.
W.I

LONDON,

Note our SHOP HOURS: 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Sots. 9 a.m. to I p.m.

Telephone:

GERrard 2089
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QUALIFY FOR

A BETTER POST
-BY

POST !

Let the most progressive, most successful College in the
world coach you by correspondence. Choose your career
or be advised by us. We take a personal interest in all our
students and provide the friendly individual training that
quickly leads to success. Make the first move NOW-write
for free particulars.

CHOOSE YOUR CAREER NOW
Blue Prints.

Book -keeping, Accountancy
and
Modern Business
Methods.
Building, Architecture and
Clerk of Works.
Cambridge Senior School
Certificate.
Carpentry and Joinery.

Draughtsmanship,

all.

Branches.

Heating and Ventilating.
Radio Service Engineering.

ALLEN AND GOULD
NEW BOXED VALVES : 6ß8G, 4/9. 65117 4/6, 7193 3/6, 6116
2/6. 61î7G 8/6, 6Q7G 8.'-. 6F6 9/ -. 6G6G 8 2. EF50 (VR91) 6/6.
FERRANTI push-pull input transformer with split secondary,
11 /6.
LARGEST stock of speakers in South London: including
Rola, Celestion, Goodman, Plessey, R. and A., Elec. etc.,
at lowest prices.
COLLARO gram. motor and pick -up with auto stop and start.
15/14/8 complete.
WIDE RANGE of components and valves in stock for the
Home Built Televisor. Mains transformer £3/15/ -, EHT
transformer £8/5/0, line transformer 27/8, scanning .coils
30f -, focus coil 32/6. complete set of coils and chokes 18/6.
sound chassis 9/6, vision 10.6, time base 14/6, valves, EF50
8/8, T41 12/10 pen 45 12 10, pen 46 18/3, EL33 12/7, EBC33 11:5,
UU8 18!3: 11VR2A 24/4.
SELENIUM rectifiers, 230v. 50 ma. 311. 60 ma choke 5 /-.
Please include ,postage.
ALLEN AND GOULD.
5, Obelisk Parade, Lewisham, S.E:13 (opposite Gaumont
Cinema). Telephone : LEE GREEN 4038.
-

Languages.

Mathematics.

Matriculation.
St'
Municipal

H.A.C.

County

Engineers.
Plastics.
Wireless Telegraphy and
All Commercial subjects.
Telephony.
Television.
Structural Engineering.
Shorthand (Pitman's).
Surveying.
Telecommunications (City
Teachers of Handicrafts.
and Guilds).
If you do not see your own requirements above. write
to us on any subject. Full particulars tree.

Civil Engineering.

Direct Mail to

Dept. 104

Bennett Colle e
SHEFFIELD

Short-Wave Equipment
Noted for over 15 years for
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality
..
,One Valve Kit, Model " C"
Price 20/.

Two
"E
43/These kits are complète with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped, addressed envelope
for descriptive catalogue.
Note new sole address

(Dept. TH) 66 New Bond Street,

LTD

LASKY'S RADIO

;

:

extra.

.

AERIAL RODS
used in the Walkie
The sectional type, as rod
is steel heavily
Talkie Mk. 58. Each khaki.
Length 14ín.
copper plated, sprayed
Any number of rods can be fitted together.
LASKY'S PRICE, 3/- per doz., post free.
A 2)d. stamp will bring you our bulletin by
in block letters
return. Name and address
staff
please. Why not pay us a visit ? Our with
will be only too pleased to help you
a comprehensive
your queries. We carry
components for
stock of valves and other,
and amateur.
the experimenter service man,
No order too large or too small that we will
not give our full attention to.

LASKY'S RADIO

London,
Harrow Road, Paddington Hospital)
370,
W.9.
(onuosi le Padd (nxton
CUNningham 1979.
Telephone
6 p.m.
Flours
MThurssday. Half ay.
:

:

London, W.1

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Brand New Govt. Surplus Stock.
Electric Time Clocks, run for over one

Brand New in Maker's Wood Transit Case
EX. A.M. FREQUENCY/METER TYPE
1191
Frequency range, 100 kc /s to 20 me /s, in 8

switched bands covering all intermediate
frequencies.
Utilises 4 valves and 100 kc /s, crystal. Unit
case comcontained in smart grey enamel
strap.
plete with hinged lid and web carrying
2 volts. H.T. 60
Battery operated L.T.;
volts. Each unit is supplied complete with
instructions.
calibratfon chart and working per
cent. and
This meter is accurate to '0.1
with crystal control, 0.01 per cent.
LASKY'S PRICE £5/19/6, COMPLETE.
Carriage in crate, 10/- extra.
Spare kit of matched virves, 20/- extra.
SPEAKER SPECIALS
All P.M.. Moving Coil. 3 ohm Speech Coil.
With output transformers.
5in. Rola. 13/6: 6ín. Plessey, 18'6: 8ín.
10in.
R.A.. 17/8: Stn. Celestion, 21'Plessey. 25/- : loin.. Goodman. 27/6.
Postage 1/- per speaker extra.
VALVE SETS
5 Brand new guaranteed valves as follows
6K8G, 61í7G. 6Q7G, 6V6G, 5Z4G.
PRICE,
35/- THE SET. Post 1/LASKY'S

:-

" H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS

SPECIAL OFFER. -Universal Avominor,
17 /10/- : D.C. Avominor, 13/15/-. New,
Boxed, Guaranteed. All other Avo instruments available ex- stock, including new
Electronic Meter at 235.
TAYLOR TEST EQUIPMENT. -The entire range of test equipment by this famous
maker is now available on hire purchase.
S.A.E. for catalogue and terms.
PIFCO RADIOMETERS. -0 -6v. and 0 -240v.
A.C. /D.C. 25 /
STROBOSCOPES.-Single-speedTROBOSCOPES.-Single- speed, 78 r.p.m..
50 cycles. 6d. each (bad. post free).
GRAM MOTORS. -Collaro A.C. motor and
12in. plate, less Pick-up, 15/1814: Collaro
A.C. /D.C. motor and 121n. plate, less Pickup, £9/51- ; Collaro A.C. motor and 1210.
19/13/6
plate with Pick -up and Auto -stop,plate
with
Collaro A.C. /D.C. motor and12in.
: Garrard
Pick -up and Auto-stop, £12/18/10 and
Auto A.C. "S" unit, including Pick-up
stop. 15 /19 /3. Auto -changers by " Collaro,"
" Garrard." " Plessey." Let us have your
requirements.
SOLDERING - IRONS. 65w.,
SOLON
straight bit, reduced to 18 /6 65w., pencil
bit. 211 -.
TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENS.-All
sizes, £6/16/6. State site of tube or make
of television.
Under 20 / -. C.W.O. only. C.O.D. or C.W.O.
over 20'-. When ordering C.W.O. please

,

:

-

;

allow sufficient for postage and packing.

MODERN ELECTRICS LTD.
164

Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Tel: TEMple Bar 7587.
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year from a 3v. cycle battery, 44 -day and
also sec. hand. Ex24 -hour setting,
ceptionally fine jewelled movement, Site
31ín. dia.. by 3ín., brand new, boxed, 251-,
post 9d. Mains Transformers, input 230v..
output 50v. 11 amp., 25/-, care. 5/ -. Interphone Amplifiers, B.C.-212-D., complete
with two 6C5 valves, input and output
transformers. switch, etc., in smart metal
cases, 5in. x 43ín. x 2ín., operates from 6v.
or 12v. L.T. 220- 290v., or 350v. H.T., with
circuit, 20/ -, post 9d. Magnetic Compasses, Type P -8, alcohol fiuxgate, engraved 360 deg luminous cross -wires, in
wood carrying cases, 10/ -. post 1' -. Motors,
fitted overload clutch and Oft. flexible drive,
24v. A.C.,D.C., i h.p., exceptional offer.
20 -, post 1/4. Electric Pumps. centrifugal
self-priming type, suitable for water supply
garden fountains, bilge pumps, etc., two
models. 12v. or 24v. A.C. D.C.. 25/ -, post 1/4.
Walkte Talkie Aerials, copper, collapsible.
9 sections, 7ft. long, lin. dia.. tapers to
3132ín.. also makes good fishing rod, 2 /6.
Dimmer Switches, variable
post 6d.
wire -wound resistors, with " off " position.
in bakelite cases, 1' -, post 4d. Enam.
Copper Wire, 33 s.w.g., 15 oz. reels, 2/6.
post 9d. Browns 4,000 ohm headphones.
web headband 5/ -. post 9d. Moving Coil,
headphones, with moving coil microphone.
fitted switch. 10 /-, post 9d. Headphone
leads, fitted high or low impedance transformer matching unit, switch adjustment.
2/6. post 6d. Telephone Sets, consist of
two combined mikes and 'phones, 25ft. twin
connecting wire, giving perfect two-way
communication, self- energised. no battery
required, set complete, 7/6, post 9d.
Burgess Micro Switches, make and'break,
1B, post 3d. Terminal Strips, contain
28 plated brass terminals on bakelite strip,
1/6, post lid.
Send for our new Jan. /Feb. lists now available, 2d. with s.a.e. Orders over 30/post paid, orders too heavy for post, carriage
extra in all cases. Our C.O.D. service is
cancelled for the time being.
Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17.
Tel. : HARborne 1308 or 2664.
/
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Programme Pointers
In This

Month's 'Article MAURICE REEVE Looks at Television, the Symphony
Concerts and the Brains Trust

MUCH ink is spilled and breath used up in
telling of what is wrong with wireless,
the filins, art, and, in fact, the world
in general. A thinks it is this and B that, whilst
C is certain he ,knows the remedy. But radio
was so quick to solidify into its present conglomerate
mass- quicker, even, than the films, from which
it derived so much "that was both good and bad

are quick to take root, as the cinema and the
wireless, they willy nilly become our masters.
So who- knows whether, during the next generation,
the perfect television system may not solve everyone's troubles. By combining perfect listening
with perfect vision, television could, at one blow,
kill either the cinema or the wireless. If it became
the public entertainment of the future, room
that, like the body politic itself, change must in would be made for the restoration, with modern
improvements, of the better features of the old
the nature of things be slow.
A point of similarity, with a difference, that I family life which set up such nostalgic memories
seldom see mentioned is one which, I think, contabas in the breasts of those who remember them. Whilst,
the gravamen of the problem, to wit, that whereas should it supersede wireless in the home, it would
both cinema and radio quickly made themselves probably leave the theatre and the concert free to
non -stop shows covering many hours, the radio regain their pristine glories, which the film and the
cannot keep repeating itself like its sister amuse- radio so gravely damaged. In fact, everything
ment does. Where a film show is practically in the garden may be perfect, with only an atom
always good or always bad, four times a day, bomb to guard against.
according to the programmes being shown, the
wireless is constantly alternating from the sublime The Symphony Concerts
to the ridiculous, and midway between, for 'short
Of the three B.B.C. symphony concerts from the
snippets of time the whole clock round, said snippets Albert
Hall, conducted by Barbirolli, Beecham
being chucked at us from all points of the compass. and Kubelik respectively, I preferred Beecham's.
No wonder much of it is bad, or, to put it more The orchestra always seems to play with just that
mildly, stupid, inane, mildly amusing or mildly little bit more intensity and snap for Sir Thomas
instructive, as the case may be. And so long than for most others. His Sibelius No. 7 and
as it remains a twenty -four hour a day service, Delius's " Song of the High Hills " were magnificent,
which, I suppose, will be for ever, so long must we whilst Tortellier, in Dvorak's gorgeous 'cello
expect a service which never seems quite so good concerto, beautifully accompanied, proved him only
as it might be. I do not think it was ever meant a little behind the irreplaceable Casals. Kubelik's
to be such, and the result is what it was bound Ninth Schubert was fiery virtuosity, but though
to be : best summed up in the classic story of the the great music swept on with ever -increasing
housewife who " always turns the wireless on but surge, there was not quite the cohesion and balance
.seldom listens to it."
of the former concert. The Italian violinist,
I am sure the quality of both programmes and Gioconda de Vito
name to conjure with in its
listening would go up if we hadn't .quite so much own right, if ever there was one -played Mozart
of a good thing. The fact seems to remain that, superbly, but with abominable cadenzas. The
in spite of the inclusion of the present host of applause savoured of the Highbury Stadium
outside broadcasts, the broadcasting of films, and the winning Arsenal goal. Barbirolli's Fourth
church services, darts matches, repetitions, etc. Brahms was a noble effort, and he also revealed
etc., there is still not nearly enough first -class the likeable brilliance of Bartok's Concerto for
material to see the day through. Also, certain orchestra to an extraordinary degree.
regular features like Music Hall and the Brains
There was some lovely eighteenth century
Trust, have sadly deteriorated. Ought, therefore, chamber
musie on the Third by Pergolesi, Gluck,
the B.B.C. to decide, even if regretfully, that in and others,
by the London Harpsichord
the interests of the quality of their programmes, Society-the given
third of six programmes. I also liked
they intend to sacrifice quantity and limit the the Trout Quintet by the Bayrilli combination,
number of broadcasting hours. Or should they, plus the irrepressible Peter Stadien.
in fact, preach laissez faire and say, " We'll give
you all of the best that's going, and if you don't
like the rest, then we're afraid we can do nowt Brains Trust
I cannot quite agree with my Radio Times
abaht; it ! " To expect two programmes, each
of about eighteen hours' length, with a third of colleague apropos the Brains Trust. In the issue
about six hours, plus the rest of the world, ever- of November 25 he says that "` after a disappointing
lastingly packed with first -class material whenever start, they have settled down and, in doing so,
we turn the knob is, of Course, to ask for the im- have mellowed." I presume he is complimenting
them, and that is why I differ. As, later in his
possible.
I was astonished last week
article, he-also says "
to hear him (the chairman) rap out the precise
Television in the Future
Surprising things happen in the course of evolu- opposite to the jury's verdict on a question regardtion : things never intended at the commencement ing the purchase of clothes," one wonders what%
and not wanted in development. But when they they are exactly meant to be these days. To

-

-a

...
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nie they have become extremely stuffy, boring and
dull, completely lacking their former wit and
sparkle, and, for the most part, discussing fatuous

and naïve questions.
In this repetitious age, the making of broadcast
dramas from film sound tracks had to come.
As they are usually and understandably the good
filins which are thus treated, it is an odd pastime
to -listen for an hour to a film which you have
either already seen at your local celluloid tabernacle,
or thoroughly intend to in the very near future.
Films without the films, `Betty Grable minus
Betty Grable If a lot of opening and shutting of
doors and commentary in place of visual action
can create any excitement comparable to the
real thing, then "Call North4de 777 " was very good,
and just the right type of film which can be divorced
from its better half without undue grief or shedding
of tears. With all respect to the excellent Mr.
,Tames Stewart, none of the scenery was vitally
missed. It made a good number for Picture
!
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Parade. But I saw the film and found it vastly
superior in tenseness and realism.
After the weekly reminder, December 11, that
" Music Hall " is rapidly becoming one of the
most banal and hackneyed of features, Saturday
Night Theatre presented a powerful stimulus to
one's dormant brain with°Ìt. and M. Pertwee's
" The Paragon," adapted for radio by M. Pertwee.
The story, not everyone's meat, of how a doting
father is going to honour the memory of his worthless
son, announced killed in the war, until the soil turns
up, a deserter and blackmailer, was well played
by all, and dramatically produced by Archie
Edward Chapman was particularly
Campbell.
good as the blind father, and his change of mood
from silent worship (he intends spending half a
million pounds on memorials to his memory) to a
full realisation of having been deceived by an
utter and complete cad, was convincingly portrayed. We also felt the inherent cowardliness and
worthlessness of the son, by Hugh Burden.

News from the Clubs
LOTHIANS RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See.: I. Mackenzie, 41. taster Drylaw Drive, Edinburgh.
next regular monthly meeting will be on February 24th,
THE7.30 p.m., at the Chamber of Commerce Rooms, Charolette
Square, Edinburgh.
Mr. W. R. Radie (GM4JO) will deliver a lecture. Subject :
" Aerial Theory and Practice, with particular application to
Multi- Element. V.H.F. Beams."

READING AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See. : L. Watts, (MVO, 817, Oxford Road, Reading.
HE R E was only one meeting of the society during the month
of December. The programme at this meeting consisted
of a Brains Trust.
On February 12th, Mr. J. Dee, G3BJE, will give a talk on

T

oscilloscopes.

THE WEST MIDDLESEX AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Hon. See. : C. Alabaster, 34, Lothian Avenue, Hayes, Middlesex.
club continues to be very much alive in all aspects of
THEradio
and electronics. Recent meetings were concerned
with the électron microscope, the strobeflash, a junk sale and
lectures on interference, the latter being particularly timely
in view of the new Wireless Telegraphy Bill.
The future programme includes lectures on valves, amplifiers
and V.H.F. equipment.
Meetings are held on the second and fourth Wednesdays
of every month at the Labour Hall, Uxbridge Road, Southall,
Middlesex. at 7.30 p.m.
STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See. : «. A. Higgins, 35, John Street, Brierley Hill, Staff's.
of the above society was held at King Edward's
AMEETING.
School. Stourbridge, on Tuesday, December 7th, 1948.
Mr. B. Whitehouse (G6WF) was in the chair'. Following general
business, in which the secretary gave details of future meetings,
Mr. R. H. Varney (U.3DMV), of G.E.e., Ltd., gave a most interesting talk on the " Photo Electric Cell and its Application in
Industry." The talk was illustrated with lantern slides and
Members were shown how the photo
a display of apparatus.
cell was used for burglar alarms, counting and sorting, automatic
door and gut a opening, and testing smoke density. Mr. Varney
was accord ...1 n hearty vote of thanks for au excellent talk..
'Further .n niculars may be obtained from the secretary.
ROMFORD AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See. : I). Coppcudaie (G3BNI), 9, Morden Road, Chadwell
Heath, Essex.
AFTER 12 years at secretary to the Romford and District
Amateur Radio Society, G3FT, his wife and family have
left for Canada, complete with 10 -metre transmitter, and hope
to be working back to local " Gs " in the near future.
The position of secretary has been taken over by G3BNI,
to whom all matters concerning the R.A.D.A.R.S. should be
addressed.

Two nights a week are devoted now to radio -Tuesday. normal
radio lectures, demonstrations, junk sales, etc., whilst Wednesday
nights one can learn about television. The Wednesday evening
meeting is proving very successful and shortly it is hoped
to have a TV of our own.

NOTTINGHAM SHORT WAVE CLUB
Hon. Sec. : N. W. Adcock, " Bryn- Gates," Harlaxton Drive,
Long Eaton, Nottingham.
club now has a new secretary as above, and new premises
THEhave bebn found owing to Increased
membership. Meetings
are held every Monday evening at 7.15 p.m. at " The Old Boys'
Club." Middle Street, Beeston,.Notts. The club Tx, G3EKW,
was officially opened on Monday, December 6th, by Mr. F. R.
Sharp, Radio Editor of the Nottingham Evening Post.
The Tx
is situated at Chilwell, Notts, and is active at present [on 1 -7
Mc /s only. New members are always sure of a welcome, either
personally or by contacting the secretary. Morse tuition is
available as well as technical theory and practice in relation
to the A.R.E.

SOLIHULL AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Non. See.: G. Flaying, 121, Bradbury Road, Olton, Birmingham.
A.G.M. of this society was held on January 12th, and
THEmarked
the election of new officers, these being : Hon.
sec., G. Flaying, G3EQL ;
hon. treas., J. Tucker, G5TU;
pres.: M. Filgate, and a committee of five.
The programme committee outlined their future programme,
which began on January 26th with a lecture on radar by Mr.
Smith, G6FK.
Future lectures include " V.H.F.," by G5BJ, " The Radio
Valve," by G5TU, and many more by members of the society.
It is hoped in the future to deal more with the constructional
side, as younger members have suggested. Meetings are held
on alternate Wednesdays at 7.30 p.m. at the Manor House,
High Street, Solihull, and visitors and new members will be
welcomed.

DERBY AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon: See.: F. C. Ward, G2CVV, 5, Uplands Avenue, Littleovir,
Derby.
society's first annual dinner and social will be held on
THEWednesday,
February 9th, at the Grandstand Hotel,
Racecourse, Nottingham Road, Derby.
Future meetings will be held on February 2nd and 16th
respectively in the Club Room, 67b, London Road, Derby.

THE HOUNSLOW AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : A. Pottle, B.Sc., 11, Abinger Gardens, Isleworth,

Middlesex.

for 1949 were fully discussed at a recent meeting.
PLANS
Future activities will be concentrated upon transmitting,
receiving and television.
The society's transmitter has now
been completed and will operate under the callsign G3FH1).
Prospective members should contact Mr. A. Pottle,
address is given above.
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2

AMAZING OFFERS
-

!

IDEAL FOR CRYSTAI,
SETS, VALVE SETS,
HOSPITALS ETC.
F X -ARMY

Why not make

your own

121

W.I.

Per Pair
diagram and full list ofparts rear,'.
extra)
PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS,
6/6 post free.
MADE
UNITS. REED
Full scale blueprints shortly RÌVEDCORRUGATED
DIAPHRAGMS, DOUBLE
d LUDO.They
RESISTANCE
available.
60 ohms. High
are worth

RUU

Impedance.
about 42(- per pair.

£3.7.6
£1.17.6
£2.2,0
£1.12.6
12.0
£1.0.0

TRANSFORMERS.
FOCUS COILS.
LINE TRANS.
SCANNING COILS,
9" WHITE MASKS.
E.1-1.T

IT

WHITE MASKS.

Send now to:-

1014

157, Fore

4
THE

tt
St.,

Edmonton, N.18 .
Phone

LEADING

:

TOT 3386

r

metal elecvcat Comic
mid..
trolytic, Si- 16 mfd. ditto. 3'9 8 -8 mfd.
ditto. 4,9 25 mfd., 25 colt Condensers,
tubular electrolytic; 16. Mains MUMformers, 275-0 -275 v., 80 mitt., 6.3 v., 5v,
19/6 i 350 -0 -350 v.. 120 m /a.. 6.3 v., 5V. 25/6.
L.F. Chokes, standard 75 m /a.. 4/8. Metal
4 6,
Rectifiers, 240 volt, 45 m/a., half wave,
Resistors, best make, t watt, kit, 100
assorted. 10 /6. Condensers, tubular and
4.way,
6wafer,
Snitches,
Oak
450

:

:

8n ló2á 2/..

Send for 1949 list. 6d. post paid. For Express Service, phone_: Luton 2677.

-,L' a.zoasescarasma.

RADIOLECTRON

Frauees Street, Scunthorpe, Lines.
New Goods Only. No W.D. Surplus.
CONDENSERS, B.I. Electrolytic, also
Dubilíer and T.C.C., all as January issue of
P,W. Tub. up to .SH5, 7d. up to .005, 8d.
up -to .1, íld. ' 1 mfd., 2/2 Tuning, small,
1 gang, 4/3 ; 2-gang, 11 /- ; 2 -gang with Ts..
12/ -. All .0005 mfd.
RESISTORS, Carbon watt, 4df,; 1 watt,
7d. Wire Wound 1 watt, 11- ; 5 watt, 1/8
Mains Droppers. .2 A, 4/4 ;
20 watt, 3/22,

;

;

;

1

;

;

VOLUME CONTROLS, Lg. Spols., 3/3 ;
with Sw., 5/ Wire Wound, less Sw.. 5/ -.
TRANSFORMERS. Output, Pow /Pen.,
'-5.6 Multiratio Universal, 7/3 ; Intervalve
Dir. Feed, 3 or 5/1 ratio, 8/ ; Class B driver,
7/- Q.P.P. driver, 8/6 Para. Feed Intervalve, 5f -; Mains, shrouded. interleaved
and impregnated, for 200 -250 v.. mains 4 V.
or 8.3 v. and 5 v.L.T.s 250 v. 100m/a; 350 v.
100 m /a, 29/6.
PIFCO RADIOMETERS, 25/ -.
Terms : Cash with order. Orders over 10 / -,
post free, under add 0. C.O.D. extra.
Old. stamp will bring you copy of our list
;

;

;

11.P. ex-R.A.F.
ELECTRIC MOTORS,
BRAND
NEW. made by
Hom ers.
ONLY

/

each.
Piers 2/8 cary.
NOT
'111
BE
CONFUSED WITH
CHEAPER
SMALLER AND
TYPES.
Sire 11ín. x 5/in. x 51in. Weight 1811as.
Volts 200/250 AC'., 2,000 r.p.m.
IDEAL FOR PERSPEX POLISHING.
GRINDERS, BUFFING, Etc. Converted
by us from Rotary Transformers (Input
84 v. D.C. and Output 1,230 V., 200 m/A and
supplied as such at 351 -If preferred). These
Mains Motors are worth treble and have a
dozen uses. Existing Spindle is lin. diem.
in. long. All- purpose Extn, Spindles, to
screw on, 7/6 pair extra.

-R.F.

EF50

Ii00K

A FREE

on Morse Code Training

Pentode

(Or special offer of 10 for SOI -)
EA50
-6.3 volt Diode ,..
DI
-4 volt Diode
,..
6SL7
-Twin Triode
...
6SN7
-Twin Triode
VR105130- Stabiliser ...
6SK7

-Variable

6H6
6SN7

-Double Diode
-R.F. Pentode
-Tel. Pentode

KT44

Mu

-Output Triode

684
635

DET20
IT4
6AC7
SP61

2X2

Code Zoorses for
Bag innars and

Operators.

Send

for

this

Fret

" BOOK OF FACTS"
details concerning all Courses.

It gives full

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.Q.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.0.2.
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado. U.S.A

WE OFFER
A large range of used and new
Test Equipment, Converters,
Recorders, Amplifiers, Motors,
Transformers, etc.
All guaranteed and at very
attractive prices.

We buy good modern used
equipment of all types for
spot cash.
UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.
22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
Tel. : GER 4447 and GER 8582

www.americanradiohistory.com

316
916
916
716
616
216

416
716
816
416

-Televisor Pentode...
...
-R.F. Pentode
...
...
-H.V. Rectifier 4) kV. 71 mA.

316

716
6131-

volt IS amp. Heater ... 716
Transmitting Triode, 70
watt dissipation, 5 volt 4
amp. Heater
...
... 3512.5

35T

INSTRUMENT WIRE

Enamelled, Tinned Copper. Cotton Covered,
and Silk Covered.
ENAMELLED. 16, 17, 18, 19, 0 swg., 110
per } lb. reel. 21, 22 awe 1,9 1 lb.
awe.. Ill- 1 Ib. 25. 26 swg. 2«2 } lb. 27 -346
2'3 t
29. 30. 2/4 1 lb. 3
40?
38, 3;4 f2ó.
lb.
31
a9 }
ve 2 ozs. 42, 2/8 2 oza. 2-oz. reels half
41. 2/3
above +3d.
COTTON COVERED. 16, 17 swg.. 2-6
1

There ara Candler Morse

..,

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
-General Purpose Triode ...
-VHF Triode
-1.4 volt R.F. Pentode
...

AUTO COLLECTIONS LTD.. 15. LAW-

Dunstable Road, Luton, Beds.
New Ist. Grade Components

.3 A, 4111.

Fractional

All tested and fully guaranteed.
Postage
and special packing 9d. per valve and 2d.
for each additional valve.

ST.. Northampton.
Send ld.
SUPPLIERS RENCE
S.A.E. for our Ruain %Electric List.

KIT

COVENTRY
RADIO
8

Tel. MUS. 4539 and MUS. 1453

Special Offer of
SURPLUS Valves

Post Free
Per Pair 5/6
Two
/.
tt THE HOME BUILT TELEVISOR"
Pair; lO
3/Book of instructions, wiring Lois

UNITS SUPPLIED READY WIRED

Tottenham Court Road, London,

18,

HEADPHONES
BRAND NEW
AND BOXED

?

AlEC DAVIS SUPPLIES LTD.

1

lb.

18, 19,

all

1,6 1ggll¡b. 20 1.8 1 lb. 21,
36 2-3 }
lb. 30,- 2/9 9 lb. 32, 2.3 #
36, 4/5 } lb. (Please add

22.

lb.
lb.
3d.
towards postage.)
MANY OTHER SIZES IN STOCK. Send
S,A,E. for full range. (Trade enquiries
welcomed.)
SPECIAL OFFER. (High Resistance)
HEADPHONES with adjustable headband
and plated holders for earpieces, Splendid
Value at 12/6 per ppaair. Send for yours
now, while stocks last.
LATEST RADIO AND TELEVISION
BOOKS. Send S.A.E. fopr details.
MORTONS, 13, CAMDEN ROAD.
WALT A .1STOW LONDON. E.17.

28

27,
2"6 1
34, 3/6 1 lb.

'

TE LEYISION
The advance in Radio Technique will
offer unlimited opportunities of high
pay and secure posts Inc these Radio
Engineers who havethad the foresight
to become technically qualified.
Hof you can do this quickly and easily
in your spare time is fully explained
in our unique handbook.
Full details are given of A.1LI.E.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City & Guilds
Exams., and particulars of up -to -date

courses in Wireless Engineerlag,
Radio Servicing, Short Waves,
Television, Mathematics, etc., etc.
We guarantee " NO PASS -NO FEE."
Prepare for to- morrow's opportunities
and future competition by sending for
this very informative 112 -page guide
NOW -FREE and without obligation.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
17,

(Dept. 242),

Stratford

\V.1.
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THE
AMPLIFIERS. 4 x 617,
x 5U4 : 200/250 v. 50 cps.
pre -amp ; crackle finish steel
case ; complete with mlc mike. E12,
plus 101- carr.
NOISE SUPPRESSORS. Diode suppressdr, with all parts and instruction
book ; ready to fit. Only S1 -, 6d. post.
78 RECEIVERS. 5 (6.3 v.) valves.
Temp. controlled bandspread oscillator
tuning, 2.4/13 mes, 100 kcls Xtal.
BRAND NEW, in wooden crates,
301-, 31- carr.
STROBE UNITS. 6EF 50's, 5EA50's
and V872, 6 pots., relays condensers,
resistors, etc., in sealed cases, 351 -,
31- carr.
BC347. Amplifier with 6F8 (double
triode), transformers, etc., in attractive
aluminium case, 51 -, post 9d.
POWER UNIT, TYPE 4. 4 metal
H.T. rectifiers, 3 8pf x 500 V.D.C.
electrolytics, 2 smoothing chokes,
4 x .4 condensers, vibrator transformer,
etc. Soiled, but sacrificed at I01 -,
plus ,3I- carr.
BRAND NEW m/c mikes, 216 ;
mit 'phones, 51- ; 0/300 V.D.C. mlc
meters, SI -.
SLIGHTLY SOILED 0/3.5 A. thermocouple meters, 316 ; 0 /100 mIA mlc
post on above, 9d.
meters, 316

LATEST THESE ARE

IN KITS!

SURPLUS BARGAINS

IN STOCK

R.C.A.

2 x 6L6,

input

1

TELEVISION FOR HOME CONSTRUCTION using War Surplus
Postage 2d.
Equipment. Is. 60.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE
MANUAL. by F. J. Camm: Ss. 6d.
Postage 4d.
RADIO RECEIVER DESIGN, Part I,
K. R: Sturley.
28s. Postage 6d.
NEWNES TELEVISION MANUAL,
by F. J. Camm. 7s. 6d. Postage 4d.
RADIO COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTERS, by J. J. Rupert. 30s.
Postage 6d.
INTRODUCTION TO TELEVISION,
by A. Folwell. 9s. Bd. Postage 4d.
PRINCIPLES OF RADAR, by '
M. I. T. 33s. Postage 9d.
RADIO TUBE VADE -MECUM, 1946
edition, by P. H. Brans. 5s. Postage
6d.
RADIO HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENT, by, R. S. G. B. 2s. 6d.
Postage 3d.
RADIO UPKEEP AND REPAIRS,
by A. T. W1tts. 7s. 6d. Postage 4d.
RADIO RECEIVER CIRCUITS
HANDBOOK, by E. M. Squire. es.
Postage 4d.
THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS, by Ralph Stranger. 7s. 6d.
Postage 4d.
RADIO SERVICE TEST GEAR,
by W. H. Cazaly. 6s. Postage 4d.
CLASSIFIED RADIO RECEIVER
DIAGRAMS, by E. M. Squire.
10s. 6d. Postage 4d.
We have 'the finest stock of British and
American radio Books. Complete list
on application.

;

including
Complete in every
detail
Beautiful Walnut Cabinet 13ín. x 8in. x

for £7 - 17 - 6d.

óíee
n.
d

All main components mounted on chassis
and
wired. Simplest instructions for
completing in one hour. 3 valves plus rec.
ACIDC mains. 4 controls : VoI.108Tone- W1c-Tuniñg (slow motion).

12 WATT QU?ALITT

AC /RC

AMPLIFIER

Complete and in kit form from

£8 -5 -0

Write for details.

;

EXCHANGE
CO(P).
9, Cauldwell St., Bedford.

RADIO

('Phone

:

5568)

or C.W.O.'

C.O.D.

and

Enquiries from

THE MODERN BOOK Co.

" Money back " Guarantee of Satisfaction.
Outstanding Bargains selected from hundreds worthy of your attention. Detailed

list, Id. stamp.

New and Boxed. Motor generator. 12 v. to
480 v., complete with conversion instruc-

tions. 12/6 post free.
amp.. 4/8 each.
Test panel, containing a 0-20 v. and 0-5 amp.
meter. etc., 12 /6.
60 ohm Headphones, new, 2/11. soiled, 1/6.
M /coil, 5'-.
15 watt A.C. Amplifier, listed at £26, offered
at 12 gns.
3 waveband,
A.C. Radiogram chassis.
£14 los., inc. tax.
A.C.- Electric Gramophone Motor and
T, table. £3 lis. inc. tax.
STOP PRESS
Ex Govt. I.F.F. sets complete with 10 valves,
12 -. Brand new Morse Key and Buzzer
"Grainer Unit, 4i v., 2'11 post free.
New and Boxed M /coil Meters. 0-50 v.. 0 -40

'IN
®CASH
LRS

STOCK

or EASY TERMS

GOODMANS 12ín. AVO Model 7 Meter.
& Axiom Speakers.
AVO Valve Tester.
ed
N
Speakers.
AVOMINOR A.C./
COLLARD Gram
D.C. Meter.
Unit & pick -up.
auto. AVOMINOR D.C.
COLLAROchanger.
Meter.
record
compact
STU ART ELECTRIC PUMPS,
and efficientcentrifugal pumps for clearing
etc.
-holes.
stoke
cesspools and
All available for cash or easy terms,
7C also many other items. Please let us
have your enquiries. Particulars and leaflets
on request.

hart

ale

1

The London Radio Supply Co.
(Est. 1925)

(Dept. P.3

(Dept. F2), 322, High Road, Wood
Green, London, N.22. 'Phone. BOW 5997

RADIO UNLIMITED,

18, CARNARVON ROAD, LEYTON, E.10,
" Return of Post " Mail Order Service.

:

LEWIS RADIO CO.

RADIO

SUPER RADIO CO.
(BFD) LTD.
39 Bank Street,

Bradford, Yorks

SPECIAL NON -GOVT.
SURPLUS OFFERS
A.F. Amplifier, 2 valve (Triode
and Q.P.P.), 2v. L,T., I20v.
1216

H.T.

Radar indicators, G. Unit, V.C.R.
... $31-1 97 Tube. 22 Valves ...
716
Post
Magnetic Navigation Compass,

............

...
...
ex- R.A.F.
Headphones, ex -U.S. Army, Low
...
impedance
,,.
...
35 -50
Meter Receiver, with

$I151dynometer, BC 455 B.
Transmitter Control
1216
...
Units. C.W.S. System
Relay Unit, 5 -Way Changeover
316
...
24v. operated ..,
... $31-1Radio Compass B.C. 433 G.

............

Star Identifier Charts.

Army

Ex-U.S.

316

716
Star Identifier Charts. Ex- R.A.F.
Dial Drive, 100-1 Reduction,
311155 Type
R.C.A. Model D,Z.I., Aircraft
Direction Finder Equipment.
...
...871101 inc. P.F. Aerial
...
...
10 /...
...
Post
3!Dinghy Aerial Ballohns ,,.
V.H.F. Receiver, B.C. 357 P,
l0í2 Valve, 12SQ7 and í2C8
7-Way Cable Bundle of 12 54.

G200

ANNOUNCES

exquisitely built, is very useful to the 420
me. enthusiast. Brand new in original packing for only 70/ -.
GENEMOTORS. 11.6 volts D.C. in 250
volts 125 ma. D.C. out, G200s, price 19/6.
11.5 volts D.C. in 490 volts, 65 ma. D.C. out.
(This gives about 250 volts when run from a
6 volt car supply). 0200s, price only 19/6.
Please note new address where callers car.
see hundreds of other desirable bargains_

55,

A. C. H O I L E,
Union Street, Maidstone

DUNK & HEALEY

Remote

GOVT. SURPLUS

Praed Street,

These Special Bargains
VIBRATOR. Unit No -4. 12 volts D.O. ín250 -300 volts at100 mA. or more out. 4 metal
rectifiers. These are the power unit from the
famous No. 22 set, are ideal for car radio
etc. Fully suppressed, a bargain at only
19/6.
ALTIMETER. ARN1. This American built transmitter -receiver unit contains
4 ACORN I VR150/30 and 8 metal octal tubes

1216

216

19 -23,

Loudon, R'.2.

S.G.

Brown's headphones, J.000í1, 12/8

PAPER CONDENSERS, in metal case.

mid., 1,500 v.w 6/9 750 v.w.. 4/- ; 500
v.w.. 2/- ; 0.5 mfd., 1,000 v.w., 1/- ; 0.1 mid.,
500 v.w.. 6d. t 0.25 mid., 600 v.w., ROd, ;
0.01 mid., 350 v.w., mica. Bd.: 0.0003 mfd
350 v.w., mica, 411.
ROLA. -6I1n. P.M. with O.P. trans., 21/-.
6 v 6 G brand new and guaranteed,
7/8.
EF50, in original manufacturers' cartons,.
7/6. Westinghouse metal rectifier, 250 v.
4

60

ma

7/6.

SMOOTHING CHOKES. -10 h. 80 m.a.
1200, 5/6 ; 10 h. 120 ma. 10052, 6/9 10 h.
300 ma. 100í), 12/6.
40 v. 2 a. transformers, cast shrouds, 239
v. 50 cys., heavy Job. 16' -.
Please add 8d. for post ; money buck guarantee -mail order only.
STREET,
67, OSNABURGH
:

LONDON, N.W.I.

BALCOMBE, SUSSEX
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Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
OUTSTANDING among the recent releases is
a recording of Schubert's " Great "
played by the
Symphony
Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Herbert
Von Karajan on Columbia L %1138 -43. There are
many points in this last and greatest symphony
of Schubert's that compel admiration. The general
conception is splendid, and it is magnificently
handled by Herbert Von Karajan, who is especially
successful with the big driving theme in the finale.
It was not until seven years after Schubert's death
that this symphony saw the light of public
performance, and then only the last movement
was given. These six records are sold with a
booklet of analytical notes, and are a welcome
addition to the Columbia Masterwork Series.
Another highlight is a recording of Handel's
Organ Concerto No. 9 in B Flat, Op. 7, No. 3,
on five sides o£ three 12in. records played by
George Thalben -Ball
accompanied by the
Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by Walter
Susskind-H.M. V. C3814 -6. The records supply
lively and vital music in the best Georgian tradition.
On the reverse side of H.M.V. C3816, George
Thalben -Ball plays his own arrangement of Allegro
Moderato from Concerto No. 6 in B Flat Major.
Ida Haendel, who has recently signed a three -year
contract with H.M.V., makes her second recording
under the contract with Brahms Hungarian Dance,
No. 17, arranged by Kreisler. This violin solo is
coupled with Wieniawski's Polonaise Brillante in
D Major, Op: 4, on H.M.V. C3818. She is.
accompanied on the piano by Gerald Moore in both
recordings.
Walter Gieseking, the distinguished pianist,
makes a welcome return to Columbia with a
recording of Danse and La plus que lente, both by
Debussy, on Columbia L %1146. This is his first
recording since the war, and for a long time he has
been the most important pianist in Germany and
has given recitals under the auspices of the Allied
authorities in recent years.

Popular Sadler's Wells Opera
The production of Verdi's Simone Boccanegra,
which was undertaken by Sadler's Wells in October
last, was the first performance of the work to he
given in England. An English translation of the
Italian libretto was made by Norman Tucker,
chairman of the Sadler's Wells Directorate. These
two records- H.M. V. C3824-5-are important
additions to the repertory of opera in English, and
the artists concernedt in these excerpts are all
members of the Sadler's Wells Opera. Simone
Boccanegra is not given frequently even in Italy,
and the Sadler's Wells Company's production is
typical of their enterprise and exploratory policy.
In a Monastery Garden " must share pride of
.place with. " In a Persian Market " as Ketelbey's
most widely known work. It has been presented
often on the organ and by various instrumental
combinations, and it has now been given a new

arrangement for the famous Melachrino Strings on
H.M.V. B9714. For a coupling George Melaehrino
has chosen the peaceful " Bells Across the Meadow."
Petite Suite de Concert " and " Hiawatha "
are the two works which keep Coleridge-Taylor's
name most often before the public. Each of the
pieces in the Petite Suite have been perfectly
rëcorded on Columbia DB2479 -80 by Sidney Torch
conducting the Queen's. Hall Light Orchestra;
who have provided four sides of really attractit'e
orchestra playing.
Andre Kostelanetz and his Orchestra have once
again made a delightful recording. Kostelanetz
has chosen two Viennese waltzes, Gypsy Leve,"
by Franz Lehar, and " Gypsy Baron," by Johann
Strauss, and both receive subtle handling on
`

Columbia DX1540.

Variety
Of all the numbers featured by Danny Kaye
dining his ,phenomenal variety season at the
London Palladium last year, none was a bigger
laughter maker than his hilarious satire on a light
operatic tenor and a soprano. Now, under the title
of ` The Fairy Pipers," he lampoons lyric tenor
and coy coloratura in a performance which Tanges
from the fanciful to the fantastic-Columbia
DB2481. On the reverse side he sings " Farming "
from Cole Porter's " Let's Face It."
'A newcomer to the. Columbia lists is Lynn Mason,
who makes her debut with two sentimental -ballads,
" Let us be Sweethearts Over Again " and " When
the Silver Threads are Shining," on Celurnbia
FB3449. She is at present attached to Chappie

d'Amato's Orchestra.
French -Canadian Jean Cavall, cabaret star and
popular broadcaster, has recorded this month
" Ah, but it Happens " and " Quand Meme," the
latter being sung in English and French. Jean's
neat presentation of " Quand Meme " on H.M.V.
B9715 may well make it a successor to the popular,.
" Darling, je vous aime beaucoup." " If you had all the World," on H.M.V. BD1233,
is a tailor -made number for Perry Como, who knows
'how to coax all the sentiment from a-song without
getting mawkish. The soft strings of the Russ
Case Orchestra provide an effective background
to the singer. Johnny Green's " Body and Soul "
is resurrected on the reverse side.
Both of Geraldo's latest hit tunes, " Worry,
Worry, Worry " and " Big Brass Band from
Brazil," on Parlophone F2330, swept to the top
of the Hit Parade in America last year. " Worry,
Worry, Worry " is by the team that gave us
" Woody Woodpecker," while " Big Brass Band
from Brazil " became a best seller within a few
months of its issue in the United States. Both
come under the term novelty songs, and arranger
George Evans, who is heard singing with the Geraido
Quartette, renders the lyrics with a grand swing to
well -drilled playing by the orchestral ensemble.
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GAL-PINS TELE -RADIO

MAINS

408

177,

ELECTRICAL STORES
High Street, Lewisham, London,

(LTD.

EDGWARE ROAD, W.2.

11 meg. I.F. Transformers
Coaxial cable, 318 dia., 22ft. length
(Ex-W.D.)
..
...
...
Large brass terminals
..
...
plated brass terminals
...
Improved Machines improve ProC.O.D.)
Sprague Condensers, .01 1,000v. ...
duction and lower Costs. OUR EX- GOVERNMENT MAINS TRANS.5 350v.
...
FORMERS, Input, 230 v.,
out- Ceramicon
10 mmfd.
...
are put 450101450 v., 250 mla., 506.3cycles,
WINDERS
NEW
MULTI
v., 8 a., Ceramic Disc, 25 mmfd.
...
...
turning out thousands of Mains 6.3 v., 8 a., 6.3 v., 4 a., 6.3 v., 4 a., 6.3 v., 4 Dubilier mica, 75 mmfd. ...
...
a., 5 v., 4 a., 451- each, carriage 51-, another
.001 mfd.
...
...
HENCE
Transformers each week.
same input, output 350101350 v., 180 mla. Paper tubular condenser, .02 mfd....
5 v., 4 a. twice, 6.3 v., 5 a., three
Tubular Condenser .005 mfd. 1,000
we can pass this saving on to twice,
times, 471- carriage 51 -, another same
v.
our many friends. LOOK !
input, output 350101350 v., 250 mla., Silver mica, .0005 mfd. 350v.
...
5010150 v., 100 mla., four 6.3 v. at 5 a., Two
gang miniature condenser,
Primary: 2001250 y. Sec. 350 -0-350 v. one 5 v. at 4 a., 4216 each, carriage 5150 mmfd.
condenser,
80 m.a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.; or 250 -0-250 (size and weight of these transformers is Two gang
approximately 71in. x 7:!ín. x 61in. 20 lb.).
75 m mf d .
with 4 v. or 6.3 v. heaters. All fully MAINS TRANSFORMERS, Input '230 Two
gang
condenser,
standard
shrouded.
v., 50 cycles, output, 42 to 50 v. at 100 a.,
160 mmfd. ...
...
.
...
LIS each, carriage 101 -, another input, Three gang standard condenser.,
Prices better than pre -war.
2001250 in steps of 10 v. Output tapped
500 mmfd. ...
...
...
1716 6, 12, 18 and 24 v. at 10112 a., 451- each,
,..
Drop thro' chassis type
Four gang standard
condenser,
1916
...
carriage 21 -; another 230 v. input, output
Chassis Mounting
...
...
...
___ .......... ...
12 v. at 81 a., 251- each, carriage 21 -;
Carbon potentiometers, 500 ohms
Postage, III d.
another 220 v. input, output tapped 121,
250k. ohms
25, 371, 50, 60, 75, 87k, 100, 110 v. at
Linear
...
...
,..
1,100 watts, £411510 each, carriage, 716. Carbon potentiometers, 25k. ohms
(These Transformers are all double wound.) Aluminium chassis, 17 x IO x 2 ins.

S.E.I3.

TRANSFORMERS

(Near Lewisham Hospital.)
PHONE: LEE GREEN 0309.
TERMS:' CASH WITH ORDER.
(NO

each
SI-

5f4d.

6d.
6d.
8d.
9d.
113

6d.
6d.
9d.
9d.
9d.
116

51-

,

.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 2001250
H. W. FIELD & SON LTD., v., 50 cys., phase, ihput, output 700101700
a., 301- each.
v., 70 mla., 4 v., 21 a., 12 v.,
Road,
Works,
Station
Cable
Another 5251525 v., 150 mla., 6.3 v., 5 a.,
Another 2,350 v. at
5 v., 3 a., 371- each.
Harold Wobd, Essex.

17x10x3ins.

IIx61x21ins.

1

8 x

I

500

Ingrebourne 2642

mla.,

851-

Chokes,
816;

10

Hy.

each.

5

EX- GOVERNMENT
TRIC FANS.

(G.E.C.)

:

Catalogue

AMB. 5393

3I3131-

Ill1116
91716

now available,

PAD. 6116
PAD. 5606

-

VARIABLE RESISTANCES

MAINS

YOU

Telephone

ELEC-

12 v., a.c.ld.c. laminated
field, complete with 5.'.ín. impeller. New,
boxed, 20/- each, post If-.

1016

for postage and

Please include sufficient

packing. 1949
9d., post free.

Mains Smoothing
61 -;
150 mla.,
Hy., 250 mla., 1716.

100 mla.,

350 mla., 251 -:

6x 2 ins.

1016

(slider type), new, ex- Govt., 14 ohms
to 4 amps., graduated, useful as
carry
dimmers, etc., 1716 each; another 0.4
ohms, carry 25 amps., 1716 each, post 116.
3, Goldhawk Road,
Ex -Govt. Moving-coil Cell Testers, 3 -0-3 v.
(new), 151- each.
Shepherds Bush, W.12
EX- R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS Telephone: Shepherds Bush 1729.
(new). These consist of a Ferranti 0 to
450 mlamp. 21in. scale meter shunted to
MOVING-COIL LOUDSPEAKERS
I mla. incorporated Westinghouse Recti5ín.
fier, the whole encased in polished teak 611n. R. & A., with transformer, 15'-.Brand
case, calibrated at present 0 to 10 v., Plessey, with transformer, 13.'6.
new and fully guaranteed.
251- each.
(Postage extra 1/ -).
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS
L.F. CHOKES
(Watt Hour). A.C. 50 cys., 2001250 v.,
res.,
approx. 150 ohms.
10H
at
75
m.a.,
D.C.
-.
10
amp.,
211
-,
5 amp. load, 1816, post 21
new and fully guaranteed.
post 21 -; 20 amp., 251-, post 21 -; also a Brand
Price 7/8 (postage 9d.).
20
type,
amp.
11slot
few only Pre- Payment
load, less coin box, complete with syn- " ELECTRO " ELECTRIC SOLDERING
IRONS
chronous Motor, 351- each, carriage 316.
A.C. /D.C., with spare bit. Ideal

LYONS

1_

can become
a first -class
RADIO
ENGINEER

We are specialists in Home'Study Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free

RADIO

-230v.
EX -NAVAL (CROMPTON PARKIN- 220
radio work.
SON) TONG -TESTERS, 0 to 100, weight for
Price 10'- (postage 9d.).
and 0 to 400 amps., new, in leather carrying
booklet and learn how you
C -150 m.a. MOVING -COIL
case, 901- each. A.C. VlMeters, 0 to 300
MILLIAMMETERS
6in. scale, calibrated 50 cys., 3716 each.
can qualify for well-paid
square case. Flush fitting. Brand
SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new, 21in.
new and fully guaranteed.
employment or profitable
boxed. Moving Coil, first grade instruPrice 6 - (postage Bd.).
ments, 0 to 20 v., 101- each, or 3 for 251-;
spare -time work.
STEEL DEEb CHESTS OR SAFES
0 to 40 v., 1216 each; 0 to 10 amps., 151 the
keeping
of documents and
For
safe
each, all tin. scale. 0 to 20 v., A.C., valuables.
Size :
1711n. x 13in. x 121ín.
50 cycles, 251- each; 0 to 40 Fitted with strong lock (2 keys supplied),
T.
C. RADIO COLLEGE calibrated
amps.. chermo- coupled, 251- each.
and folding handles on sides.
Price 30,'- (carriage 8'6).
KIND EDWARD AVE., AYLESBURY CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, sIze
171in. x I6tin. x 8in., containing 5 circuits,
NEW
METAL -CASED
BRAND
10
to
Ammeters,
0
to
15,
Coil
5 Moving
Post in unsealed envelope ld. postageCONDENSERS
50 VlMeter, 4 I -Ohm: 12 amp. Resistances, 0.545 mfd., 1.500v. working. Size Sin. x
variable,
1
Please send me free details of your t
all
Resistance,
1.4
amp.
-Ohm
114
Price 2/9 each (postage 8d.).
31in. x 11in.

&

r
1
1

i

Home -Study Mathematics and Radio I

Courses.

NAME.

also Switches, Fuses, etc., condition as
new, £411010 each, carriage 101 -.
PRE -PAYMENT II- SLOT ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK METERS, 2001250 volts,
ph., 21 amp. load, 301- each,
50 cys.
carriage 316; 5 amp. load, 351 -, carriage 316.
Also D.C. type 10 amp. load, 200-250
volts, 25/- each, carriage 3/6.
1

ADDRESS

LP'

9°

v

DESK MICROPHONE
Similar to those used on R.A.F. ground
stations ; 12ín. high pedestal with adjustable head. Fitted with sensitive carbon
insert. Complete with lead. As new.
Price 7/8 (postage 1/8).
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Open to Discussion
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

6K7 Pocket Receiver

taken

PRACTICAL

WIRELESS for

SIR,-Having
about two `years, I am at last prompted to
write to You. And the subject is that set using
one 6K7 that you have mentioned several times.
I made this up and, using it at Great Yarmouth,
succeeded in getting Hilversum. Owing to the
" marvellous " B.B.C. coverage over that way,
I couldn't get them at all. Then I started
experimenting on my own account.
My first mod. was to use a fiat battery for heaters
and a 9 -volt G.B. for H.T. Then, as I reasoned,
the .3 A. of the 61(7 is higher than the .15 A. of a
956. I dtanged over to that valve, and I think it
is better than the 6K7. Since I have been here
near Bedford I have heard both Home and Light
programmes without any trouble. Any time now
the heater consumption is going back to .3 A., as
I'm going to use another 956 as A.F. amplifier.
The small physical size is a good thing for this
latest scheme. -C. J. GRICE (Bedford).

manufacture in the past ten years. I have
examined the circuits and construction of many
post -war sets, and they all follow conventional
five or (if you are lucky) six valve superhet circuits.
An imposing radiogram costing over £100 turns
out to have only five valves. The local radio
dealer, of all people, states that in only one make
of receiver are the fixed condensers reliable, To
demonstrate his point he tested a representative
sample of British condensers. They all had leaks
varying from .5 M,fl to 2 M.Q. This is a serious
matter, especially from the, export point of view.
On the other hand, he tested a sample of American
condensefs and they had no leaks.
Ili fact, I challenge you to point out the improvements in design and manufacture which you say
have taken place in the last ten years. -T. R.
LAIDLAW (Rugby).
Measuring Meter Resistance

Further to recent correspondence re meter
SIR,resistance, and to the methods employed in

obtaining same, I find the enclosed circuit sufficient.
Let Rs be the limiting resistor to prevent possible
am writing this letter because I feel the damage to the instrument.
sIR,information
may be of use to those intending
With the switch Sr open, adjust Rs until the
to build television receivers.
instrument indicates F.S.D.
Certain retailers are advertising ex- R.A.F.
receivers type R1355 (10/13032) as " suitable for
television," with " 4 Megacycle bandwidth." Now,
this is misleading. The actual bandwidth is
+.6 Mc /a. for 6 dbs. down, i.e. 1.2 Mc /s. bandwidth,
a very different thing from 4 mega. The I.F. of
the R1355 is 7.5 Mc /s and the I.F. coils are damped
by fixed resistors.
The R.F. Units 25, 26, 27,
etc., are very- suitable for television as they stand.
I trust this will be of some help to someone. K. BERRY (Surbiton).

-I

R1355 and Television

Old Receiver Performance
issue of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS you state that a set that is more
than 10 years old has a lower standard of reception
than a new set.
It may interest you to know that my parents Mr. Palmer's arrangement for measuring meter
have a certain console, price £20, bought in 1934,
resistance.
which has had a great deal of use and, apart from
having the wavechange switch cleaned, has never
Now close Si to bring Rp into ciitcuit, and
gone wrong and has its original valves.
The specification may also interest you. It has adjust Rp until the instrument indicates half
nine valves, 10 watt push -pull output, 12in. M.C. F.S.D..
When this condition is reached the resistance
speaker, a tuning device that, as soon as a station
is roughly tuned, pulls the station dead on tune, of the instrument is Rm: =Rp, or'Rm =RcB, to
a modern- styled console cabinet, the walls of be more precise.
which are lined with sound -absorbing material.
The resistance of Si, shown as R, is usually
The result is a set which has superb tonal quality low enough to be ignored.
and good sensitivity, selectivity and a noise level
However, for special purposes, this may be
lower than the majority of modern sets. The only found beforehand.
Therefore Rm= RcB+R.
sets I have heard with as a good a performance are
very expensive £200 radiograms.
Thanking you for a most' interesting Journal.
You mention improvements in design and F. C. PALMER (Highbury).

the December, 1948,
SIR, -In

-
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Caesar's Mistress "

.

No. 18 Receiver

IR,- Concerning
s`

the. No. 18 Mk. III set, I agree
with both Mr. Moore, of Solihull, and Mr.
Hearon, of S.E.15, that this receiver works quite
well from an ordinary aerial, and, as Mr. Moore
states, it is better to omit the pntuned R. F. stage
when a long aerial is used. I would very much
like to hear from any readers who own a R.1224A set.
I have one of these, and I am very disappointed
with its performance. As a five -valve superhht I
am surprised hów unsensitive it is. I have replaced
the power' valve with a Mullarcl Pen. P.M.22D,
and although it now works a speaker fairly well,
it has no " punch " -even the Light programme
is not at all loud. In " station pick up " it does not
compare with a three -valve straight which I have.
Can anyone explain this and help me to improve
results ? I have had it " run over " by a radio
expert', ande says it is quite O.K., but agrees with
me that it lacks sensitivity. I will answer all
lonely, or so my wife tells me.
No, sir. There is too much already of this letters. -RAYMOND R. RADMORE, JrrR., 9, Par" I don't like it, you shan't have, it " attitude sonage Road, Northam, Southampton, Manta.
abroad in the country. If Thermion does not like
daytime programmes he can switch off-but why
Utility 4"
seek to deny them to people who do ? -H. J.
extremely interested in the " Utility "
BOWER (Kent).
SIR,Four was
in February's PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
My brother ',and I have just completed a vei y
Home -recording Equipment
similar receiver, which cost even less to make.
-Mr. Bixarnith's letter in February's It was built on the chassis of a Type 24 R.F.
s`IR,PRACTICAL WIRELESS reminds me that I, too, adaptor now obtainable so cheaply.
sat down and wrote you a letter on this subject
The five -point switch was left intact apart from
recently. Unfortunately the letter was mislaid, the third (oscillator) section, which was sawn off
and was out of date by the time it was found.
by a hacksaw blade. The trimmers in this comApparently quite a number of us would like to partment were removed, and in this space a -25A7
try our hands at recording now that L.F. amplifiers valve (pentode + rectifier) out of the junk
of ample power output and good quality form part cupboard mounted. In the original H.F. and
lower valve spaces are mounted two EF50's. We
of our equipment.
The main bother, of course, is a recording head thus have three 0.3 amp. valves fulfilling the
functions of Mr. Delaney's four. In series with these
and a tracking arm. These things are available
but at what a price Low -priced versions of these is arranged a good 60 -watt lamp (a cheap make
were available in pre -war days, and it would be was found to pass about 50 watts and the rectifier
interesting to know whether any manufacturer is filament was underrun, dropping the H.T. badly).
or will be sufficiently enterprising to bring them The H.T. is taken straight off the mains, and the
out again. I, for one, would be content with gear smoothing condensers 24+16 ,uF are in the original
and results somewhet short of professional standards oscillator valve compartment.
The two remaining portions of the switch and
(and within the capacity of my pc ket) rather than
be able to do nothing at all. -W. MACKINTOSH the original trimmers, with suitable miniature
fixed condensers in parallel, form the fixed tuning
(Putney).
apparatus, and five different medium -wave stations
are obtainable.
Ex- Government British Valves
have the 10,000 ohms variable bias resistance
SIR, Nowadays a large number of amateurs in Ithe
H.F. stage but have not yet adapted Mr.
and experimenters are using ex- Government Delaney's
connection of one end to the
surplus valves. Such valves usually have certain aerial coil. ingenious
I also have resistance- controlled reaction
letters prefixed to the type numbers which will on the detector.
is not near oscillation tuning
help many readers to identify when purchasing is not disturbed,If this
and it improves volume and
such valves. The letters which are prefixed are selectivity.
given below with their meanings :
The method used is a 10,000 ohm wire -wound
AR
=Army Receiving (Valves)
resistance in series with the standardd reaction coil,
Double diode.
'
ARDD =
and a fixed condenser. Both 10,000 resistors are
Heptode.
ARH =
on the front panel in the H.F. valve partition.
Pentode.
,
ARP =
The detector circuit employed has identical
ARS =
Screen grid.
screen and plate resistors to Mr. Delaney's, but no
Triode- pentode.
ARTP = .,,
grid condenser or leak, and a 3,600 ohm cathode
Transmitting.
AT
=
resistance found by trial to be most effective.
Pentode.
ATP =
If necessary, it can be mounted in a wooden
Screen grid.
ATS =
box with only the knobs protruding. -H. S.
Rectifying.
AU
=
BRODRIBB,
M.D., St. Leonards -on -Sea:
-MOHAMEDALI A. SNATKH (Poona).

IR, -Mav I trespass upon your space to comment
s` upon " Thermion's " article in the February
issue ? He apparently dislikes " Schools " broadcasts and, rather than have so much dance music
during the -day, would have the B.B.C. cut out
daytime programmes altogether.
Regarding the Schools programmes, these are,
surely, very often both informative'and entertaining
even for adults, and regarding daytime programmes
in general, there are very many worthwhile items
as. for instance, the midday orchestral hour.
But my main point is that the B.B.C. should, as
it does, endeavour to provide broadcasts whenever
people may want to listen. One has, after all, not
got to listen because programmes are on the air,
and to many people daytime programmes are a
boon, especially to the sick and to housewives on
their own all day. It helps to stop. them feeling

-I

-

!
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RATES
3/- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No, 6d. extra.
Advertisements must bfi prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.S.

TRANSFORMERS

16/6 POST PAID

:

NOT SURPLUS
NEW GOODS
FULLY GUARANTEED
Primaries for 200/230/250v. Drop through
chassis type with top shroud. Interleaved
and wax impregnated windings. Screened
primary.

R.S.G.B. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS.
The following are of special interest to
transmitting amateurs and short -wave
enthusiasts.
VALVE TECHNIQUE.
Presents the calculations associated with
the application of thermionic valves.
104 pages. Fully illustrated, 3/9 post free.
V.H.F. TECHNIQUE.
Comprehensive account of techniques
employed for generation, propagation and
reception of frequency between 30 and 300
Mc /s. 96 pages. Fully illustrated, 3/9
post
ICROWAVE TECHNIQUE.
Describes theory and practice of microwave
technique. 68 pages. Fully illustrated,
2/3 post free.
THE TRANSMITTING LICENCE.
Second edition. How to obtain an amateur
licence. 32 pages. 1/- post free.
R.S.G.B. BULLETIN.
Monthly publication of R.S.G.B. 1/6 post
free. (Free to Members.)
THE RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT
BRITAIN
28, Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1
RADIO Constructor's Catalogue. 20 -page
Catalogue, packed with hundreds of items
of interest to the constructor, service
engineer and experimenter, plus details
of our Technical Query Service. Price 4d.,
post free. -Cussins and Light, Ltd., The
North's Leading Radio Engineers, King's
Square, York.
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
RADIOS FOR .371- (tax paid) special
design, short wave Works off 9v. G.B. for
H.T. and U.2, 1.5 v. for L.T. No earth needed,
only short aerial. Complete Kit, parts,
valve, drilled and punched chassis, screws,
instructions, etc. Brand New. Sentinstantl) on receipt of Cheque or P.O. -Supreme
Radio, 43, Melbourne St.. Stalybridge,
Cheshire.
CHEAP, leaky condensers are dear at any
price
Only the best components are
worthy of that new Radio or Amplifier.
We supply only the best. Order C.O.D. or
C.W.O. Anything in Radio you may require.
All goods new at manufacturer's List
Price
All goods as per February issue
still available. Prompt personal attention.
Send s.a.e. for List.-Radio Service (W.
Tanner), East Cliff, Lyme Regis, Dorset.
RAYMAX are your suppliers for Radio,
Television and Gramophone equipment,
components. kits. chassis. All at prices
you can afford. Table radiograms. player
or auto -change, kits. cabinets. Stamp for
list which will cover all your requirements.
Raymax, Ltd.. 126. Norwood Road, Lon-

(a) 250- 0 -250v. 60 mA., 6.3v. 3 A., 5v. 2 A., 16/6
(b) 250- 0 -250v. 60 mA., 4v. 4 A.. 4v. 2 A., 16/6
Following Types have UNIVERSAL
L.T. Windings, 0- 4 -6.3v. 4 A. C.T. 0 -4-5v. 2 A.
This means that either 4v. or 6.3v. valves
may be used with either 4v. or 5v, rectifier.
(c) 250-0 -250v.
(d) 300- 0 -300v.
(e) 350-0 -350v.
(f) 250 -0-250v.
(g) 300 -0-300v.
(h) 350-0-350v.

mA.

80

80 mA.

80 mA.
100, mA.

100 mA.
100 MA,

...
...
..,
..,

...
...
...
...
...

...

...
,.

.

...
...
...
.

Upright Types Fully Shrouded.

(1)

19/19/19/22/221-

22/-

350-0-350v. 150 niA., 0-4-6.3v. 6 A.

39/.
C.T. 0-4-5v. 3 A.
(j) 425 -0-426v. 150 mA., 6.3v. 4 A. C.T.
.. 44/8
6.3v. 4 A. C.T. 5v. 3 A.
10.000 VALVES IN STOCK
Get the valve you want by return C.O.D.
at standard B.O.T. prices.

MINE DETECTOR AMPLIFIERS
valve R.C. Midget Amplifiers with three
valves in ceramic holders, 22/6.
.3 AMP LINE CORD
60/70 ohms per ft. 2 -way, 1/3 yd. : 3-way,
1/6 yd.
EX GOVT. BARGAINS
In response to many requests froth clients
all over the country we have decided to
stock carefully selected items of ex Govt.
equipment-NO JUNK-all in new condition
and the best value in the U.K. If interested
2 3d. ,stamp for
3

1T4

-

LIxTa

ILpleaUSTRse

NEW GOODS ONLY, C.W.O. or C.O.D.
POST FREE OVER 51-.

"COULPHONE RADIO"

The Return of Post Mail Order Service.

;

58, Derby Street, Ormskirk, Lancs.
Send 2ía. stamp for 32 page catalogue.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES

Crystal Sets. -Our latest Model is a real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Why not have a set in your

own room -9/6, post 6d. De Luxe Receiver
in polished oak cabinet, 18/6, post 1 / -.
Spare Permanent' Detectors, 2/- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6. With clips
and screws. 2/10. post 3d.
Headphones. reconditioned and in good
order, 5/6, post 6d. (better quality, 7/6).
New Headphones, 101- a pair, post 6d.
Balanced armature type (very sensitive),
12/6 a pair, post 6d. New Single Earpieces,
3 /6. Bal. armature type, 4/6 ; ex- R.A.F.
earpiece, 2/ -. post 4d. All headphones
listed are suitable for use with our crystal'
sets. Hand Microphones, with switch in
handle, and lead, 4/ -. Similar instrument
moving coil, 7/6, post 6d.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers with vest
don, S.E.24.
pocket clip. 3/3, and with gauge. 3/6, post 3d.
RADIO and electrical bargains-Brand Soldering Irons. Our streamlined Iron is
new Garrard and Collard, etc.. radiogram supplied with two interchangeable bits, one
motors-autochangers- record players with each straight and curved 200/250 50 watts,
amplifiers -radio sets -clocks- irons-radio 9/ -, Standard Iron with adjustable bit,
spares, etc.. at bargain prices. Send 200/250 v., 60 watts, 9/6. Heavy Duty
Radio Bargains. 261, Iron, 150 watts. 12/6, all post 6d.
S.A.E. for fist
Lichfield Road, Aston. Birmingham.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
showing ' live " side of switches,
BRAND NEW. -R28/ARC5 10 -valve 100- mains,
3/6. post 4d.
Receiver 76, etc.,
150 me /s, with circuit, 45/Hand Generator with handle,
150 -505 kc /s, 27/6: BC442A Metered Aerial Telephone
7/6, post 1/8. Bell, 416, post Od.
Relays, 61- Creed Highspeed Relays, 211R.A.F. 2- Valve (2 -volt) Amplifiers,
Metal Rectillers, 600v. 30 m.a.. 3/- : 250v, Exused
to make up a deaf aid outfit,
can
be
100 m.a., 5/- ; 12v. I a.,'2 /6 ; Headsets, M.C.
system, or with
with mic., 6/- Chokes. 300-ohm, 100 ma., intercommunication
set, complete with valves, 20 /-,
4/6 Variable resistances, 12 -ohm 5 amp., crystal
Ditto.
less
valves,
post
10 /-. Wooden
118.
Bulkhead
insulators,
-ohm
.5a.,
200
7/6
to hold amplifier, 2i- extra.
se
1/- Bakelite pulleys. 911. ; Crystals 7010, box
8090. 7/6 : 5 -8 mc;s, 5/- Condensers, 30 mF. Meters. 0 -300 m /a, lin., m /c, 7/6. 3.5 amp.,
.001 mF. Mn., T.C., 5i: 4 amp., 21m. thermo coupled
100v., 1/3
.1 mF. 1,111v., 9d.
500v.. 6d.
.001 mF. 2.200v., 9d.: 25 mF. in case with switch, 716; 30 m'a, 2in., m /c,
6/ -; Double reading 40/120 m /a, lin., m /c,
3 -valve Modulator Units, 15.500v., 9d:
-; 20 amp., 23ín.. m/i, 9/6; 15 volt 2 }in..
Yaxley's 3 -pole 3 -way, 3 -bank, 3 / -; 2 -pole 81
9/6; 150 v., 211n., m/c, 101 -; 15 v. /600 v.
11-way, 3/- : 4 -pole 2 -way, 216; Indicator m/c,
reading, 2 in., m/c, 8 /-; 311 v., 21in.,
lampholders, 1/3 (MBC) BC43SG Control double
m,i,
6,000 v., 3 }in. m/c, 57/6; 3,500 v.,
1216;
amps
0
-1,
0
-2},
Meters.
-,
716
boxes, 7/6 ;
5/
lin., m/c. 20. -. Meter movements, Mn.
Flexible couplers. 1/- Epicyclic drives, 3size
with
magnet (500 micro -amp.), 2/6.
1/3 Bulgin Twin fuseholders, 1/- ; Valves
Extra. Money refunded if not comEB34, SP41, SP61. EA50, 3/- 6SN7, 6SL7, Post
5R4GY, EF50, RL37, 6AC7, 5/- 3in. knobs, pletely satisfied.
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
1/- Push-pull Driver Transformers, 56
Transceivers, No. 38, 6 -9 mc/s, 65 /.- S.a.e. 58, New Wanstead, London, E.11.
enquiries. -Benson, 308, Rathbone Road, Letters only. New Illustrated List sent on
requests with ld. stamp and s.a.e.
Liverpool, 13.
!
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RF UNITS, TYPE 24, 8/6 ; 25, 10/6 ; 27,
21/- ea., plus 1/3 post. Panel assembly with
23 res., 13 0.1 tubulars, 5 mica, 3 Westectors,
8/- ea. 6 valve RF. and IF. strip, with 3 x 12
m.c. IFT5 and RF and Om coils, to receive
TV sound, 6 ceramic VHs, 816. Stamp
trimmers, 3d. ea.. 24 on panel, 8/8. Yaxley

type switches, 9 w. single bank, 1/6 : 5 w.,
b., 4/ -. Self- energised magnetic mikes,
with switch, 2/6. 'Phones, Z.R., 3/8 pr.
Reed type, 7/6 pr. : M.C., 7/8 Dr., or with
M.C. mike, 10/6. Plugs and jacks, 1/6 Pr.
One -hole type, 2/ -. Jones plugs for 24.
5, 6, 7 RF units, 1 / -ea.: 1155 and others, 1/6
ea. Most types WD plugs and sockets in
stock. Midget output tranny for 45 ohm,
M.C. earpiece. 31 -. Res. and cons. on pax
panels, 50 assorted. 5/6 100. 8/6. A.C.
230 v. power units, type 392, 600 v., 120ma.,
12 v. 1 a., with 2 rec. valves, £8, cary. paid.
Tannoy 24ín. PA horns, 301- ea. Tuning
condensers, .0003, 2 G., 3/8 :.00015, 3 G., 3/8.
S.W. and UHF chokes, 6 different, 3/ -.
UHF coils, dust tuned with ceramic air spaced trimmers, set of 7 for 5/-. Toggles,
on-off, 1 / -. Bulgin dual. 2/ -. R1124 receivers
with valves, 19 /6 Carr. paid. Indicator
units with 97, etc., 9 types in stock. Receivers of all types in stock, including
H.R.O. Halllcrafter, Marconi and WD types.
Frequency meters, R.C.A., type TE -149,
crystal controlled, 250 kc/s.-25 m /es., as
new, 56/15/- ea. Valves, EF39, EF36, 6Q7,
6K7, EBC33. EK32, EA50, EB34, SP41 (4 or
6 v.), 8D2, 9132, 15D2, 4D1, all at 51 -. EF50,
5

;

EF54, VR137, 6SH7, 6AC7, ARA, VT61a, at
6/- ; 12A6, 7193. 675, 12J5. 7/6 ; 657, VT61,
807. 6L8. Pen. 46, Pen. 45, 65147, 6SL7, 5130
and 105, EF32, KT33c, VU111, AU6, VÚ39 (4
or 5 v.), VP41, 2X2. 6V6, 6507, 688, 61(8,
5U4, 5Z4, VR35, APV4, all' at 9/- : 6AK5,
900I, 955, 956, 6SK7, ARTP1, 6AG5. 6C4, 676,
at 12/6. Send S.A.E. for lists please. -H.

English, Rayleigh Road, Button, Brentwood. Essex.
EXTRA HIGH -GRADE Amplifiers and
Receivers designed and constructed to
individual requirements.
No standard
models. Let us quote for something that
Is different.-Dennis Bryan, 30, Windsor
Drive, Timperley, Cheshire.
YOU CAN afford a Personal Portable!
Build it yourself to the Nuplans circuit;
all standard parts, really small, really
works. Circuit, layout, nOtes, . etc., 2/6.
Do you need a super signal tracer, a good
signal generator. a fine oscilloscope, a
wonderful set of pocket testgear to carry
anywhwere? You can build it with Nuplans.
Each 'plan 2/6, or s.a.e. for list to Bradley,
Whmnie Knowe, ". Sennen, Cornwall.
Just Out -The Nuplans Valvetester!
AMAZING BARGAIN, -9/8. Complete
kit parts for 3 W.B. superhet coil pack,
including Yaxley, Coils, Chassis, Trimmers.
etc. I.F.Ts, 465; 9/, pair, Eyelets tags, etc.,
1/- gross. 50 PF. Trimmers, 4d. 160 +100
PF., 2d. 01 mica, 2íd.. Octal Amphenol
valveholders, 41d. Send for cheapest list
in England.- Sussex Electronics, Ltd.,
(P). Bevendean, Brighton. Tel,
4446.
EVERYTHING for the wireless constructor. Send stamp for price list,
H. Tahner, 118, Nightingale Road, Hitchln,
Herts.
EVERYTHING for Radio Constructors,
Gondensers, Coils, Valves, Resistors, etc.
Send stamp for list.- Smith, 98, West End
Road, Morecambe. Quick service.
TELEVISION KITS, Radio Kits and
Complete Chassis. Amplifiers, 5 -500 watts.
Feeder Units. The complete range of
Denco Products. including the latest
CT7 Turret (with R.F. stage). Also 5 and
10 waveband Gram Chassis covering 8 -60
mc/s. and 150 -1,500 kc /s. S.A.E. for leaflet
of single items, or illustrated catalogue.
price 9d to Masons (PW), Wivenhoe, nr.
.

:

-

Colchester.

ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN GUITAR I A
real musical instrument which can be built
successfully by YOU, from my complete
data and drawings, 7/8 post free. -C. W.
Cragg (W). 48, High Street, Oakham, Rut-

land.
VALVES. Pen46, new and guaranteed only
9/11 each, 6d. post. 19 set phone kit, contains set of M.C. phones and micro-2 control
boxes (full of gear) and haversack in original
packing, 12/11, post 1'4. 1 mA. meter M.C.,
new and boxed, 66 and Westinghouse 1 mA.
meter bridge rectifier, new 5 /11, post Od.
Amplifier w /cct, in case, w /6F8 valve. 1,p and
O/p transformer (P.P.), complete 5,' -, post
Aerials, telescopic feather-weight
9d.
100in. collapses to 14in. at -5/11, post 9d.
C.W.O., write or call (Saturday to 7.30 p.m.).
Tiny for Radio, 36a, Dalston Lane, London.
E.B.
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YOUR ORDER despatched by return
The N.R.S. Service.
.C.W.O. or C.O.D.
A.C. 200 -250 v. Grant motors 9ín. t.t., 75/Collaro ditto 110-250 v. with var. speed and
12in. t.t. £5 ditto with universal autostop.
14613 Collaro combined RIG Units with
pickup and autostop for A.C. 110 -250, Model
A47, 121n. t.t.' var. sp.. £9: model RP49
rim-drive, loin. t.t., £5 14s. 8d ; Garrard
ditto (model S "), £5 185. 4d. Collaro
A.C. /D.C. RIG Unit. £12 18s. 9d. Plessey,
new, super-quick A.C. Mixed Record
Changer with mag. pickup, our special
offer, £18, leaflet on request. Exhaustive
Constructional Manuals, enabling even
beginners to build a 5 -valve 3 waveband
Superhet of exceptional power and range,
A.C. only or A.C.ID.O, model, 5 / -. All -dry
Battery model, 3 /-. Special offer : The
Lee Products 4 -valve All -dry Battery Kit
complete Siin. speaker, only £6. E.E.
Home -built Televisor, book 2/6, Parts
list, lid. Send 2 }d. for Bargain List of
Kits, Components and range of Amplifiers
e.g. 4 -watt Amplifier, pickup and tuner
inputs, volume, tone and neg. feedback
controls, operation A.C. 110-250 v. Special
offer, £5 19s. 6d. Loudspeakers -highflux p.m.'s. 5ín., 12/8: 611n. Celestion and
R.A., 16'- : Sin. R.A.. 18/8 : 10in. Rola, 26/transformers, 5/- extra ; Wharfedale Golden
10in. 3 or 15 ohms. 751 -. New surplus Valves,
guaranteed EF50. 7/6 ; EF36, EF39. EL32,
ECH35, EBC33. 524, 8/- any 3, 22/6: 6K8,
6K7, 6Q7, 6V6, 6J7, 8$N7, KT33C, MÚ14,
5U4, FW4/500, 25A6, 25Y5. 10/- any 3, 27/6L6, HVR2, 12/6 PX25. 151- ; matched pairs
supplied. Special offer of loose (tested
100 %) valves : 6.15 or 1.63, 4/- each, 6 for
18 6. Electrolytics, 8 mid.. 350 v., 2/6 ;
8 +16 or 16 +16 450 v. al. can, 5/- ; sel. metal
recs., 250 v., 40 m /a.. 2/6. Three -wave
Superhet Coll Packs -Osmor " Q " Coil
Pack, 33 / -. -N. R. S., 102, Parkhill Road,
London, N.W.3. Gulliver 1453.
TELEVISION EXPERIIHF.NTERS. Old church Laboratories have everything you
need. For those using the V.C.R.97 and
similar tubes, we have introduced a special
E.H.T, Transformer, delivering 2,000v. at
1} m.a. and 4v. C.T. 2A. Price 30 /-. V.R.91
and V.R.65 Valves, each 5/ -. Guaranteed
Specified components for
perfect.
Electronics "Televisor. E. H. T. Trans.,
65'-. Heater and H.T. Trans., 75.' -. Focus
Coils, 331 -. Adjustable Scanning Coils.
35 -, Complete Set of specified Dust Cored
Boils, 151-, Sound Chassis, 18'9. Time
Base Chassis. 18 /9. Vision Chassis. 22/8.
Our T.S.74 and T.S.73 Conversion Data still
in great demand. Price £1 for 4 Blueprints
and Instruction Booklet. Our " Versatile
Transformers," as previously advertised,
still available at 7/6 each. Send lid. for our
latest list. -L. P. Dismore, 52c, Oldchurch
Road, Chingford, E.4.
ALL NEW REGULAR COMPONENTS.
ELECTRONIC ENG. Television Chassie,
complete all pieces. 47/8 lot.
OSMOR A.W. Superhet 3 W.B., S.M.L.,
Coil Pack, 33/-. 2 W.B. M. and L.. TRF
Coil Pack, 30 /-. Set of four TRF Coils, 121 -.
All above with circuit. I.F. 465 kc /s Coils,
12, 6.
TRIMMERS. Ceramic 50 P.F. single 6d.,
double 9d., three 11PADDERS. Double, 150 P.F. a 350 P.F.,
80 x 250. 150 x 350. 750 x 750, 1/- each.
MIDGET SWITCHES. Superhet W.C.
type 4P3W. TRF 2P2W. Gram -radio 1P2W.
All 1L6 each.
DROPPERS. .3 a. 600 ohms, 750 ohms
.2 a. 1,000 ohms. 4/6. .15 a., 1,500 ohms, 4/9.
Low heat type.
VCR97 35/ -. Oil-filled lens for VCR97 27/6.
CLEARANCE LINES.
50 ONLY A.C. Superhet Chassis. 5 v. A.W..
S.M.L., with valves. Switched gram. input,
100 -250 volts input. £10 each.
MAINS FILTERS. Double choke and
toads.. circuit, in metal case, 8 6 each.
YAXLEY WAFERS 2P. 4W., 2P. 5W., 3d.
each.
PHILCO A.C. Transformers, 230 v. input
350 x 2, 6.3 v. and 5 v.. chassis mounting, £1.
JONES PLUGS. 1155-8 way 2'6.
PAX Coil Formers, tin. x }in., 2/- des.
41ín. x lin. 4d. each.
SLYDLOK Panel Fuses, 5 amps.. 1'6.
YAXLEY METER SWITCHES, new,
1 P. 11 W. 2 BK. 3/6, 1 P. 11 W. 4 BK. 6.'6.
NSF 1 P. 10 W. 8 BK. 6 /8.
CARDED RESISTANCES. 24 60 to
220K assorted } and i w., 7/6 lot.
5TH PAXOLIN PANELS. Approx. 161n.
x 4in., 131ín. x 41ín., 1/- each. Strips 131ín.
a limn. 6d.
Please allow for packing and postage on
orders under £5.
FRED'S RADIO CABIN, 77, Newington
Butts, Elephant and Castle, S.E.11. Telephone Rodney 2180.

CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS.
12v.132v., 500 and 1,260 watts, volts, amps.,
cut -outs, fuses, resistances, etc., 4 take -offs,
superb unit, in case ; or send £5 carriage
paid.
DYNAMOS. 24 volts. 1,000 watts, 9in.
by 7ín., lin. spindle ; 80'- carriage paid.
75'-, 230v./í/50, 1/5 h.p. ELECTRIC MOTORS,
incorporating 1,260 cycle converter ; 80'carriage paid.
58/-, MAINS TRANSFORMER SWITCHBOARDS, 230v., A.C. to 12v., 5 separate
take -offs, complete distribution panel, all
switches, fuses, amps., etc., brand new ;
60/- carriage paid.
55/-, ELECTRIC MOTORS, 12v. and 24v.,
} h.p., 410. by 8ín., with }in. spindle for
drive,' beautiful job
80/- carriage paid.
ELECTRIC
Reduction - geared
70/-,
MOTORS, 24v., 1 /10 h.p., 2-stage, enclosed
2 r.p.m., superb precision instrument.
45/-, DYNAMOTOR UNITS, containing
14v., 28v., 130v. and 300v. D.C. dynamo, or
suitable as 6v., 12v, or 24v. motor, approx.
} h.p., 11ín. by 51n., with spindle to take
small grindstone, mop, etc., also contain
adjustable 24v. cut -out, 12v. automatic
voltage control, smoothing condenser.
resistances, etc., with 210 230 D.C. mains
in the 300 D.C. makes 12v. Battery Charger,
at the 14v. output, 14 amps., 50/- carriage
97/6.

;

£39d ROTARY MOTOR CONVERTERS,
220v. D.C. to 230/1/50 A.C., 3 kYA.
£191101 -, MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
kVA 115- 230v./1/50, new.
From £4 ALTERNATORS, 230v,/1/50, li

5

to

kVA. ; also separate D.C. GENERATORS,
500 watt, 12/35v. to 7.5 kW., 110v. and 220v..
new and unused.
BENMOTORS, Summerley Street, Earls field. S.W.18. WIM. 3833 (100 yds. S. Rly.
10

Electric Line

; .10 minutes Waterloo.)
CONDENSERS -Valves- Speakers -16 +16
mid. at 500 v. D.C. at 3/6; 8 +16 mfd. at
450 v. D.C. at 3/6; 16 mid. at 3' -;
.5, .25,
.1, .0001 mid. at 6d.: 0005 (variable) at 2/ -;
0005 twin and triple gangs at 6/6. Speakers
-sin. less transformer, 9 /6: 5ín, with
transformer, 12/6: 6ín. less transformer,
13/ -: ein. with transformer, 15/ -: ein. less
transformer, 16/6: 8in. with transformer,
18/6; 10in, less transformer. 221 -. Valves
All our usual ones from 3/6. -Duke and Co.,
219, Ilford Lane, Dford, Essex.
10 Hy. 100 mA. CHOKES, 7/6 115 -230v
Auto Transformers, 50W., 18 /- 100W., 22/6
mains Transformers, tapped primary
250 -0-250v. 80 mA., 0- 4-6.3v. 4 a., 0 -4 -5v. 2 a.,
shrouded, 301- drop through, 29/6 : filament Transformers, 0- 4-6.3v. 4 a., 0 -4 -5v.
3 a., 22/8
mains Transformers for BC.348,
301- : BC.453 31/6, BC.221 26/- 8 mH. 350
mA. RF Chokes, 5/- 30 watt multi -ratio
modulation Transformers, 45/- mediumwave coil unit foreBC453, with data, 10 /Transformers and chokes manufactured
Rewinding Service.
to specification
Carlton Coil- winding Co., Carco Works,
Church Road, Birkenhead.
HIGH FIDELITY Speaker Bargains.
Limited offer of Goodman's Axiom Twin
Cone, 12ín., 15 -ohm, £7/17/6: T2/1205, Single
Celestion P44,
Cone, 12ín., 15 -ohm. £81/6
12ín., 3 -ohm, 75/Wharfedale, loin.
Golden, 3- or 15-ohm, 75' -. All carriage
paid, satisfaction guaranteed. All new
components available at Gift Prices. State
requirements for a keen quotation. Mail
Order only,- Wilding, 43, Orford Road,
Felixstowe.
CLEARANCE.Avometers Model 7. £17.
Avominors Universal, £7 5s. Od. Avominors
D.C., £3 12s. 6d. Avo Valve Tester, £15.
Hunts Capacity Analyzer, £15. All instruments brand new and perfect. Post free,
C.W.O. please.- Young, 134, Old Shoreham
Road, Southwick, Sussex.
REWINDS.-Radio Transformers repaired.
Return post service C.O.D. only. -H. Pughe,
Radio Rewind Service. Brithdir, Nr. Dol gelley, Mer.
REPAIRS to loud-speakers. Cones, coils
fitted. Fields altered, rewound. Output,
transformers, clock coils. No mains trans.
Satisfaction
accepted. Prices quoted.
guaranteed. -L. S. Repair Service. 49.
Trinity Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.17. Closed
Saturdays. 'Phone Balham, 2359.
REWIND SERVICE.- Armatures, Gram.
motors, Vacuum Cleaners. Drill and all
small motor Transformers -Fields, Pickups, Speakers -New Cones and Speech Coils
fitted-New Vac. Cleaners supplied. All
work guaranteed and promptly executed.
Special terms to the Trade. Send S.A.E.
for Price List and Radio Spares. -A. D. S.
Co.,! 261 -3 -5, Lichfield Road. Acton,
Birmingham, 6.
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I.F. TRANSFORMERS.-465 kc.s, iron
cored, 10/- pair, carriage paid. -W. Pattrick,
288, Becontree Avenue, Dagenham, Essex
LITZ, quantity 27/38 EDRC for disposal,
cheap. Stanwell & Leatherbarrow, Ltd.,
6, Stanley Street, Liverpool.

Vibrators. UX4 Base. v.6512
East Ham, London, E.6.
24 hr. TELEVISION (not Radar Conversion). Uses V.C.R. 97 Tube. Send S.A.E.
T -H. PRODUCTS, 92, Leathwaite Rd.,
S.W.11. BAT. 4889.
WANTED,-Particulars Asd Indicator.
CS- 55ACE.
Can any reader oblige?
Jackson, 40, Sutherland Avenue, Hull.
BARGAIN.-58 Set. All Accessories. Cost
£19/10,' -. As new, £18.- Carver. 90, Barnsley
12v. OAK

21 each, Post Paid.-Electron Works,
-

6,

-

Road. Garfield, nr. Barnsley, Yorkshire.
R1116. -With Valves, * Dipole, 'Phones.
Accumulator. Good order, transit case.

Offers-Box No. 178.
ALUMINIUM chassis and Panels for all
P.W. and your own designs. Holes punched
for valveholders, etc. Estimates free.
T.R.F. 2 waveband coil pack with circuit
Superhet
12'6. 2 gang Condenser 8/9.
coil packs. I.F.T's., etc., stamp for details.

Note new address: EAD, 18, Broad Road.
Lower Willingdon, Sussex.
CRYSTAL Microphone Inserts (Cosmocord
Mic -4) Guaranteed Brand New, 12'6 post
free. Radio -Aid, Ltd., 29, Market Street.
Watford. Phone: Watford 5988.
SPLIT STATOR condensers 20 yyf silver plated ceramic mounted 21in. x 2iin. x 211.n.
heavy construction 280 deg. rotation.
2'6 (boxed). 100 yyf ceramic mounted
21ín. spindle, 1/6, postage extra. -- Skillman.
G3CSD, Franchise St., Weymouth.

-

TUITION
RADIO OR RADAR. -Full-time training
for career in Air or Marine Services as Radio
Officer (M.C.A. or P.M.G. Licences), Radio
Mechanic, or Radio Engineer. Residential
and non -residential courses at Radio and
Radar School, Britain's Air University.
Enquiries to the Commandant, Air Service
Training, Hamble, Southampton.
THE BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO
SCHOOL (Estd. 1940) for New World Ideas
The Urge to Serve
and Old World Ideals
Home Study
and the Knowledge How
Specialists with the Personal Touch. Radio,
The B.N.R.S.
Radar, Maths Physics.
Four Year Plan covers the full syllabus of
!

!

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E. tond City and
Guilds Radio and Telecom}numcatlons
Exams. Six months' trial period without
obligation to continue. Day classes in all
subjects, including P.M.G:, recommencing
shortly. Send for free booklet to
Studies Director, British National Radio
School, 66, Addiscombe Road, Croydon.
(Phone : Addiscombe 3341.)
WIRELESS. Television. Postal Courses
for Amateur Radio Transmitting Licence
also Television for Radio Trades diploma.
Apply British School of Telegraphy, Ltd.,
179, Clapham Road, London, S.W.9. (Forty
years' experience in training students in
Wireless and allied subjects.)
WIRELESS (sea and air) TELEVISION.
Broadcasting, Radar. etc., offer treihendous opportunities. Students, both sexes.
age 14 upwards, trained for appointments
Low fees.
in all branches of Radio.
boarders accepted. 2d. stamp for pros.
Wireless College, Colwyn Bay. '
(Regd.) -Postal in" RADIOCERTS."
struction in Wireless Telegraphy for
Merchant Navy. Short course of coaching by
experts.
Radiocerts." " Radio House,"
21, Manor Gardens, Holloway, N.7.
THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio Engineers have available Home Study Courses
covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical, practical and laboratory tuition
the
in radio and television engineering
text is suitable coaching matter for I.P.R.E.,
Service entry and progressive exams.
tuitionary fees at pre -war rates are
moderate. The Syllabus of Instructional
Text may be obtained, post free, from the
Secretary, Fairfield Road, Crouch End,

:-

-

-"

;

N.8.

A.M.I.E.E., City and
Guilds, etc., on " No pass -no fee " terms.
Over 95% successes. For details of Exams.
and courses in all branches of Engineering.
Building, etc., write for 108 page Handbook
-Free. -B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B), 17, Stratford
Place, London, W.1.

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
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The Advance of Télevision
OLDER readers will remember our monthly
journal Practical Television, which we
published before the war but which was
suspended owing to the war and the closing down
of the B.B.C.Às television transmitters.
The time has arrived when readers of this
journal are entitled to expect a greater proportion
of television new and technical articles. For the
science has advanced to a stage where it is quite
within the ability of many radio enthusiasts to
construct a television Deceiver for themselves. '
We have, in fact, given a fair amount of constructional data in recent issues. It is thought,
however, that there is sufficient movement in the
television industry for such matter to appear
under its own title and as a supplement continuing
the work of the suspended journal, until such time
as it is possible to issue it as a separate publication.
We may hope that the paper position, which has
hampered the publishing trade and prevented the
dissemination of technical knowledge for so long,
may change in the nor-too-distant future. But
in the meantime this supplement is intended as a
temporary stop -gap so that those readers whose
main interest is in the visual programme may have
a section devoted entirely to their interests. It is
hoped, also, that the supplement will prove useful
to those at present new to the science. We shall
herein .collect each month news of the television
world, of new developments in this country and
abroad, and we shall give constructional articles
dealing with the, building of television receivers.
Home-made Receivers
We have for some time past been experimenting
with home-constructed television receivers and
accumulating data for the assistance of our readers.
. The trade, too, discerning the trend, are now
supplying components so that the old difficulty
of obtaining the necessary pares has gone. It
must not be presumed from this that a television
receiver can be built with the same ease, facility
and simplicity as with an ordinary broadcast
receiver. The alignment of a television receiver
is in itself a difficult task, calling for a fair amount
of test gear and instruments.
We hope the guidance which will 1* given in this
supplement will take the reader through those
difficult stages, as we did in the earlier days of
radio.
A Word of Caution

With television, high voltages are used, and we
do not suggest that the construction of a television

receiver should be lightly undertaken by the very
unskilled. Moreover, the cost of the parts is still

high -the tube, of course, being the most expensive
item.
We cannot expect any radical change in television
broadcasting technique for some years. The B.B.C.
policy has been clearly stated to be that of
continuing the system which was in use up to the
time of its cessation at the beginning of thewar.
So readers may make, or purchase, a television
receiver confident that it will not be made obsolete by
some capricious change in the technical departments
of the B.B.C.
The new Sutton Coldfield station is due to open
this year, and it will carry the delights of the visual
programme for the first time into the. provinces.
Other stations are planned still further to cover the
.

county.

Our Midlands readers will therefore welcome
of our editorial policy. We
encourage suggestions from readers for articles,
and we shall be happy to consider contributions
from those who have experience of the subject.
We shall review the latest 'productions of
manufacturers and advise our readers who prefer
to purchase rather than make. The time is not
far distant when television will outstrip ordinary
broadcasting. At present the spread of television
is hampered chiefly by finance, labour shortage,
and the economic position. Manufacturers are at
present expected to concentrate on exports and
selling our wares abroad. They cannot concentrate
on the production of goods intended only for the
home market.
The supply of television receivers, however, is
improving, and the number of viewers, according
to the B.B.C. statistics, increases weekly. It is
estimated that the total number of viewers in the
area served by Alexandra Palace exceeds 70,090.
That is approximately the number of television
receivers which are in operation, so the viewing
public will be at least three times that number.
It is sma}l, of course, measured against the background of ordinary listening, but it is here to stay
and to expand, just as broadcasting did.

this expansion

.

Newnes' Television Manual
We may usefully here draw the attention of
television readers to Newnes' Television Manual,
which costs 8s. by post. This forms a practical
introduction to the subject. Now in its 7th

Edition, it deals with all the known television
systems and contains the list of terms agreed by
the Television Committee
of
the Radio
Manufacturers Association. Orders should be sent
to the Book Department, George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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Underneath the Dipole
By

Television Pick -ups and Reflections.

"

THE

SCANNER"

television critic, with over ten years longer experience of the medium than any of the dozens of regular
television critics now writing for the newspapers of
Britain and America. The writings of some of the
new critics will probably' induce a smile or two from
comments of Shulman, Lejeune, Collie Knox, veteran viewers ; but we wish them all the very
Marsland Gander, and others. Each has his follow- best of luck-for, their professional existence is a
ing and a few of them have acquired a sense of proof and a sign that television has well and truly
power proportional to the vitriolic content of the arrived
ink in which they dip their pens. Many a promising
play, book or film has been damned at the outset Large Screen Television
by the comments of a few journalistic camp followers
Up to now large screen television has been
of the arts. On the other hand, it must be admitted presented to paying audiences in the manner of a
the
critics'
when
that there have been occasions
magician demonstrating the Indian Rope Trick.
chorus of approval has had a most beneficial Many, many years ago, there were the stage demoneffect.
strations of Baird at the London Coliseum and,
Too often, the newspaper critic is preoccupied later on, at the Metropole Cinema, Victoria, where
with contriving a wisecrack, and in the process an attempt was made to reproduce the finish
of so doing will cheerfully drive playwrights, of the Derby before a packed audience. That was
publishers and film producers to desperation, drink in the days of very -low-definition television. when
or Carey Street. Some of them would metaphoric- miracles were accomplished with incredible hayally boil their grandmothers to achieve a smart line wire hook -ups, whizzing wheels and bull's -eye lanand are quite willing to risk a ftrce-slap in the Ntvoy tern optical systems. Big screen television is now
Grill or a legal battle in the Law Courts. Satiation an accomplished fact, and very rapid improvements
has given them a point of view which is frequently in the results have been obtained in the last few
far removed from public taste, for which they have months by Cinema Television, Ltd., and Pye Radio
the utmost contempt. They are, indeed, a law unto in England, and by R. C. A. in America. I don't
themselves.
think that big screen television will be put on in a
London cinema again as a stunt ; to start, with, it
Television Critics
will be installed in two or three Odeon cinemas,
It is not true to say that critics are unsuccessful including a newsreel theatre, on a permanent basis,
Ervine
exponents of the arts they criticise. St. John
ready for- relaying a big sporting event, such as a
In the U.S.A., big screen
demonstrated his brilliance as a playright, for top -line boxing match.
fine
many
written
instance, and Pat Mannock has
television has been operated using the " hot "
have
to
Fritics,
film
film scenarios. Critics, even
intermediate film process: The received picture
live, however, and they are expected to say some- and its associated sound is recorded on film, which
in
nice
"
it
was
very
think
"
I
thing more than,
passes immediately through developing, printing
order to earn their pay- packets.
and fixing baths, and the resultant negative is
These ruminations, by the way, are neither a scanned, electronically turned into positive and
justification nor an excuse for the attitude taken in projected. The developing process is very rapid
this article month by month, especially in respect and the wet film is passed through a special gate
of B.B.C. television. Praise and blame, bouquets which enables the picture (and sound) to be reproand brickbats may creep into it from time to time, duced within five minutes. It is then speedily
but such items are random reflections underneath dried and is available to be circulated W other
the dipole. I have in mind the changing attitude cinemas in the same district. Leading technicians
of the lay press to television. Up to now there in this country do not think this system very
has been very little serious criticism of television practical for the average cinema, quite apart from
in the daily and weekly newspapers, and comments the heavy expense in film and highly skilled operatupon individual television plays have usually been ing personnel. Scanning 25 frames per second, it
wedged into the last few lines of the radio corre- uses 93jft. of expensive negative film stock per
spondents' columns. But television has now well and minute, pick -up and.- recording equipment for
truly arrived in the London area and is installed in sound and picture, processing plant and developing
fact which has been solutions .together with the special projectors for
nearly 100,000 homes
noticed by the London Evening Standard, which dealing with wet film; and last, but not least, the
led the way with regular television comments and special enclosures and fire precautions insisted upon
criticisms separate from the " blind radio " column. under the Cinematograph Films Act. R. H. Cricks,
Of ncourse, the radio correspondent of the Daily technical consultant of the Kinetnatograph Weekly,
Telegraph, L. Marsland Gander, has given consider- prefers the direct system, but considers that the
able attention to television for a long time, and British scanning standard of 405 lines to be too low
even before the war his radio column contained for satisfactory big screen results. The French
many references, both technical and otherwise, experimental system of 819 lines, in his opinion,
which were well worth reading. Mr. 11larsland is much nearer the mark., Transmission difficulties,
Gander can, therefore, be looked upon as the first including the huge band -width occupied, render

THE power of the professional critic is a very
real one. The Letters of Junius, the trenchant views of Dr. Johnson, Pepys's Diaries,
Ruskin's monographs and Agate's dramatic criticisms have their modern counterpart in the weekly

!

-a
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this standard impracticable at the moment, though
fine results have been achieved on " closed circuit."
It is probable that 625 lines will be adopted as the
British cinema standard, and I understand that the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Association have already
applied to the authorities for six wavebands for
cinema purposes -three for sound and three for
picture. In any case, the film industry will undoubtedly insist upon complete independence from
the B.B.C., with its own definition standards and
wavelengths, to ensure that its -transmissions are
not available to the private home viewer. If these
requests are granted, the cinemas will still be able to
reproduce R.B.C. 405-line transmissions, and experimental apparatus is already existing which enables a

picture to be re- scanned on

405-line

equipment.

3
625 -line

My own impressions of the Cinema Television
Company's 405 -line big screen results was mentioned in this article a month or so ago. I thought
the results were first class, though it was quite obvious that the type of picture transmitted from the
Alexandra Palace, designed for reproduction on
small home screens, was cramped and suffered
from a preponderence of close -ups. Within the next
few months the British film industry will decide
upon the standards to be used, and my forecast is
625 lines, with a likelihood of sequential scanning
in place of interlaced scanning. The wave -bands to
be allocated to cinemas ? Well, your guess is as
good as mine l

Installation cost and time is reduced to the absolute
minimum. The aerial may be either screwed to a
joist or can be hung from a beam if more convenient.
New Ekcovision Console
EK. COLE, LTD., announce the release of A modified version TA94/1 is available for the
Ekcovision Model TSC91
high- definition Birmingham area. The price is 30s.
television receiver incprporating the chassis of
the popular Ekcovision Model TS46 in an attractive New Ultra Television Receivers
THE latest television receivers produced by
and substantial console cabinet of sapele mahogany.
Ultra Electric, Ltd., comprise three console
Particular attention has been paid to the framing
of the tube face in a neat plastic moulding round the models. The largest of these new television receivers

Latest Television Receivers

-a

inner picture mask. An exceptionally wide angle of
vision is ensured. The entire cabinet can be easily
moved, being mounted on large diameter concealed
wheels under the plinth.
The features of the TS46 9in. tube chassis are
already well respected throughout the television
area -high sensitivity on both vision and sound,
efficient suppression of interference, high standard
of picture definition and tonal contrast, maximum
reliability ensured by careful selection and pretesting of components.
The main controls in the case of the console
model are conveniently located in a recessed panel
at the side. The chassis is, very accessible for
servicing. The price is £75 (including £13 18s. purchase tax).
Ekco are'also rbleasing a, new indoor television
aerial -Model TA94. This consists of three rods
already assembled on a base plate to which it is
only necessary to connect the cable to the receiver

This new Ultra television receiver is characterised by the folding
doors which conceal and
protect the. screen when
the receiver is not being
used.

411

The new

Model

Ekco

TSC94,

which has an

exceptionally
wide angle of
vision, and a high
standard of sound
reproduction.

is Model D.570 and is rightly described as " Television de luxe." It is of the superheterodyne type
and employs a 12in. cathode -ray tube and 21
valves. Designed for operation on A.C. mains
200 -260 volts (60 cycles), this model gives a pure
black and white picture measuring loin. by 8in.,
characterised by extra picture detail and particularly stable time bases. The chassis is constructed
on the tri -unit principle, features being : automatic
frequency control, automatic volume control on
sound, new and improved time bases and noise
suppression. The sound side is characterised by
an 11 }in. elliptical moving-coil loudspeaker, the
audio output being 4.5 watts.
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and top panels. The black and white picture is
loin. by 8in. and the cabinet is provided with
smooth-running wheels, the over -all dimensions
being 37in. high, 20ín. wide and 18ín. deep.
Prices are : Model W.570, £90 4s. 6d. (tax paid)
and Model W.5704, £92 16s. (tax paid).
Model W.470 is somewhat similar in appearance
to Model W.570, but is slightly smaller, the black
arid white picture being fin. by Olin. It is of
the superheterodyne type and employs 20 valves
(21 in Model W.4704), and incorporates tri -unit
chassis construction with automatic frequency
d
bodel D.5704 contains 22 valves, but is otherwise control, automatic volume control on sound, new
similar, and is specially designed for use on the and improved form of time bases agd noise suppression.
fringe of the service area.
The walnut-finished cabinet has carefully
Prices are Model D.570, £141 1,5s. 6d. (tax
selected, figured and straight -grained panels in
paid) and Model D.5704, £144 Is. (tax paid).
Console Model W.570 is technically similar to front and on top. The over-all size is 33ín. high,
model D.570, and the fringe area model W.5704 is 18í.n, wide and 18ín, deep, and the cabinet is fitted
with smooth -running wheels. Prices : Model W.470,
technically similar to model D.5704.
The cabinet, however, is without doors and has £77 6s. 8d. (tax paid), Model W.4704, £79 18s. 2d.
selected straight-grained and figured walnut front (tax paid).

The magnificent cabinet is of hand -selected,
figured and straight -grained walnut and has two
perfectly matched, hinged doors. Brightness /on -off
and volume are placed immediately below the
screen, while, four occasional controls are placed
between them and concealed by a simple shutter.
The glass view panel may be raised to facilitate
easy access to the tube face and protective glass for
cleaning purposes. The cabinet is mounted on
smooth- running wide tread castors, the over -all
dimensions being 41ín. high, 28in. wide and 23in.

-

'

:

News and Views
World
Progress
Russian

European technical journal
claim that by
of this year a large number of television stations
will be in operation, including some radiating
pictures in colour. Notechnical details are given,
nor is there any indication as to the types of receiver
which will be available to the public.
is reported in a
IT that
the Soviet Union

tllnd

Need for Trained Technicians for Television Servicing
need for trained technicians to service the
THEincreasing
number of television receivers was
the keynote of an address by Max F. Balcom,

president of the Radio Manufacturers' Association
and vice -president and treasurer of Sylvania Electric
Products, Inc.,to a town meeting of radio technicians
held at Hotel Bradford recently.
" The radio technician to- day," he said, " is one
of the most important factors in the rapidly
expanding television field. TJnless the television
Dutch Projection System
owner can get proper servicing, he may soon
THE Philips Company of Holland are using a set
lose his initial enthusiasm for this new medium for
new system for the projection of pictures in home entertainment. A shortage of qualified
the domestic receiver. The tube end is made to television servicemen may prove to be a deterrent
project through a plane mirror set at 45 deg. and to television set buying and thus reduce receiver
the image on the tube end is thrown back on to the production and sales."
mirror by a concave mirror in front of the tube.
The reflected image is then directed upwards from " Suicide on Wheels"
the plane mirror through a Schmidt correcting was the description given to television
plate and is finally seen on a cloth screen which is THIS
receivers in cars by the National Safety
drawn up when the lid of the cabinet is raised. Council of America last month. " Keeping one's
The system permits of the use of a more or less eye on the road ahead and on traffic behind and on
standard size cabinet housing an ordinary all -wave both sides is the first essential of safe driving." a
radiogram, but providing a picture approximately council statement said. The council said its staff
12in. by loin. The actual image on the tube in would make a further study of television installations
this case is about 11M. by fin.
visible to passengers only.
Children's Television Competition
result of the recent Children's Television
Competition was announced recently in

THE

" Picture Parade."
The first prize, a television receiver, was presented
by Mr. G. W. Godfrey, Chairman of the Television
Promotion Committee of the Radio Industry
Council, in conjunction with Miss Joan Gilbert,
Editress of " Picture Page," to thirteen -year -old
Barbara Nichols, 54, Harvey Road, N.3.
The competition was sponsored by the British
Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association as
part of the " Better Listening " campaign held in

September.
Second prize, a table model radio receiver, was
'won by twelve -year-old Elizabeth Wiggins, 6,
Cloudesley Place, N.1, and a personal model radio
receiver, third prize, went to Gillian Osborne,
aged 12, 1, Kenmore Drive, 'Mitcham, Surrey.

Television for Export

Television manufacturers are actively

BRITISH
contacting many overseas Governments to

secure contracts for installation of British Television
Transmission Equipment in preference to foreign
systems. Acceptance of British Television System
would. probably result in considerable subsequent
sales of British Television receivers.
The E.M.I. Television System, as used here by
the B.B.C., created tremendous interest amongst
Dominion and foreign visitors during the Olympiad
broadcasts. An illustrated folder featuring the
outstanding efficiency of the British System on this
memorable occasion, is being circulated throughout
the world.
Further information on this subject, if required,
can be obtained from the E.M.I. at Hayes,
Middlesex.
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, le. each/
1937 Crystal Receiver
The " Junior " Crystal Set

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery
One -Valve
Blueprints, 21. each.
All -Wave UM(pen (P.utode)
..
Beginners' One- volver
The " Pyramid " One- volver (BF

--

Yo. of
Blueprint.

P1V71'

PW94"

Pen)

(Trans)) ..

Sonotone Three -Four (HY
Pen, HF Pen, Westeetor, Pea)
Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF
(BC))
The Monitor (HF Pen. D, Pen) ..
1935

The

"Colt"

-

-

]y,11

A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen,

Pen, Weetector, Pen) ..
Maine Record All -Nave 3
Pen, D, Pen)

HF

(IF

Four-valve : Blueprints, 'Be. Seel.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, 1), Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG,
D, Pen)

..

A.C. Hall -Mark

(HF Pen,

e'

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprinte, 2:. each
85 Superhet (Three-waive)
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet..
Mains Sots : Blueprint% 2e. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three- valve) ..
D.C. ¿I Superhet (Throe- valve) ..

..

PW88e

PW3SA

PW91
PW30Ae

PW68'

PWG3

..

W.C.2.

PW6Se

2s. each.

(SG, D, Pen)

PW77

Four-valve : Blueprint, 2e.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D, LP, LF,
PW86e

MISCELLANEOUS

SUPERHETS
Battery Seta : Blueprints, 3s. each.
'Varsity Four
..
The Request All -Waver ..
..
Mains Seta : Blueprints, 21. each.
Heptode Super Three A.C.
..

--

PORTABLES
Four -valve : B).eprinte, 3e. each.
Holiday Porta'ole (SG, D, 1,F,
Class B)

-

.

MAGAZINE

CRYSTAL SETS

PW78

PW84

PW87
PW89

PW92
PW17
PW34B

-

P W 34C

PW46

PW89
PWDO

-

PWl)

--

PW23
PW25

---

PW29

P W:3.RC

PW:35D

PW36A
PWSO

PW54
PW

56

PW70

Leonine Tuning Coil for AW427
1934 Crystal Set
130 -mile Crystal Set

..
..

-.
..

le.

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery
One -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
B.B.C. Special Oaevalve/
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Full- volume Two (SG dot, Peu)..
A modern Two- va, er
Three -valve : Blueprints. 2s.. snoba
£5 3s. S.C. 3 (S(1, I), Trans)
.
Lucerne Ranger (SO, D, Trans) ..
£5 5e. Three De Luse Version
(SG, D, Trans) ..

--

Economy Pentode Three (SO, D,
Pen)
.
W.M." 1934 Standard Three
ERG, D, Pen)
£3 :3s. Three (SG, D, Trama)
1935 £6 6s.. Battery Three (SO`
D, Pen) ..
.,
PTP Three (Pen. D, Pen)
,.
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) ,
AB -wave Whining Three (SG, I/,

-

CI. B)
Lucerne Straight Four (BO, D,
Lb', Tracs)
£3 5e. Battery Four (HF, D, 2LF)
The H.K. Four (SG, SG, D. Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HP Pen,

HF Pen, DDT, Pee)
Five -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
Super -quality Five (I LW, D, RC,
Trans)
Clava B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,
Class B) ..
New Class B Five (2 SO, D, LF,

ÁW444
ÁW450

AW387
ÁW392
WM40(P

AW422
AW43p
WM271

WM337"

-

WM371
WM:389
W11333

WM400

-

AW370
WM331

WM350

WMiS1
WM384

W51404

-

WM320

WM340

P1V20

PW97

Mains Operated

Two -salve : Blueprints, 2s.. each,
Ceneoelectrie Two (D, Pen), A.C.
Economy A.C. Two (D, ;trans), A.C.
Three-valve : Blueprints. 2e. each.
Haatovani A.0 Three (HF, Pen,

D

PW40

PW52
PW43

PW42

£13

Pen)
15e. 1936

--

:

Pen)
Home -wade Coll Two (D,

Three -valve

Pen)..

Blueprints, 2e. each.
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D,
Trans, Super- regen)
The Carrier Short -waver (SO,
:

Pour-valve : Blueprints, 8s. each.
A.W Short -wave World-beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Standard Four- ).-Aver Short- waver
(SO. D, LP, P) ..
..

Superb.

: Blueprint, 3e.
Simplified Short-wave Sup*

..

Two -valve : Bleep:iots, 2e. each,
Two -valve Maine Shortwaver (D,
Pen), A.C.
..
..
.,

Four -valve : Blueprints, Se,
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SO, D, RC, Trans)
..
MISCELLANEOUS
S.W. 1 -valve Converter (l'Ace le.)
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10
Watts) (3/ -)
Listener's 5 -watt 1.0. Amplifier
ni,: -)
Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (2/ -)
Havre Blectrogram battery am-

De Luxe Concert A.C. Electro
gram (2/-)
New Style Short -wave Adapter

(2i-)

..

..

,.

..

B.LD.LC. Shoih -wave Converta
Wilson Tone Marter (2 / -)
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Converter (2 / -)
..
..

WM359

AW393'

AW447

W'M367

--

--

-

A

WISP

WM402
AW440

AW434
WM390

AW48e
WM383
WM397

-

--

--

ÁW453

W1I801'
AWe29

WM387
WM392e

WM398

WH399u

WM403'
WA3388

WM405
WM406

WM408e

AW403
WM286

I

W31329

WM386

MUNI'S COUPON
This coupon s available until Mar,
7th. 1949, and mu: accompany all

WM401

-

WM407

Mattis Operated

WM374

A.C. Radiogram

(HF, D, Pen)
Four-wive: Blueprint:, Vet. each
All -Meta) Four (2 SG, D, Pen)..
Harn Jubr, e Radlogram (HP,
Pen, D, LF, P).

..

Blueprints, 24. each,
Ultrashort Battery Two (SG, det

WM344

PW34D
PW95e

..

Roua Shortwaver

Two -valve

W11331

WM334

--

WM395

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
Ono-valve : Blueprints, 2r. each.
S.W. One-volver fo, Amuira
..
5W428'

AW412'

Pen)

Four-valve : Blueprints, 3s. each,
65e. Four (54, D, RC, Trans)
Sel(- aon(alned Four (SG, D, LF,

AW427

Ouled.

Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)

D,

Push -Pull)
'Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,
..
..
..
Pooh-Pull)

-

Three

1s. each.
PW82 Blueprints,
Four -station Crystal Set ..

Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D
(SG), Lb', Cl. B)

: Blueprint., 2e. each.
Double- Diode-Triode Three (HF
..
..
l'en, DDT, Peo)
..
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) .
..
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) ..
C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Ubique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..
P. J. Comme A.C. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (1LF Pen, D, Pen)
"AR- Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2
LF (RC))

PWGO
P W 73

PORTABLES

I' W72.

(SOD, l'en, Pen)
F. J. Canon's " PuehButton"
Three (HF Peo, D (Pen), Tet)..
Four-valve : Blueprints, Sa each
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, L1

Three -valve

PWSl

PW59

size.

2s.
PW55 Blueprint,
PW48A Family Portable (RF, D, RO,
PW6Y S.W. Converter- Adapter (1 valve)
Traue)
Tiere Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans.)
&MATIUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

(HF, Pen, D, Tot)

Mains Operated
Iwo-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Belectone A.C. Radiogram 'leo
(D, Pow)

PW49

--

F. J. Caerma ELF Three -valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable

PW33e

The" Hurr(rnee " All -Wave Three

D, Push -Pull)
Acme ".AEI -Wave 4 (liF Pea, D
(Pen), LF, 01. B)
The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,
HF Pee, D, Pen (RC))..
.-

Banc) prend S.W.
(HP Pen, D (Pen), Peu)

containing
The issues
descriptions of these seta are now out
of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless.
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., Ge6rge Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street., Strand.
1

Battery Operated

Blueprint, 2e.

The

PIMPS.

O LP (IIC & Trans))
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
9 LF (RC A Trans))
F. J. Came, Oracle All -Wave
Three (HF, Det, Pen...
1938 " Teibaud " All-Wave Three
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
P. J. Camm'e "Sprite" Three

"

:

PW37 Three -valve : Blueprints,

All-Wave Three (D,

Fury Four Super (SG, 8G, D. Pen)
Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HF, Peg,

SHORT -WAVE SITS.
One -valve

PW10

.

..
..

PW76

PW31A
PW85

-

Caroms Universal £4 Super.

..
..
het 4
" Quantone " Universal Four

PW93

Operated

--

N. J.

4

Simple S.W. ()nc -valves ..
Two-valve : Blueprioy 2s. each.
Midget Short -wave Two (D, l'en)
The " Fleet " Shore -wave Two
(D (HF Pen), Pee)
Three-valve : BhepemM, 2s. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)
The Protect 3 (D, 2 LP (RC and

:

Two -valve : Blueprint; 28.
The Signet Two (D & I F)
Three-valve : BbeeprioM, 2a. Weed
Selectone Battery 'Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans))
Summit Three (BF Pen. D, Pew)
Hall-Mara Cadet (1), LF, Pee (BC))
P. J. Cam's Sliver Souvenir (HF
Pen, D (Peu), Fee) (Ali-Wave
Three) ..
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF

F. J. Caouu's A.C. Superl,.t

SPECIAL NOTICE
THESE blueprint, aro (lawn full

I
I
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I
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Fault Finding Simplified
The New Taylor
CIRCIIT ANALYSER Model

20A

The 20A traces the signal through the receiver stage
by stage from aerial to loudspeaker. A midget pentode
detector is contained in the probe, used for R.F. oscillator and 1,F. checks, followed by an amplifier and
loudspeaker in the instrument with a " magic eye " to
give visual indication of signal strength. The latter is
used for D.C. checking on A.V.C. lines or oscillator.
self-bias. For A.F. Checking the input is taken directly
to the amplifier which can be switched to feed either
the loudspeaker or the magic eye. The selectór switch
enables the internal speaker to be used for test
purposes either as a low or high impedance speaker.
A.C. mains operated, 110 volts and 200/250 volt'.
40/100 c.p.s.
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PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS & CO. ,RADIO) LTD.

Compels° ilia Moving Coll Loudspeaker
fitted with noise excluding rubber caps. Make excellent Mikes, Phones
or Speakers, 2'- each. 18'- dos.
PLESSEY AUTO CHANGER with magnetic pick -up. A.C. 200/250 v.
8- records mired, £16'66.
GARRARD ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE UNIT with magnetic pick-up,
A.C. 100 /250 v., £5 19/5. Conant Auto Changers with magnetic pick -up,
£22,4/4.
A.C. 100/250 COLLARD ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE UNIT with magnetic pick -up and
auto stop, A.C. 1(10,'25(1 e., £911118. With crystal pick -up. £11/28.
COLLABO ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTOR with 121t. turntable.
MOVING COIL EARPIECES.

A.C. 100/250 v., £511814.
CONRAD ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTOR, Stn. turntable, 200/250 v.

AP.,

5716.

All above motors include Purchase Tax.
COLLARD AUTO CHANGERS. Mixer /Changer Rim Drive. High fidelity
crystal pick -up. Repeat reject mechanism, £14 /68
COLLARO A.C. /D.C. GRAMOPHONE
without pick -up or auto stop. 9615/6.

MOTORS,

with turntable but

Consists of a comHT, ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER KIT.
v.
plete kit of parts to construct au R.T. Eliminator with an output of 120
at 20 mA. and provision for Trickle Chaining a 2 v. Accumulator. Tuo

Metal Rectifiers are employed. With circuit, 35/ -.
SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
10 +16 mi. 500 v. working. Cardboard

4/11

4/11
500 v.
5'11
All. Cane
350 v.
216
,
350 v.
216
350 v.
3 -'9
Cardboard
450 v.
3/8mt 450 v.
4 mf. 500 v.
,
2
All. cans
L] '11
+R mid. 450 v.
MINE DETECTOR PANELS, include three IT4 valves, 12 -1 Midget Trans.,
three ceramic valveholders, 18 condensers and resistors, etc., 20' -. Without
Valves, 5/ -.
WIRE WOUND RESISTORS. 50K 200 watt, 41 -. 20K 200 acd t, 24;-.-, oK
All
+12K 150 watt, 4/ -. 75K 100 watt, 9/-. 350 ohms 77
8 +8 mf.
32 +22 mt.
32 rnf.
16 mf.
16 mf.

.dt.

vitreous enamelled.

Our 1948 List is available.
send 21d. stamp for copy.

Please

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
on 230 volt 60 cycle Mains.
Type 33 35 v. 2 a. Tapped at 32, 34. .,h v,
42 000 -0 -500 V. 170 inA 4ay. 4 a
44
50
51

10

v.5 a.,

All are for u,-

la

35
Il1eal
,10v.Ia
Au
n ideo Trans former for sollh -sting or welding 60-

32 V. 705.
150 -0 -3211 v. 60

mA., n.:i v-

1

a., 6.3 e. 2-6

12

s

250 +250 v. 60 m.A. 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 -1 a.
275 +275 v. 60 ruA, l v. 2 a., 6.5 v. 2.3 a.
250 +250 V. 100 rnA, 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 3
330 +350 v. 70 mA, 5 V. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 -3 a.
30t(-300 v. 70 m2, 4 v. 2 a., 4 v. 3 -5 a.
LOUDSPEAKERS BY FAMOUS MAKER
10in. P.M. 2 -3 obtus
1011
61n. P.M. 2 -3 ohms

1515-

61
54
55
66
67

161

I

din.

IIIsi

15

176
17,8
17 0

...-

23'i

....

S5

17.B

2.3

TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENS. Suit any lin, Ci,,. or 7m
Increase picture size considerably. 29/6.
FERRANTI, AFIC .P.P. DRIVER TRANS. Split Sec., super quad/'- I)
TANK AERIALS. Seven sit. lengths of tube which tit i
r 3 G
other. making a very efficient aerial
26
Rubber Bases to ft
NEW 2 -VALVE ALL WAVE KIT. 10 to 2.000 metres. Switelmd
Pack ready aired anst tested. 2 Mazda. 11L23 Valves. Phones,
steel
case, a.
L.T. Batteries, Cond,sers, resistors, diagrams and
to assemble, £3:10/ -, including Purchase Tax.
NEW 1948 MIDGET SUPERHET RADIO KIT, with Illuminated
F Dial. All parts, including Va ives, M/C Speaker and instructions. _t
plus Metal Rectifier. 16 -50 metre'. and 200 -557 metres. 200 t,- -.
,.
A.C. or A.C.'D.C. moins. State which te required. Sise, lOin. a 6i,,.
£8/5/ -, including Purchase Tax. MIDGET RADIO CABINETS to Brown Bakelite. Can be supplied
above Midget. at 251 -, including P.T.
NEW MIDGET T.H.F. RECEIVER. Special offer of completely bol,'
tested T.R.F. Receivers in hnkelite cases. Medium and Long Waveband 61n. >. Ilu. Two models are available, on A.C. anI
Sise, I2in.
A.C. /D.C. Itoth.inr 200 -230 v. mains. These are offered at the
.

-

;

price of £7,19'6, inchtding Pnrchac. Tax.

pue.

POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., E.5. 'Phone : Amherst 1723.
CALLERS TO 152;'3, FLEET ST., E.C.4. Central 2833.
NEW BRANCH : 207, EDGWARE RD., W.C.2. Ambassador 4033.
This Branch is open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays.
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